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ABSTRACT
An investigation is made of the analytic properties of two 
Feynman amplitudes, the triangle diagram amplitude and the box diagram 
amplitude, by using two different methods. After the first two 
introductory chapters, the scalar triangle diagram amplitude is 
studied in chapter 3. The Feynman parametrisation of this amplitude is 
transformed directly into a single spectral representation in the 
Mandelstam variable t . In this way, the different forms of the 
spectral representation, the weight functions and the thresholds are 
obtained directly for all possible mass configurations involving 
stable external particles. Then, by starting with a particular normal 
threshold spectral representation obtained by the method of direct 
transformation (or by a heuristic method which is also discussed in 
this chapter), the different forms of the spectral representation, 
including cases for which the threshold is anomalous, are obtained by 
continuing in the external masses squared.
In chapter 4, the method of direct transformation is extended to 
apply to the scalar box diagram amplitude. In this way, a double 
spectral representation in the Mandelstam variables s and t is 
established, and necessary and sufficient conditions for its validity 
are found. Further, by the same method, a number of different 
spectral representations for the box diagram amplitude are obtained 
for cases when the double spectral representation is no longer valid. 
The method of analytic continuation is then used in chapter 5 to 
establish spectral representations for the box diagram amplitude for 
both real and complex s and t . In particular, for cases when the 
external particles are stable, spectral representations are obtained 
for all s in the upper half complex plane and for almost all 
—00 < f < +°° . These spectral representations are established by
starting with a particular normal threshold spectral representation, 
obtained in chapter 4 by the method of direct transformation (or by a 
heuristic method which is also discussed in chapter 4), and continuing 
in the external masses, and then in s and t .
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11. HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
1-1. Field theory
In 1935 Yukawa (1935) suggested that the nuclear forces are due 
to the exchange of heavy quanta, just as the electromagnetic interaction 
is due to the exchange of photons; the short-range nature of the 
nuclear forces is then explained by the fact that the quanta are 
massive. This idea led to the development of the Lagrangian field 
theory of the strong interactions. In the simplest form of the theory 
the strong interactions are transmitted by the pion fields; more 
generally, a field theory can be set up which involves the fields of 
all the strongly interacting particles.
The application of Lagrangian field theory to the strong 
interactions met with two major obstacles. Firstly, there is no 
classical limit to the forces, so there is no clue to the form of the 
interaction. Secondly, the coupling, in contrast to the electromagnetic 
coupling, is so strong that perturbation calculations cannot be trusted 
to give even a rough indication of the correctness of a particular trial 
form of the interaction. Two of the simplest commonly used interaction 
densities for describing the pion-nucleon interaction are the 
pseudoscalar coupling, which is renormalizable (Dyson 1949a, b), and 
the pseudovector coupling, which is unrenormalizable; both are linear 
in the pseudoscalar pion field.
In the earliest comparisons of pion-nucleon theory with experiments, 
weak coupling or perturbation theory was used. It was found that, in 
the Born approximation, the pseudovector coupling gives reasonable 
agreement with experiment for the total cross section for low energy 
scattering of pions by protons, while the pseudoscalar theory disagrees 
with experiment. However both theories predict very large s-wave 
scattering of pions whereas the experiments showed strong p -wave
Scattering and weak s-wave scattering. (See, for example, Marshak 
(1952) or Bethe and de Hoffmann (1955) where detailed reviews of the
2
early theories and experiments can be found.)
In 1952 Drell and Henley (1952) proposed a solution to the 
s-wave problem. They used a transformation discovered by Dyson (1948) 
to convert the linear renormalizable pseudoscalar coupling into a 
linear pseudovector coupling plus a large number of correction terms.
The most important of these, they showed, has the same effect as a 
strong repulsive central potential between the pion and the nucleon.
The Born approximation for this short range repulsive interaction 
gives the large s-wave scattering predicted by weak coupling theory. 
However, by also including some higher order effects they were able to 
obtain reasonable agreement with experimental data for low energy 
s-wave scattering. To obtain better agreement with experimental results, 
and, in particular, to obtain accurate s-wave scattering lengths, it 
is however, necessary to write a dispersion relation for the s-wave 
amplitudes. (See, for example, Hamilton and Woolcock (1963).)
Chew (1953, 1954a, b) attacked the other part of the problem, 
namely p-wave pion-nucleon scattering. He used a crude static model 
in which the nucleon recoil was neglected and for the interaction 
Hamiltonian used a pseudovector coupling with a finite energy cut off 
and a small momentum cut off. Then, by varying two arbitrary 
parameters, he was able to correlate the theory with the data for a 
number of low energy experiments, including p-wave pion-nucleon 
scattering.
A major step in the understanding of p-wave scattering came with 
the application of an equation for the transition amplitude to the 
cut off pseudovector interaction between a pion and a static nucleon.
3This equation for the transition amplitude was derived independently 
by Low (1955) and Lehmann, Symanzik and Zimmermann (1955) and the 
resultant theory is generally known as Chew-Low theory (Chew and Low 
(1955)). Using this equation, Chew and Low were able to derive 
dispersion relations and obtain solutions for the p-wave amplitude 
for low energy pion-nucleon scattering. The solutions chosen were not 
unique, as pointed out by Castillejo, Dalitz and Dyson (1956), but 
they did lead to results which were in good agreement with experiment. 
In particular, for an appropriate energy cut off, the solutions lead 
to the observed /!/*(3, 3) resonance which dominates low energy 
pion-nucleon scattering.
The Chew-Low theory only applies to low energy p-wave scattering 
and the dispersion relations derived are only approximate. It is, 
however, possible to deduce exact dispersion relations and improve on 
the results of Chew-Low theory. Heuristic derivations of exact 
dispersion relations were given by a number of authors, for example, 
Salam (1956) and Capps and Takeda (1956), and these dispersion 
relations were first used to improve the static equations of Chew-Low 
theory by Chew, Goldberger, Low and Nambu (1957a). Rigorous proofs 
were subsequently given by Bogoliubov, Medvedev and Polivanov (1959), 
Bremermann, Oehme and Taylor (1958) and Lehmann
(1958). These proofs were based not on Lagrangian field theory but 
on the Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann formulation of field theory 
(Lehmann, Symanzik and Zimmermann (1955)).
Lehmann, Symanzik and Zimmermann found Lagrangian field theory 
unsatisfactory from a theoretical as well as a practical point of 
view. Besides the problem of choosing an appropriate Lagrangian 
density for describing a particular interaction, there is the problem
4of renormalization which is encountered when one attempts to use the 
theory. When the 5-matrix for the interaction is expanded in a 
perturbation series in the coupling constant, divergent terms appear 
which must be removed by a prescription called renormalization 
(Dyson (1949a, b)). Although this prescription gives finite results 
for the so-called renormalizable theories, divergent renormalization 
constants appear both in the field equations and in the commutation 
relations of the renormalized operators. Finally, for strong 
interactions, such as the pion-nucleon interaction, perturbation 
theory cannot be trusted since the coupling constant squared is greater 
than unity in the renormalizable theories.
In their new formulation of field theory, Lehmann, Symanzik and 
Zimmermann used only those properties of quantum field theory which 
they believed to be model independent, and completely avoided using 
unrenormalized fields and renormalization constants. They assumed, for 
example, that the field of spin zero particles of mass m can be 
described by a linear Hermitian operator (p(x) which operates in a 
Hilbert space of state vectors, and further limited the properties of 
<t>(x) by imposing the following requirements.
1. Invariance principle. The theory should he invariant under 
arbitrary Poincare transformations.
2. Micro causality or local commutativity. The space-like 
commutators of field operators should vanish:
<f)(z/)] = 0
when (x-y) is a space-like vector.
3. Asymptotic condition. The field operator (p(x) should3 in 
the limits as the time x  ^-► -00 and x^ ■+ +00 3 he equivalent
to the free field operators <Jh (x) and respectively.
5The l im i t  i s  taken in  the sense o f  weak convergence.
These r e q u i r e m e n t s  can a l s o  be g e n e r a l i z e d  t o  a p p ly  t o  p a r t i c l e s  
o t h e r  t h a n  s p in  z e ro  p a r t i c l e s .
By com bin ing  th e  b a s i c  p r i n c i p l e s  o f  t h e  Lehmann-Symanzik- 
Zimmermann f o r m u la t io n  o f  f i e l d  t h e o r y  w i th
( a )  the assumption o f  the ex is ten ce  o f  a complete s e t  o f  
e ig e n s ta te s  o f  the energy-momentum operator corresponding to 
non-negative values o f  the energy3
( b ) assumptions about the ex is ten ce  o f  c e r ta in  Fourier transforms,
and
( c )  assumptions about the p r o p e r t ie s  o f  the spectrum o f  
in term ed ia te  s ta t e s  fo r  the system in  qu es tion 3
i t  i s  th e n  p o s s i b l e ,  f o r  some p r o c e s s e s ,  t o  deduce  c e r t a i n  a n a l y t i c  
p r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  a m p l i t u d e .  From t h e s e  a n a l y t i c i t y  
p r o p e r t i e s ,  d i s p e r s i o n  r e l a t i o n s  c o n n e c t in g  m e a s u ra b le  q u a n t i t i e s  can 
th e n  be o b t a i n e d  (Bremermann, Oehme and T a y lo r  ( 1 9 5 8 ) ) .
1-2. Dispersion relat ions
A lth o u g h  t h e r e  were e a r l i e r  r e l a t e d  w o rk s ,  t h e  r e a l  s t a r t i n g  
p o i n t  o f  t h e  t h e o r y  o f  d i s p e r s i o n  r e l a t i o n s  came w i th  t h e  p a p e r s  o f  
K ronig  (1926 )  and Kramers (1927; see  a l s o  Kramers ( 1 9 5 6 ) ) .  Both were 
c o n c e rn e d  w i th  t h e  c l a s s i c a l  d i s p e r s i o n  o f  l i g h t ,  and o b ta in e d  an 
i n t e g r a l  e q u a t i o n ,  c a l l e d  a d i s p e r s i o n  r e l a t i o n ,  c o n n e c t in g  th e  r e a l  
and im a g in a ry  p a r t s  o f  t h e  r e f r a c t i v e  in d e x :
R e ( n ( 0 3 ) - l )  = - P  f  r ' - —  ,v '  TT I 03-03
J  —OO
where P d e n o te s  Cauchy p r i n c i p a l  v a l u e .  Kramers showed t h a t  th e  
d i s p e r s i o n  r e l a t i o n  f o l lo w s  from th e  r e q u i r e m e n t  t h a t  t h e  r e f r a c t i v e  
i n d e x ,  c o n s id e r e d  as  a f u n c t i o n  o f  a complex f r e q u e n c y  03 , be an
6analytic function in the upper half complex oo-plane and approach unity 
at infinity. He then showed that in a medium described by such a 
refractive index, electromagnetic signals cannot propagate faster than 
the velocity of light, and that the dispersion relation is in fact 
based on the requirement of causality.
In 1946 Kronig (1946) suggested that the causality requirement 
might be imposed on the -S-matrix for elementary particle processes to 
limit its form. Subsequently dispersion relations were derived for 
non-relativistic quantum mechanical scattering processes and later, 
the Kramers-Kronig relation was applied to problems in quantum 
electrodynamics such as forward scattering of light by the nuclear 
Coulomb field.
The first attempt at a complete formulation of the causality 
condition and a derivation of the Kramers-Kronig relation within the 
framework of quantum field theory was made by Gell-Mann, Goldberger 
and Thirring (1954). The field theoretical formulation of 
microscopic causality is that the commutator (resp. anticommutator) of 
two boson (resp. fermion) Heisenberg field operators at two different 
space-time points must vanish if the separation of the points is 
space-like. The proof of the dispersion relation given by Gell-Mann, 
Goldberger and Thirring for the forward scattering of light was based 
on the use of perturbation theory, but this deficiency was soon 
remedied by Goldberger (1955a).
In the following paper, Goldberger (1955b) attacked the problem 
of obtaining dispersion relations for the forward scattering of 
massive particles. Using the microcausality condition together with 
the equation for the scattering amplitude derived independently by 
Low (1955) and Lehmann, Symanzik and Zimmermann (1955), he obtained
7the correct form of the dispersion relations without giving a 
rigorous proof. Dispersion relations for the forward scattering of 
pions by nucleons were then obtained in a heuristic way by Goldberger, 
Miyazawa and Oehme (1955 ) and the first comparison with experiment was 
made by Anderson, Davidson and Kruse (1955).
The next step was to generalize the dispersion relations to apply 
to non-forward scattering. Heuristic derivations were given independ­
ently by a number of authors, for example Salam (1955) and Capps and 
Takeda (1956). The integration in these dispersion relations is over 
the energy variable with the Lorentz invariant momentum transfer held 
constant. These fixed momentum transfer dispersion relations were 
first applied by Chew, Goldberger, Low and Nambu (1957a). They used 
them to improve the static equations of Chew-Low theory by including 
first order nucleon recoil effects and calculating the 8 and d  
wave phase shifts as well as the p -wave phase shifts. Chew, 
Goldberger, Low and Nambu (1957b) also wrote down similar relations 
for the photo production of pions from nucleons and discussed the 
photo production process for energies up to and including the 
N * ( .3, 3) resonance. Since then there have been numerous applications 
of dispersion relations for both forward and non-forward scattering. 
(See, for example, Screaton (1961), Hamilton and Woolcock (1963), 
Shirkov, Serebryakov and Meshcheryakov (1969) and Burkhardt (1969)).
The first rigorous proof of dispersion relations for forward 
scattering of massive particles was given by Symanzik (1957), and, 
as mentioned in sect. 1-1, general proofs for non-forward scattering 
were given by Bogoliubov, Medvedev and Polivanov (1959), Bremermann, 
Oehme and Taylor (1958) and Lehmann (1958). These proofs showed that 
fixed momentum transfer dispersion relations were valid, provided that
8the momentum transfer satisfied certain inequalities and that the 
masses of the interacting particles also satisfied some inequalities. 
For pion-nucleon scattering the fixed momentum transfer dispersion 
relations were proved for physical pion and nucleon masses and for
0 < -t < 2M+\i 2 . , _ 2• y % i2y3 2 M-]i
Here M is the nucleon mass, y the pion mass and
t-  =  6 v p h 2  >
where p^ and p^ are the four-momenta of the incident and outgoing
nucleon, p^ and p' the four-momenta of the incident and outgoing
pion. For nucleon-nucleon scattering and the nucleon electromagnetic 
form factor or vertex function, both of which involve coupling to the 
pion field, dispersion relations could only be proved if
y > (y/2-±)M .
Unfortunately, the observed masses do not satisfy this inequality and 
hence it was not known whether dispersion relations were valid for 
these processes.
Since rigorous proofs of dispersion relations for nucleon-nucleon 
scattering and for electromagnetic form factors could not be given (in 
fact no proofs have yet been found (Goldberger, 1970)) many authors 
began investigating the analytic properties of the Feynman integrals 
which occur in the perturbation expansion of the scattering matrix 
(Feynman (1949a, b), Dyson (1949a, b)). Feynman had previously 
developed a graphical representation of the perturbation series in 
connection with quantum electrodynamics and had given a set of rules 
for writing down the integral associated with a particular Feynman 
diagram. Similar sets of rules had also been developed for the 
interactions of hadrons and it was hoped that the analytic properties
9of the individual Feynman integrals associated with a particular 
amplitude would indicate the analytic properties of that amplitude 
itself. This was despite the fact that the magnitude of the 
individual Feynman integrals was not believed to be significant in the 
case of the strong interactions.
In chapter 2, we discuss some of the methods that have been used 
to obtain dispersion relations for Feynman integrals, and to obtain 
the thresholds and weight functions in these dispersion relations. We 
also discuss a method of obtaining the weight functions in approximate 
dispersion relations for scattering amplitudes and vertex functions.
In this method, a dispersion relation is obtained, for a particular 
amplitude, by making assumptions about the analytic properties and 
behaviour of the amplitude at infinity. The weight function is then 
obtained by using the unitarity relation (discussed in sects. 2-3,
3-2 and 4-2). Approximations to the amplitudes on the right hand side 
of the unitarity relation are made, and in this way an approximation 
to the imaginary part of the amplitude (weight function) is obtained.
In the following chapters, we shall see that, for the scalar vertex 
function and the two-particle + two-particle scattering amplitude, this 
method can, under certain circumstances, yield the same dispersion 
relations, with the same weight functions, as those obtained from the 
triangle diagram Feynman amplitude and the box diagram Feynman 
amplitude respectively. It has, in fact, been argued by a number of 
authors (for example, Stapp (1962), Polkinghorne (1962) and Taylor 
(1964)) that, in a theory of scalar particles, the set of singularities 
that one obtains for a given amplitude by iterating the unitarity 
relation in a particular way, includes the set of singularities 
obtained in the perturbation expansion of the amplitude in a simple
3field theory with a g§ interaction.
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2. DISPERSION RELATIONS FROM PERTURBATION 
THEORY AND THE UNITARITY RELATION
2-1. Introduction
In this chapter, we review some of the investigations of 
analyticity properties of Feynman amplitudes. We also discuss a 
method of using the unitarity relation together with certain 
approximations to obtain the weight functions in approximate 
dispersion relations for scattering amplitudes and vertex functions.
For most of this chapter, and for all of chapters 3, 4 and 5, we 
neglect spin effects and consider only amplitudes involving scalar 
particles. In addition, the external particles, though not necessarily 
the internal particles, are assumed to be stable.
Investigations of Feynman amplitudes involving scalar particles 
are, of course, simpler than the corresponding investigations 
involving particles with spin, and hence most investigations of the 
analytic properties of Feynman amplitudes have involved scalar 
particles. Most elementary particles are, in fact, not scalar, and 
therefore it might be thought that such investigations would not be 
very useful for gaining an insight into the analytic properties of 
transition amplitudes involving elementary particles. However, simple
3
local field theories of scalar particles, such as the "type 
theories, have been very useful models for discovering new effects 
(such as anomalous thresholds) and for postulating analytic properties 
of transition amplitudes. The complications introduced by including 
spin effects occur, for simple local field theories, in the Yiwfi&vcitov 
of the Feynman integral. Hence, it is expected that a particular 
Feynman integral involving scalar particles will have some 
singularities in common with the corresponding Feynman integral 
involving particles with spin. It should be noted, however, that the
11
non-Landau o r  seco n d - ty p e  s i n g u l a r i t i e s  (Cutkosky (1960 a ,  b ) ,  F a i r l i e , 
L an d sh o ff ,  N u t t a l l  and P o lk inghorne  (1962))  depend on th e  sp in  o f  th e  
p a r t i c l e s  (Nakanishi (1971) ,  s e c t .  16 -1 ) .
We b eg in  in  s e c t .  2-2 by rev iew ing  th e  f i r s t  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  o f  
th e  a n a l y t i c i t y  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  Feynman i n t e g r a l s ,  in  p a r t i c u l a r ,  the  
Feynman t r i a n g l e  and box diagram am p li tu d e s .  In t h i s  s e c t i o n ,  we a l s o  
d i s c u s s  M andelstam’ s method o f  app rox im ating  th e  am p litudes  on the  
r i g h t  hand s id e  o f  th e  u n i t a r i t y  r e l a t i o n ,  o b ta in in g  a normal 
th r e s h o l d  d i s p e r s io n  r e l a t i o n  f o r  a c e r t a i n  range o f  masses and then  
c o n t in u in g  in  th e  e x t e r n a l  m a ss e s , to  o b ta in  a d i s p e r s io n  r e l a t i o n  f o r  
a w ider  range o f  m asses. In s e c t .  2 -3 ,  th e  Mandelstam double s p e c t r a l  
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  and i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  o f  th e  a n a l y t i c  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  th e  
box diagram  am p litu d e  are  d is c u s s e d .  Then, in  s e c t .  2 -4 ,  a d is c u s s io n  
o f  th e  d e r iv a t io n  o f  the  Landau-Cutkosky r u l e s  and t h e i r  a p p l i c a t io n  
to  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  o f  a n a l y t i c i t y  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  Feynman i n t e g r a l s  i s  
g iv e n .  F i n a l l y ,  in  s e c t .  2-5 we conclude t h i s  c h a p te r  w ith  an account 
o f  th e  work to  be c a r r i e d  out in  c h a p te r s  3, 4 and 5.
2-2. Single dispersion relations from perturbation theory and the 
unitarity relation
The f i r s t  a t te m p ts  a t  e s t a b l i s h i n g  d i s p e r s io n  r e l a t i o n s  fo r  the
t r i a n g l e  diagram  v e r te x  fu n c t io n  (o r  am p li tu d e )  a s s o c ia t e d  w ith  the
Feynman diagram shown in  f i g .  3 -1 ,  were th o se  o f  K a rp lu s , Sommerfield
and Wichmann (1958) and Nambu (1958). K a rp lu s ,  Sommerfield and
Wichmann c o n s id e re d  th e  g e n e ra l  mass case  when th e  s i x  p a r t i c l e s  shown
in  f i g .  3-1 were a l l  d i f f e r e n t ,  bu t r e s t r i c t e d  t h e i r  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  to
3
s c a l a r  s e l f - c o n j u g a t e  p a r t i c l e s  i n t e r a c t i n g  th rough  a - ty p e  
i n t e r a c t i o n  H am iltonian  d e n s i t y .  The r e s u l t a n t  th e o ry  i s  re n o rm a l iz a b le  
(Dyson (1949 b ) ) .  F u r th e r  th e y  c o n s id e re d  only e x t e r n a l  p a r t i c l e s
12
which satisfied the stability criterion, that the rest mass of all 
intermediate states to which a single particle is coupled must exceed 
the rest-mass of that particle. They wrote down the Feynman 
parametrisation of the triangle diagram vertex function F^(t) and
then argued that it can be written as a dispersion relation (or 
spectral representation) in the momentum transfer:
F A t ) = £A  7T
r imF^(v+i*o)dv
v - t
1 +
Here * ^-Pb)2 and pA , are the four-momenta of the particles
A, B in fig. 3-1. They did not obtain the explicit form of the 
spectral function lmF^(v+i•0) but they discovered that the threshold
2
is not always the normal th re sh o ld, (E+F) . When the inequality
f [e2+g2- a 2) + e [f2+g2- b2) < 0
is satisfied, v becomes an anomalous threshold whose value is less 
2than (E+F) . Here 4, B, F, F and refer to the masses of the
particles in fig. 3-1. Normal thresholds, which had been discussed 
earlier by Eden (1952), refer to the threshold energies at which new 
physical processes become possible. Anomalous thresholds are 
additional singularities which do not have a simple physical 
interpretation. In fact, Karplus, Sommerfield and Wichmann showed 
that the anomalous threshold occurs for the triangle diagram amplitude 
when the intermediate particles are on the mass shell, and then energy 
and momentum can be conserved only for reactions between particles 
with complex momenta. Nevertheless, as we shall see later, there have 
been attempts to explain observable effects in terms of anomalous 
singularities.
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In his investigation of the nucleon electromagnetic vertex 
function, Nambu included spin effects. He decomposed the nucleon 
electromagnetic form factor into two scalar functions multiplied by 
irreducible covariants and then, from perturbation theory, wrote 
dispersion relations for each of the scalar functions, without giving 
the explicit form of the spectral function. He also studied the 
hyperon electromagnetic form factor in a simplified model involving 
hyperons , nucleons and ^-mesons and, by examining the triangle 
diagram contribution, showed that under certain circumstances anomalous 
thresholds occur.
Symanzik (1958) used a scalar model for the nucleon electromagnetic 
vertex function and argued, without considering the individual diagrams 
in detail, that dispersion relations can be written for any Feynman 
integral which is obtained in the perturbation expansion of the 
nucleon electromagnetic form factor. A similar heuristic argument had 
been used earlier by Nambu (1957) to write down dispersion relations 
for a vertex function in quantum electrodynamics.
At about the same time Ka’llen and Wightman (1958 ) obtained the 
domain of analyticity of the scalar vertex function by using the 
general requirements of Lorentz invariance, a reasonable mass spectrum 
shape and local commutativity. They also explicitly integrated a 
certain derivative of the general mass case triangle diagram amplitude 
and argued that its singularities are the same as those of the 
triangle diagram amplitude. However the nature of the second-type 
singularity (Cutkosky (1960 a, b)) is different for the two functions, 
being a pole for the derivative with respect to the external masses 
squared considered by Kallen and Wightman, and a square root 
singularity for the triangle diagram amplitude (Oehme (1959), Fairlie,
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Landshoff, Nuttall and Polkinghorne (1962)).
In a series of papers, Oehme (1958, 1959, 1960) used the results 
obtained by Kallen and Wightman to write down a dispersion relation in 
t for the derivative of the triangle diagram vertex function, for a 
particular case when some of the masses of the particles were equal.
He then gave a heuristic derivation of a dispersion relation for the 
particular equal mass case triangle diagram amplitude and presented an 
intuitive non-relativistic interpretation of anomalous thresholds. In 
particular, he examined the effect of the triangle diagram anomalous 
threshold on a static ’charge' distribution associated with the deuteron 
electromagnetic vertex function, in a model involving only scalar 
particles. He took a three dimensional Fourier transform of the 
triangle diagram vertex function and showed that the resultant static 
’charge' distribution is a superposition of Yukawa clouds, and that 
the longest range component is determined by the threshold of the 
triangle diagram vertex function. He then argued that, of the 
triangle diagrams which contribute to the deuteron electromagnetic 
vertex function, the one with the lowest normal threshold, namely 
24p , has A and B (in fig. 3-1) each being a deuteron, E and F 
each a pion, G two nucleons and T a photon. The range corresponding
to this normal threshold is approximately (2y) 1 . However, if 
instead one considers the triangle diagram with A and B each being 
a deuteron, F and G each a nucleon and T a photon, then the 
resultant triangle diagram amplitude has an anomalous threshold 
approximately equal to 16Me . Here U is the pion mass, M  the 
nucleon mass and e the binding energy of the deuteron. The range
_ l
corresponding to this anomalous threshold is approximately (iSMe) 2
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which is larger than (2y) . If one considers the Schrödinger wave
function for a bound state of a proton and a neutron with a small 
binding energy £ , then one finds that the range of the charge
_ i
distribution is also approximately (16A/£) 2 . Thus, in this rough 
model, the range obtained by considering only normal thresholds is too 
small, while that obtained by including an anomalous threshold agrees 
with Schrödinger theory.
Mandelstam (1960) examined the problem of obtaining approximate 
dispersion relations for the process tt + tt -+• N + N and for the 
nucleon electromagnetic form factor. He treated all particles as 
being scalar, and by making a single nucleon exchange approximation to 
one of the amplitudes on the right hand side of the unitarity relation 
(discussed in sects. 2-3, 3-2 and 4-2) and assuming that the threshold 
is a normal threshold, he obtained normal threshold dispersion 
relations in t , the momentum transfer. Then, he supposed that a 
baryon of mass B , instead of a nucleon, was exchanged and obtained a
2 2 2modified spectral function for the case when M  < B t y , where M 
is the nucleon mass and y the pion mass. To obtain the form of the
2 2 2dispersion relation when M  > B + y , he examined the path taken in
the complex plane by the singularity of the spectral function as the
2masses were changed. In the continuation procedure, he gave M a 
small positive imaginary part and found that the path of integration 
used to define the dispersion relation had to be deformed when 
2 2 2M > B + y . Further, he found that the threshold for the dispersion 
2 2 2relation when M > B + y was an anomalous threshold, whose value
2was less than the normal threshold value, 4y , and that the spectral 
function in the anomalous region was different from the one above
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4p4" . Mandelstam’s method of approximating the amplitudes on the 
right hand side of the unitarity relation, obtaining a normal 
threshold dispersion relation for a certain range of masses and then 
continuing in the external masses to obtain a dispersion relation for 
a wider range of masses, will be discussed in detail in chapters 3, 4 
and 5.
Blankenbecler and Nambu (1960) studied the deuteron electromagnetic 
form factor in a simplified model involving scalar spinless deuterons, 
nucleons and another baryon. Firstly, they discussed the form factor 
from the point of view of the Schrödinger equation with the aim of 
giving a physical interpretation of the anomalous thresholds which 
occur for the triangle diagram amplitude. Then, from perturbation 
theory, they wrote down the dispersion relation for their particular 
equal mass case triangle diagram amplitude and gave an interpretation 
of anomalous thresholds similar to that given earlier by Oehme (1959). 
Finally, they obtained the same dispersion relation for their 
particular equal mass case by using Mandelstam’s method of approximating 
the amplitudes on the right hand side of the unitarity relation, 
obtaining a normal threshold dispersion relation for a certain range 
of masses and then continuing in the external masses to obtain a 
dispersion relation for a wider range of masses. Blankenbecler and 
Cook (1960) also discussed the deuteron electromagnetic form factor 
from the point of view of dispersion theory, using Mandelstam’s method, 
and compared their results with Schrödinger theory.
Mandelstam's method was also used by Nishijima (1962) and Gross 
(1964 a) for studying the deuteron electromagnetic form factor in a 
model consisting of scalar particles, by Liu (1962) for studying a 
scalar vertex function in a theory containing three different particles
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and by Simonov (1962, 1963) for studying a scalar vertex function in a 
theory where the internal particles were the same. Nishijima also 
obtained the dispersion relation for his particular equal mass case 
triangle diagram amplitude by using the Cutkosky rules (discussed in 
sect. 2-4). Fronsdal and Norton (1964) also used Mandelstam's 
method to obtain the spectral representation for the general mass case 
triangle diagram amplitude, without giving the details of how the 
method must be modified for this case. In a further paper Gross 
(1964 b) included spin effects in his study of the deuteron 
electro-magnetic form factor.
The first attempts at establishing dispersion relations for the 
box diagram amplitude associated with the Feynman diagram shown in 
fig. 4-1, were those of Grisaru (1958) and Karplus, Sommerfield and 
Wichmann (1959). Grisaru examined the nucleon-nucleon scattering 
amplitude in fourth order perturbation theory and gave a heuristic 
derivation of single dispersion relations for small momentum transfers. 
He did not, however, obtain the thresholds nor the form of the spectral 
functions. Karplus, Sommerfield and Wichmann investigated the analytic 
properties of the scalar box diagram amplitude for the general mass 
case, when all the particles shown in fig. 4-1 were different. They 
wrote down the Feynman parametrisation of the box diagram amplitude 
and argued that it can be written as a single dispersion relation in 
the momentum transfer variable t . They did not obtain the explicit 
form of the spectral function, but showed that under certain conditions 
anomalous thresholds occur for the box diagram amplitude, as well as 
for the triangle diagram amplitude. By examining the integrand of the 
Feynman integral, they showed that the box diagram amplitude is an 
analytic function of both the energy and the momentum transfer for a
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restricted range of the energy and momentum transfer. Wu (1961) also 
studied the scalar box diagram amplitude and showed that it can be 
explicitly integrated to give a sum of 192 Spence functions.
Most of the other investigations of analyticity properties that 
we shall review, involve the Mandelstam representation or the Landau- 
Cutkosky rules. We therefore treat these separately in the next two 
sections.
2-3. The Mandelstam representation
In 1958 Mandelstam (1958) considered the problem of finding a 
relativistic analog of Chew-Low theory for pion-nucleon scattering.
To do this, he needed the analytic properties of the scattering 
amplitude as a function of both the energy and the momentum transfer. 
Before writing down the Mandelstam representation for the invariant 
scattering amplitude of two-particle -► two-particle collision 
processes, we introduce the Mandelstam variables s, t and u and 
briefly discuss the unitarity relation and the substitution law or 
crossing relation. We shall need some of the results given in this 
section in the later chapters.
We start by considering the scattering process involving stable 
scalar particles:
1: AB ^ CD .
This process can be represented diagramatically as in fig. 4-1, but 
with the internal lines unspecified. (It is also customary to replace 
the square by a circle when the total scattering amplitude rather than 
the Feynman diagram is considered. ) The probability that the process 
AB -*■ CD will take place is given by the square of the modulus of the 
matrix element < p^ ,p^ |S'| > where the plane wave states are
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( 3)normalized so that < pip') = 6 ^ '(p — p * ) , and 5 is the scattering 
operator defined, for example, in sect. 7-2 of Roman (1969). The law 
of conservation of probability is expressed by the unitarity relation 
for the 5-matrix:
5+5 = 55+ = 1 . (2-1)
The 5-matrix element (or invariant amplitude) for the process 
AB CD depends only on two parameters other than the masses of the 
particles (see, for example, Roman (1969), appendix 2), for example, 
the total energy and a suitably chosen scattering angle. Sometimes, 
however, it is convenient to regard it as a function of the three 
invariants
Sj = B = (pA +PB)2 = (p )2 ’
*1 =  t  =  fr/fPc)2 =  frB-p£>)2 >
“l 5 “ = (PA-PD)2 = (Ps-Pc)2 • (2-2)
These invariants are not independent; in fact, since all the particles 
are on the mass shell, it follows from energy-momentum conservation
that
8 + t + u - A2 + B2 + Cz + D2 , (2-3)
where A , S, C, D are the masses of the particles. As mentioned above, 
the process may also be characterised by its total energy f/ and
scattering angle 6^  in the centre*-of-momentum system (CMS) . If
n , n| are unit vectors in the directions of respectively in
the CMS , then 6^ is the angle between n and n' which satisfies
0 < 0^  < tr and cos 6^ = n • n' . Also, if is the magnitude of
the three-momentum of either A or B and *1 is the magnitude of
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the three-momentum of either C or D in the CMS , then it can be 
shown that
= /!A2+q2 + / V + q 2 = / C2+q'2 + / d 2^ ' 2 ,
t, = A2 + C2 - 2 +  2q1^ ^cos61
= |(^2+S2+C2+Z?2) - ^  - {{a 2-B2){c2-D2)s ~^  + 241q]cos61 , (2-4)
u± = A2 + D2 - 2/ ^2+^2/z?2+^|2 - 2q1^ ^cosei
= I (>t2+S2+0'2+Z}2) - |s1 + {{a2-B2){c2-D2)s^  - 2414[cos61 , 
[s1-U+S)2]2[s1-U-5)2]^
and
Ls1-(C+C)2]i[sl- (C-D)2]2
r
2si2
= 9 (•,)CD v 1
The physical process ■> CD corresponds to 
0 os, > max{C4+B) , (C+D) } , | cos 0 | < 1 . (See, for example, Ka’llen
(1964), Rasche and Woolcock (1970).)
We now define the Lorentz invariant scattering amplitude 
t^ ) in terms of the 5-operator by
<pcP0Is-4p/1pb> - -«»)'28(4)(pM -Ps)i^¥A)'1r1(8i. *1) •
(2-5)
where 25^ , Eg, E^, E^  are the energies of the particles A, B, C, D
respectively. The unitarity relation in eq. (2-1) can also be 
expressed in terms of T (s^ , t^ ) - In particular, suppose that for
I
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the process AB -* CD , there is a two-particle intermediate state 
CEF) with the same internal quantum numbers as (AB) and (CD) , and 
that (A+B) 5 (E+F) , (C+D) 5 (E+F) . Then, dropping the subscript 
1 , the contribution of this state to t(s, n*n1 )} in the
unitarity relation is
lmTAB+CD (S 5 t(s’ n#n,))
~^ EF^ S ^ 
2 1 32Trs2
ff -d&WT*CD+EF(e, Ha, n,-n))rj4B+Sy(e, t(s, n-n)) (2-6)
2
for s > (E+F) . (See, for example, Kibble (I960), Rasche and
Woolcock (1970).) Here q^(s) is defined in a similar way to
qAB(e) and q^(s) , n is an arbitrary unit vector and the
integration is over the surface of the unit sphere. Time reversal 
invariance for the strong interactions means that the reverse process 
CD AB must also have the same invariant scattering amplitude in the 
same physical region; similarly symmetry under particle-antiparticle 
conjugation for the strong interactions means that the processes 
involving the corresponding antiparticles AB CD and CD + AB 
are also described by the same invariant scattering amplitude in the 
same physical region.
Besides regarding fig. 4-1 (with the internal lines unspecified) 
as representing process 1: AB -► CD , it can also be regarded as
representing other processes related to process 1. Process 1 is 
usually called the s-channel reaction since s is the square of the 
CMS energy for this reaction. Similarly, reactions for which t and 
u are the square of the CMS energy are called the t and u-channel 
reactions respectively. We take the t-channel reaction to be
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2: AC + BD
and for this process the corresponding Mandelstam variables are
s 2 = b A +P c )2 = (p a - p C 2 = (pB -pD) 2 = *
f r v p f ) 2  = (p A ^ '2 = (pc +p 0 ) 2 = s
r \ 2 2
U 2 = £
i It
p c - P b >
\ = u .
Similarly the u-channel reaction is 
3: AD + CB
and the Mandelstam variables are
s 3 = (■P a +P d -)2 = (Pa'Pd)2 = (pc-pB ) 2 = «
* 3  = (PA-Pj2 =
r i 2
(P b ~P13)
r \
-2 = t
2 f ^2
u 3 = v a-Pb> = II + II CO
We can define the invariant scattering amplitudes t^ ) ,
T (s , t ) for processes 2 and 3 in a similar way to T (s , t ) . o o o 1 1  ly
For reaction 2 to be a physical process, we must have
s2 > max{(A+C)2, (B+D)2} , |cos02| 5 1
and for reaction 3 to be a physical process, we must have
s3 > max{(A+D )2, (C+B)2} , |cos03| < 1 .
The physical regions for the three reactions (and their time reversed 
and charge conjugate reactions) can also be expressed in terms of the 
three invariants s, t and u , as mentioned earlier. To do this, it 
is convenient to use a trilinear system of coordinates in a plane, so 
that each of s, t and u is treated on an equal footing, and it is 
found that the three physical regions do not overlap (Kibble (I960)). 
The substitution law, or crossing relation, states that a single
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analytic function f (c ^> , Cg) of the three complex variables
Ci 5 £>2 » Cg describes all three reactions 1, 2 and 3, and that the
physical invariant amplitude for a particular channel can be obtained 
by taking an appropriate boundary value of Ffc^, C 2» Cg) •
Mandelstam (1958) postulated a particular integral form for
F(Ci» C2 5 Cg) • The Mandelstam hypothesis states that F(C-^, C2 » Cg)
is defined and regular except when any one of the C^  is real and
satisfies Z^ < C^  < 00 and except for isolated simple poles.
Further, in its unsubtracted form, f (c ., C0 5 Co) has The following_L  ^ o
representation:
F(ci 5  C2 ? C3) = Pole terms
r  1r P12 (°i’a 2 ^ a i^0 2
k Jz2
r r Pl3(0l’a3^°ldO3>z J 1 £3 i°i-V i°3-V
f r P23(a2>a3k°2*3
k Jk ^ 3 ~  ^ 3)
where each of the pole terms is of the form
9j9
C .-M2. .
i ^C
Here the real numbers , g\ are rationalized renormalized coupling 
constants and the real numbers AT. . are the masses of single particles 
with the same internal quantum numbers as the initial and final states
of process i
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a .
J
and the real numbers Z^. are the squares of the total masses of the
two-particle states, of lowest possible total mass, with the same 
internal quantum numbers as the initial and final states of process
ö .J
non-zero is not rectangular; unitarity restricts it to a smaller
region bounded by curves asymptotic to Z . and Z . . The ^ C
unsubtracted form of the Mandelstam representation in eq. (2-7) was 
postulated on the assumption that the integrals converge. If they do 
not, then a subtracted form is needed (Mandelstam (1958 , 1959 a), 
Rasche and Woolcock (1970)).
The substitution law now states that the physical invariant 
amplitudes cos0 .^)) are the boundary values of
F (Cf, ^2» C3) according to the following prescription:
Tl ^ l ’ *i(si» = lim -f,(si+s, * (a cos0 ) , k (a , cos0 )) ,
z-►O 
Im2>0
2^(s25 ^2^2 5 cos02  ^= lim F(t2 (S2’ cos02  ^5 S 2 +Z9 U2 ^S 2 5 cos02  ^5
Z-+0
lmz>0
T3(s3’ ^3 (S3 s cos63)) = lim F{u ^{s ,^ cos63) , cos03), 8^+z) .
z-> 0 
lms>0
For this prescription to be meaningful, restrictions on the values of 
cos0j_) 5 wl^si’ cos0j_) etc., must be made as discussed by
Rasche and Woolcock (1970).
The Mandelstam representation for the invariant scattering 
amplitude has been proved for a class of potentials in the case of 
non-relativistic potential scattering by Blankenbecler, Goldberger,
The region in which the double spectral function . (o } is
) are the real-valued double spectral functions,The pi/ai’
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Khuri and Treiman (1960). However, no proof of the validity of the 
Mandelstam representation exists based on either the Lehmann-Symanzik- 
Zimmermann formulation of field theory or perturbation theory. In 
fact, in certain circumstances, even the lower order amplitudes in 
perturbation theory violate it. For the box diagram amplitude 
associated with the Feynman diagram shown in fig. 4-1, anomalous 
thresholds and complex singularities occur for sufficiently large 
external masses, and then it is not possible to write the amplitude as 
a double dispersion integral over a real domain. However, for 
sufficiently small external masses, the box diagram amplitude can be 
written as a double dispersion relation in s and t and, for an 
appropriate range of values of the external masses, a double dispersion 
integral can be written even in the presence of anomalous thresholds. 
(We discuss the various integral forms of the box diagram amplitude in 
detail in chapters 4 and 5.)
Mandelstam (1959 a) argued that, in the absence of anomalous 
thresholds, the box diagram amplitude T^(s, t) can be written as a
double dispersion integral over a real domain. He wrote down the 
Feynman integral for (s , t) and then gave a prescription for
2calculating the imaginary part of T^(s+f*0, t) when s > (E+F) ;
here E and F are the masses of the particles shown in fig. 4-1. 
Then, noting that ^ ( s , t) can be written as a single normal
threshold dispersion relation in s :
T(s, t) - ~ f 2 ImTjv+i*0 9t)dv V-s (2-8)(E+F)
he obtained a double dispersion relation in s and t for ^ ( s , t) ,
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and gave the explicit form of the double spectral function and the 
boundary curve. By examining the boundary curve of the double 
spectral function, he obtained a condition on the masses of the 
interacting particles, for which the double spectral representation 
could no longer be written.
In a following paper Mandelstam (1959 b) considered the problem 
of obtaining an approximate dispersion relation for , t) .
He approximated ImT.D_^ ,n(s, t) by the right hand side of eq. (2-6)
2 2for s > (E+F) and by zero for s < (E+F) , and then made pole
approximations for each of the amplitudes on the right hand side of 
eq. (2-6). Then, by using eq. (2-8), he obtained an approximation to 
A^B-HJD^ S 5 ^  5 "t^ie ^orni a double dispersion relation in s and
t . This double dispersion relation was exactly the same as the one 
he had obtained for the Feynman box diagram amplitude. (We discuss 
this heuristic method in detail in chapter 4).
Tarski (1960) studied the five branches of the curve where the 
double spectral function of the box diagram amplitude is singular. In 
his analysis, he supposed that the internal, as well as the external, 
masses of the particles shown in fig. 4-1 were stable. By using 
Hadamard's lemma (discussed in sect. 2-4), he then obtained the 
singular and regular points of the box diagram amplitude. Fowler, 
Landshoff and Lardner (1960) studied the branches of the curve where 
the double spectral function is singular for cases when some of the 
internal particles were unstable.
The method of analytic continuation proposed earlier by
Mandelstam (1960) was applied by Gribov, Terent'ev and Ter-Martirosyan 
(1961 a, b) to a particular equal mass case of the box diagram
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amplitude. They started with the double dispersion relation obtained 
by Mandelstam (1959 a, b) and, by continuing in the external masses 
and t , obtained a new representation consisting of a double and a 
single integral part, for sufficiently large external masses. A 
number of equal mass cases were also investigated using the method of 
analytic continuation by Fronsdal, Mahanthappa and Norton (1962), 
Fronsdal, Norton and Mahanthappa (1963) and Simonov (1963 a, b); they 
wrote the box diagram amplitude as a double Cauchy integral over a 
complex domain for sufficiently large external masses. The general 
mass case for which all the masses of the particles in fig. 4-1 are 
different was investigated by Gribov, Damilov and Dyatlov (1961,
1962). They again started with the double spectral representation 
obtained by Mandelstam, continued in the external masses and t , and 
obtained a new representation consisting of a double and a single 
integral part, for sufficiently large external masses. (We discuss 
the work of Gribov, Danilov and Dyatlov on the box diagram amplitude 
in detail in chapter 5.)
Despite the fact that no proof exists for the validity of the 
Mandelstam representation in field theory, it has been widely used 
for analysing the interactions of hadrons. Detailed reviews of some 
of the applications of the Mandelstam representation are given in the 
books by Screaton (1961), Shirkov, Serebryakov and Meshcheryakov 
(1969), Burkhardt (1969) and Martin and Spearman (1970).
2-4. The Landau-Cutkosky rules
Soon after the first investigations of the analytic properties of 
individual Feynman integrals had been made, a number of authors 
examined the problem of establishing the analytic properties of a 
general Feynman amplitude in simple renormalizable theories, including
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amplitudes, such as the pole amplitude, a general Feynman amplitude in 
.the momentum space representation is a multiple integral both in the 
Feynman parametrised form and in the unparametrised form, which is 
obtained directly from the Feynman rules (Chrisholm (1952), Eden, 
Landshoff, Olive and Polkinghorne (1966); we refer to this book as 
ELOP). One of the main tools in studying the analytic properties of 
Feynman integrals has been a lemma originally due to Hadamard (1898). 
This lemma was first used in studying Feynman integrals by Eden (1952) 
and extended by Polkinghorne and Screaton (1960 a, b). Hadamard's 
lemma gives necessary conditions for a function defined by an integral 
over a path in the complex plane to be singular. The form of the 
lemma given in appendix 7 of Barut (1967) is as follows:
"LEMMA. Consider the integral
over an arc C in the z-plane. Let D be a neighborhood of the 
arc C j and let G be a domain in the w-plane. Let further 
f(z, w) be regular in both variables 3 except for a finite number of 
isolated singularities or branch points3 for any value of the other 
variable3 when z £ D and w € G 3 D and G may extend over many 
Riemann sheets of the function f . Under these conditions g(w) can 
be singular at a point wQ € G only if
(1) f(z, W q) in z-plane has a singularity coinciding with the
end points of the arc C (end point singularity) 3
(2) two singularities of f 3 z (w) and z iw) 3 approach the
g(w) - f(z, w)dz 
JC
arc C from opposite sides and pinch the arc precisely at
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w - Wq (coincident or pinching singularities)3
(3) a singularity z (w) tends to infinity as w ■+ w^ deforming
the contour with itself to infinity3 one has to make a 
change of variables to bring the point °° to the finite 
plane to see what happens.
For a fixed contour C and w £ G , the integral defines giw) 
to be holomorphic in some domain. If one singularity approaches C 
we can modify the contour, thereby obtaining an analytic continuation 
of the function g(w) in W-plane. Clearly this procedure of 
analytic continuation breaks down if one of the three situations in 
the lemma occurs. These are, however, necessary conditions, not 
sufficient. It may be that the integral is still regular in spite of 
these conditions.'1
Hadamard’s lemma can also be generalized in a plausible but 
non-rigorous way, to apply to functions defined by multiple integrals 
(Polkinghorne and Screaton (1960 a, b), ELOP, sect. 2.1).
Landau (1959 a, b, 1960) proposed a set of equations for 
determining the surfaces of singularity of Feynman integrals in the 
complex space of the external momentum variables of the Feynman 
graphs. He also gave a geometrical method of solving these equations, 
which involves constructing what are known as dual diagrams. This 
method of associating a dual diagram with a Feynman graph had been 
used earlier by Karplus, Sommerfield and Wichman (1959) in their study 
of the triangle and box diagram amplitudes. The Landau equations were 
also proposed by Bjorken (1959), Nakanishi (1959) and Mathews (1959).
The Landau equations were derived by Polkinghorne and Screaton 
(1960 a, b), using the generalized form of Hadamard's lemma. They 
used the Feynman parametrised form of the Feynman integrals and
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obtained the form of the Landau equations, which determines the surfaces 
of singularity of the Feynman amplitudes in the complex space of 
certain scalar products, which can be formed from the external momenta 
of the Feynman graphs. They noted that, in their derivation of the 
Landau equations, no distinction was made between singularities of the 
integrand which approached the path of integration from the same side 
of the path and then coincided, and singularities which approached the 
path from opposite sides and pinched the path. It was, however, 
argued that when the Feynman amplitude is continued onto all its 
sheets, then the Landau equations give the possible singular points. 
This, they argued, is because this continuation may be achieved by 
considering the totality of contours joining the given end points and 
thus every coincident singularity pinches some contour. They also 
noted that, since we are concerned in physics with particular Riemann 
sheets, it is necessary to supplement the Landau equations with an 
analysis of whether the coincident singularities pinch the contour.
This, in fact, is not simple in practice. The fact that the Landau 
equations do not determine on which Riemann sheets the singularities 
lie has been emphasized by several other authors, for example,
Cutkosky (1961), Landshoff (1963), Norton (1964), Hwa and Teplitz 
(1966, p. 3). We also note from Hadamard’s lemma that, even if it 
is known that the path is pinched by the coincident singularities , 
this does not necessarily mean that the Feynman amplitude is in fact 
singular at the corresponding point (Fairlie, Landshoff, Nuttall and 
Polkinghorne (1962), ELOP, p. 121).
Cutkosky (1960 a, b) used the generalized form of Hadamard’s 
lemma to obtain a formula for the discontinuity of a general Feynman 
integral across a branch cut starting from any Landau singularity.
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The Landau singularities are often branch point singularities with 
cuts attached to them. However, this is not always so; for the 
pentagonal diagram, for example, the leading singularity (ELOP, p. 54) 
is a pole. The formula derived by Cutkosky is strictly only valid for 
physical-region singularities. For singularities out of the physical 
region, the discontinuity is only determined up to a sign. Then, the 
only reliable way to interpret the discontinuity formula is to make an 
analytic continuation in some of the masses so that the singularities 
come into the physical region, evaluate the discontinuity and continue 
the result back to the desired values of the masses. This procedure 
is not simple in practice (ELOP, p. 113).
Cutkosky*s formula is a generalization of the prescription given 
by Mandelstam (1959 a) for obtaining the imaginary part of the box 
diagram amplitude (in eq. (2-8)). Cutkosky also used his discontinuity 
formula to obtain the Mandelstam double spectral function, and gave a 
geometrical method of obtaining this spectral function. Further, he 
obtained the discontinuity corresponding to the anomalous threshold or 
leading singularity of the triangle diagram amplitude and noted when 
the discontinuity is singular. Since the discontinuity is just the 
difference of the Feynman integral on two of its Riemann sheets, the 
Feynman integral must have this singularity on at least one of its 
sheets. However, the singularity did not appear to be given by the 
Landau equations and hence Cutkosky called it a "non-Landauian" 
singularity. This non-Landau singularity is in fact an example of a 
wide class of singularities, also called second-type singularities, 
corresponding to special solutions of the Landau equations which do 
not appear among the dual diagram solutions (Fairlie, Landshoff,
Nuttall and Polkinghorne (1962), Fowler (1962)). The second-type 
singularities correspond to pinch configurations in which
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some of the components of the loop momenta of the Feynman diagram are 
infinite. A further class of singularities called mixed singularities 
has also been found (Fairlie, Landshoff, Nuttall and Polkinghorne 
(1962); Fowler (1963), Drummond (1963)).
Hadamard’s lemma and the Landau-Cutkosky rules have been used 
extensively for analysing both individual Feynman integrals and whole 
classes of Feynman integrals. As already mentioned, Cutkosky used his 
rules to obtain the Mandelstam double spectral function and the 
discontinuity across the cut from the anomalous threshold singularity 
of the triangle diagram amplitude. As mentioned in sect. 2-3,
Tarski (1960) studied the Landau curve of the box diagram amplitude 
and obtained the regular and singular points of this amplitude by 
using Hadamard's lemma. A similar analysis was carried out by Eden, 
Landshoff, Polkinghorne and Taylor (1961 a). Fowler, Landshoff and 
Lardner (1960) and Bonnevay, Aitchison and Dowker (1961) studied the 
Landau surface of the triangle diagram amplitude.
Landshoff and Treiman (1962) used the Landau-Cutkosky rules to 
obtain the weight functions in an anomalous threshold dispersion 
relation for the general mass case triangle diagram amplitude. They 
then gave examples of production amplitudes in which the triangle 
diagram singularities might, in certain circumstances, produce a sharp 
peaking. A number of further examples of production amplitudes in 
which the triangle diagram anomalous threshold and second-type 
singularities might produce observable effects have been proposed.
(See, for example, Aaron (1962), Halpern and Watson (1963), Anisovich 
and Dakhno (1964), Baldo and Recami (1970).) It has also been proposed 
that the leading Landau singularity of the box diagram amplitude 
produces observable effects in certain scattering and production 
processes. (See, for example, Month (1967), Collas and Norton (1967).)
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The Landau surfaces associated with a number of other individual 
Feynman amplitudes have also been studied. (See, for example, Eden, 
Landshoff, Polkinghorne and Taylor (1961 b), Fowler (1963), Olive and 
Taylor (1962).) The dual diagram method (Landau (1959 a, b, 1960); 
see also Landshoff (I960)) was used by Taylor (1960) to investigate 
the class of amplitudes obtained in the perturbation expansion of the 
vertex function. The class of Feynman amplitudes that contribute to 
the two-particle -*■ two-particle scattering amplitude has also been 
investigated using Hadamard's lemma and the Landau equations (Eden 
(1960 a, b, c, 1961), Landshoff, Polkinghorne and Taylor (1960, 1961)). 
Further references and applications of Hadamard's lemma and the 
Landau-Cutkosky rules are given in ELOP and by Nakanishi (1971).
In 1964, Fotiadi, Froissart, Lascoux and Pham (1964) proposed that 
homology theory be used as a rigorous way of analysing the analytic 
structure of individual Feynman integrals. They formulated the problem 
of determining the structure of the Riemann surface associated with a 
Feynman integral, in such a way that they could apply some important 
theorems in algebraic topology. In this way, they converted the 
problem from being a geometric one to an algebraic one, with the 
description of the surface given in terms of homology groups. This 
method of using homology theory in studying the analytic properties of 
Feynman integrals involves setting up quite a complicated mathematical 
formalism which is probably unfamiliar to most physicists. Further, 
the analysis needed to establish the Riemann sheet properties of 
individual Feynman integrals is, even for the lower order diagrams, 
quite complicated.
An introduction to homology theory and its application to the 
study of Feynman integrals is given in the book by Hwa and Teplitz
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(1966). This book also contains excerpts from two unpublished papers 
by Fotiadi and Pham on the application of homology theory to the box 
and triangle diagram amplitudes.
2-5. Conclusion
We conclude this chapter with an account of the work to be carried 
out in chapters 3, 4 and 5. In these chapters, dispersion relations 
for the general mass case triangle and box diagram amplitudes are 
obtained by a direct method, which does not rely on the Landau- 
Cutkosky rules or the complicated mathematical formalism of homology 
theory. We also discuss, in detail, the heuristic method of 
approximating the amplitudes on the right hand side of the unitarity 
relation to obtain the weight functions in approximate normal threshold 
dispersion relations for the scalar vertex function and two-particle -* 
two-particle scattering amplitude.
Before proceding with the main methods in chapter 3, the above 
heuristic method is used to write down the approximate normal 
threshold dispersion relation for the scalar vertex function for the 
case when the six particles in fig. 3-1 are different. The Feynman 
parametrisation of the triangle diagram amplitude is written down in 
sect. 3-3, and the main part of chapter 3 is then devoted to 
transforming this amplitude into the form of a dispersion relation in 
the momentum transfer t . In this way, the explicit forms of the 
dispersion relation, the weight function and the threshold are obtained 
directly for all possible mass configurations involving externally 
stable particles. This method, in fact, involves only real analysis, 
once the Feynman parametrised form of the amplitude has been obtained. 
Thus, there are no problems of deciding on which Riemann sheets the 
singularities of the amplitude lie. Further, no assumptions or
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approximations are needed to obtain the various forms of the dispersion 
relation. In sects. 3-7 and 3-8, the details of the method of 
analytic continuation in the external masses (originally proposed by 
Mandelstam (I960)) are given for the case when the masses of the six 
particles in fig. 3-1 are different. We start with a particular 
normal threshold dispersion relation obtained by the method of direct 
transformation (or by the heuristic method), and, by continuing in the 
external masses, obtain the dispersion relation for all other mass 
configurations involving externally stable particles.
These methods are then extended in chapters 4 and 5 to apply to 
the box diagram amplitude. Again, we discuss the heuristic method of 
using the unitarity relation to obtain the weight function in an 
approximate normal threshold dispersion relation for the two-particle 
two-particle scattering amplitude, before proceding with the main 
method in chapter 4. This method is again direct transformation of 
the Feynman parametrised form of the box diagram amplitude into the 
form of a dispersion relation. As for the triangle diagram vertex 
function, no assumptions or approximations are used and the method, 
in fact, involves only real analysis, so that again there are no 
problems of deciding on which Riemann sheets the singularities of the 
amplitude lie. By using this direct method, we obtain the double 
spectral representation in s and t , and necessary and sufficient 
conditions for its validity. Further, by the same method, a number of 
different spectral representations for the box diagram amplitude are 
obtained for cases when the double spectral representation is no 
longer valid. For these cases, the amplitude is written as the sum of 
a double dispersion integral in s and t and a single dispersion 
integral in s . A spectral representation is, in fact, obtained for
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all possible mass configurations involving externally stable particles
2and for t < (G-H) , where G and H are the masses of the internal
particles shown in fig. 4-1. Initially, we restrict s to lie on the 
negative real axis, but since the box diagram amplitude is always 
written as a dispersion relation in s , continuation in s is 
immediate.
In chapter 5, the method of analytic continuation is used to 
obtain a spectral representation for the general mass case box diagram 
amplitude for both real and complex s and t . In particular, for 
cases when the external particles in fig. 4-1 are stable, a spectral 
representation is obtained for all s in the upper half complex plane 
and for almost all -00 < t < +00 . To obtain the various forms of the 
spectral representation, we start with a particular normal threshold 
double dispersion relation, obtained by the method of direct 
transformation in chapter 4 (or by the heuristic method), and continue 
in the external masses, and then in s and t . Finally, we compare 
our results with those of Gribov, Danilov and Dyatlov (1961, 1962).
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3. THE TRIANGLE DIAGRAM AMPLITUDE 
3-1. Introduction
In this chapter we investigate the analytic properties of the 
triangle diagram amplitude associated with the Feynman diagram
shown in fig. 3-1. This amplitude describes the conversion of a
scalar particle A into a scalar particle B via interaction with a
third scalar particle T \ the intermediate particles in the process 
are F and G . The main object is to obtain a spectral 
representation of FAt) for all masses satisfying the stability
conditions A < (E+G) , B < (F+G) . We also obtain an approximation 
to the total scalar vertex function F(t) for the conversion of a
scalar particle A into a scalar particle B via interaction with a
third scalar particle T . We write this approximation in the form of 
a single spectral representation and then show that this spectral 
representation is the same as that obtained for F^(t) when
(E+F) > (A+B) .
We begin in sect. 3-2 by writing down the total scalar vertex 
function F(t) . Then we obtain an approximation to F(t) in the 
form of a single spectral representation by first using unitarity to 
evaluate the contribution to ImF from a state (FE) with the same 
internal quantum numbers as (BA) and then making an s-channel single
pole approximation to the amplitude for BA ■+ FE and a constant 
approximation to the vertex function for the vertex EFT .
The rest of this chapter is then devoted to a study of the 
triangle diagram amplitude . In sect. 3-3 we write down the
Feynman parametrisation of FAt) and then transform it into a more
convenient form. The implications of the stability conditions 
A < (E+G) , B < (F+G) for the vertices of the diagram are also
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Fig. 3-1.
Triangle diagram for the vertex function.
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discussed. The conditions on the masses of the interacting particles 
for which normal and anomalous thresholds occur are found in sect. 3-4 
by examining the boundary of the region of integration in the double 
integral form obtained in sect. 3-3.
In sect. 3-5, we reverse the order of integration in this double 
integral and carry out one of the integrations to obtain the desired 
single spectral representation of the triangle diagram vertex function. 
Sect. 3-6 lists the explicit forms of the weight functions for all 
possible cases and we also discuss the continuity of the weight 
functions. In particular, we show that when (E+F) > (A+B) , the 
weight function X(£) obtained from the calculations of sects. 3-3 to 
3-6 is the same as that obtained in sect. 3-2.
Finally, in sects. 3-7 and 3-8 we obtain, from the spectral 
representation for the case (E+F) > (A+B) , the spectral representation
2for all other cases detailed in sect. 3-6 by continuing in A and
s2 .
3-2. Approximation to the scalar vertex function
As discussed in chapter 2, the method of approximating the 
amplitudes on the right hand side of the unitarity relation and then 
obtaining a dispersion relation, is well known. We now generalize and 
expand the heuristic argument of Barut (1967) to apply to the case 
when the six particles shown in fig. 3-1 are different.
( 3 )With plane wave states normalized so that <p'|p) = 6^ ;(p'-p) , 
we define the scalar vertex function F for the scalar vertex (ABT)
by
FABTU) = - ^ ) 3[^AEB)k pB |j2,(°)|p4 > , (3-1)
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where E. and En are the energies of the particles A and BA D
respectively. In eq. (3-1), j j,ix) is the current associated with 
the particle T , that is,
jT(x) = (□ + T2)<$>t (x )
where Q^ ix) is the field operator for the particle T and
□ =
The function F defined in eq. (3-1) is Lorentz invariant. Now,
2 2besides A and B , there is only one independent kinematical 
Lorentz invariant that can be formed from p  ^ and p^ . We choose
this to be
t -
the function F may thus be written as a function of t . For 
four-momenta p^, p  ^ corresponding to particles on the mass shell,
S A2 + B2 - 2/ A2+p2A / V + p 2 + 2\pA\|pB| ,
that is,
t < (A-B)2 .
2Thus F(t) has been defined by eq. (3-1) for t real and < (A-B)
We suppose that Fit) has the following properties.
(1) Fit) is a real valued function of t for four-momenta p^, p^
corresponding to particles on the mass shell, that is, for 
o 2
t 5 iA-B) . That Fit) is real valued for t < iA-B) can be
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seen from the fact that the strong interactions are invariant 
under particle-antiparticle conjugation and hence, from the TPC 
theorem, under the product of time reversal and space inversion. 
Also, since t remains the same when the signs of both and
PD are changed, this result also follows from time reversal
D
invariance. (See for example, Barton 1965, chapter 7 or Roman 
1969 , p. 509. )
(2) F{t) may be continued to give an analytic function F(C) which 
is regular in the whole £-plane except for a cut along the real
axis from a threshold (> (A-B) ) to +°° .
(3) F(C) 0 uniformly as | C | 00 in any direction in the complex
plane.
Suppose that (FE) is a physical two-particle state with the same
internal quantum numbers as the state (BA) . We might expect this
2state to give rise to a branch point of F(£) at C = (E+F) and a
2branch cut in F(t,) from (E+F) to -K» along the real axis; if 
this is the case, we say that the state (FE) gives rise to a normal 
threshold. The first approximation we are going to make is to use the 
unitarity relation to evaluate ImF(t+i.0) , the imaginary part of the 
boundary value of F(£) as £ approaches the cut in F(C) from above, 
and to include on the right hand side of the unitarity relation the 
contribution from the state (FE) only. For the case (E+F) > (A+B) 
we suppose that the threshold is a normal threshold. Then the 
contribution of the state (FE) to ImF(t+i.0) will begin to differ
2from zero at t = (E+F) and
I^/BET\tH.O) - - 0) dan,T*^F-UH.o, n-n*> (3-2)
32ir t2 J
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for t  > (F+F)' Here
[t-(E+F)2]2[t-(ff-F)2]^  
^EFKZ) - I
2 t *
(3-3)
while n is an arbitrary unit vector and the integration is over the 
surface of the unit sphere, so that the integral is independent of 
n . Finally, is the invariant scattering amplitude for the
process BA + FE (defined in sect. 2-3 ) while Fjgprp is defined in
the same way as F ^ ^  in eq. (3-1) with A •+ E , B + F .
There are now two more approximations to make. Assuming that the 
Mandelstam hypothesis is valid for the process BA + FE and its 
related processes (see sect. 2-3 ), and that there is a single
particle G with the same internal quantum numbers as the states 
(FB) and (EA) , we approximate #^J-*FF ^y the contribution from the
s-channel pole in this amplitude corresponding to G
TBA+FE(' t i  n’n ^
f a e g g^ ^f b f g g^ )
8 ( t , i rn '  )-g 2
This gives
(3-4)
where
a ( t ,  n*n') = j (a 2+b 2+e 2+f 2) - - \  [a 2- b 2) [e 2- f 2) t
+ 2 q „ „ ( t ) q . (3-5)
and
[t-M+B)2]^[t-W-B)2]2
71 (3-6)
The expression for s(f, n*n') in eq. (3-5) can be obtained from that 
for t in equation (2-4) by making the appropriate change of 
variables and defining cos 0 by n#n' = cos 6 . We also approximate
FEFT ky a constant and write it as F ^ ^ l T 2) . The quantities
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FAEG^2^  ’ FBFG^2^  and FEFT^2^  are what are usually called 
rationalized coupling constants.
Combining the three approximations just made, we obtain, using 
eqs. (3-2) - (3-6),
ImP( t+i. 0 ) ~  - e^f^ faeg g^ ^ fbfg g^ ^ feft t^ ^
2 132TT t2
. 2tt dicos 0)
-1
±(A2+B2+E2+F2)-±t
- i ( A s 2) (£’2-S2)t"1+2^F(t)^B(t)cose-(;2^  _1
167T[t-U+S)2]2[t-W-S)2]2
In fZ(t)+ll (3-7)
lit)-
where
9 *  FAEG(.G )FBFr.(°2)FrvMBFG EFT (3-8)
and
lit)
t2+t [2g2-a 2-b2-e2-f 2) + U 2-S2) (e2-f 2)
/ t-iE+F)2 / t-iE-F)2 /t-iA+B)2 / t-iA-B)2
,2
(3-9)
It can in fact be shown that lit) > 1 for t > iE+F)*' ; this is 
done in sect. 3-5. Inspection of the approximate expression for 
ImFit+i.O) in eq. (3-7) shows that for large t it behaves like
t 1 In t .
Next we want to write our approximation to Fit,) in the form of 
an unsubtracted dispersion relation. To do this we use the Cauchy 
representation (see for example, Copson 1948, p. 66),
Fi t ) = (27T i ) -1 f Fjz)dz
z-t
where the contour C consists of a large circular arc, of radius R
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and centre at the origin of the 3-plane, which runs from just above 
the real positive axis in an anti-clockwise direction to just below the 
real positive axis, plus a straight line segment running just below the
2real positive axis from R to (E+F) , a small clockwise semi-circle
2
around the point ((.E+F) , o) and a straight line segment running 
. 2just above the real positive axis from (E+F) to R . Thus, the
2closed path C does not pass through the branch cut from (E+F) to 
+°° along the real positive axis and F(z) is regular inside and on
C .
We now shrink the semi-circle to a point and let R '-*■ +°° . Since 
F(z) 0 uniformly as | z | -*■ +°° in any direction in the complex 
plane, it follows that the integral over the large circular arc 
vanishes and we are left with the integral along the straight line 
segments. Also, since F(z) is regular except for a cut along the
2real positive axis from (E+F) to +°° and ImF(v) = 0 for 
2-°° < V < (E+F) , it follows from the Schwarz reflection principle that
r\
F(z) - [F(s*)]* for z { [(ÜW-F) , +°°) . In particular 
F(v+i. 0) - F(v-i.O) = 2 i ImF(v+i .0)
2for (E+F) 5 v < +°° and hence we may write our approximation to
F(Z,) in the form of an unsubtracted dispersion relation:
F(?) «  F(?) = -2- J(c)
8TT
where
J(^ )
(E+F)2
dv______________J___________
(y_C) lv-(A+B)2¥iv-(A-B)2]*
In l(v)+l
i(v)-i'
(3-10)
Eq. (3-10) has been established for the case when (E+F)2 > (A+B)2 .
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For other mass configurations, «/(C) can be obtained by analytic 
continuation; this is done in sects. 3-7 and 3-8.
At this stage we introduce the variables £, and the constants
a, b defined by
2EFE, = v - E 2 - F 2 , 2EFt 2 2= £ - E - F ,
2 2 2 2 EGa = E + G - A , 2 FGb 2 2 2 = F + G - B . (3-11)
In some respects, it is simpler to retain the original variables v 
and £ ; this is done in our paper, Frederiksen and Woolcock (1971). 
However, when we consider the box diagram amplitude in chapters 4 and 
5, it will be more convenient to use a set of variables like those on 
the right hand side of eq. (3-11). Since most of the results that we 
establish for the triangle diagram amplitude will be needed when we 
consider the box diagram amplitude, we express our results in terms of 
the quantities defined in eq. (3-11). It is also convenient to define 
an auxiliary function
y(£) = 2EF£ + E 2 + F 2 , (3-12)
and to express some of the results in terms of it.
Now,
Z(U) 5 Z(5) = C(S)----  , (3-13)
where
G(£) = £2 - 1 + (EF)~1Gl(Ea+Fb)Z+Eb+Fal , (3-14)
FiO = {^ E2F2)~1[[v^))2-2v & { a 2^ B2)^ [A2-B2)2'\
= £2 - 1 + (EF)~2 [ ( 2 E F ^ E 2+F2) [EGa+FGb-G2)
+ (EGa-FGb)2- (EGa-FGb) (.E2-F2}]
= ( S - Ö + )  J (3-15)
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and
Thus
g + -  (2EF) 1 [M ± S )2-E 2-F 2]
= (2£F)“1[(/E2+C2-2£'Ga ± / F2+(J2-2F<J2>) 2-F2-F2] .
2HV(5) = I(tq)
(3-16)
dtfXO
1 5'T0
where the weight function Z(£) is given by
*(5 ) fS(5)+llE ( 5 ) - i J  ‘
3-3. Transformation of the triangle diagram amplitude
(3-17)
(3-18)
We now study the triangle diagram vertex function associated with 
the Feynman diagram of fig. 3-1. The definition of the vertex function 
in eq. (3-1) corresponds td the following definition in terms of the 
5-operator:
< P B ls l P y PA> = Upa-pb)2) ■
Eq. (3-1) can be obtained from the above equation by using the 
reduction formula:
<PSI5'|PTP4 ) = i | ^ ( 27T)"3/ 2(25T)' '5exp. . < P5|JT(x) | p^ >
= i(2ir)46(4) {Pß-Pß-Pp) (2tt)”3/2 . < ps|jT(0)|p^ ) .
(See for example, Lehmann, Symanzik and Zimmermann 1955, Roman 1969.) 
Therefore, using the Feynman rules of Schweber (1961) we find that the 
contribution to the matrix element (p^|5|p^p^) corresponding to the
triangle diagram in fig. 3-1 is
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3 ___.-9/2 -< Pb I5|PA >a = C-i)°(2irf ^(8 .TrA A A B TJ
fff d p^t pp4 p Q U )
J1J (p2-S2+ieJ [py-F2+ie p 2-G2+ie
& <-‘i ) (pB -pF -pG ) ^ )b?A -pE
FAEG (G ' F3FG '[G ^F Ef A T ^
- P a ^ M l
Hence, leaving out the -ie’s , we find that the triangle diagram 
vertex function is
,4
fA ((p4-Pfl)2] = i(2ir)’4? I Pa
(p4-p0)2- ^  Ip b -Pg ^ - f2 ri2 p2g-g2
where g is defined in eq. (3-8). We then use the Feynman identity
A , A 0 ...A 1 2  n
(n-1)!
r 1
5 ( l ' W .. •-an)
CVl+V2+---+an4n]’ (3-19)
for the case n = 3 and the fact that
d^k iiT F (2 )T (n-2) (3-20)
[k2-l)n~2 (-l)n~2 ™  
for the case n = 3 . Eq. (3-20) is derived in Jauch and Rohrlich 
(1955, appendix A) and Tin) = (n-1)! in eq. (3-20). Finally, using 
the fact that the particles A and B are on the mass shell together 
with eq. (3-11) we find on continuing to the complex variable £ , that
Fa(0 e
16tt EF
where
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l(xn) = f  1
r l - a
da. ^ 3
* 0 J  0 L
+ (2FGb-
this chapter,
£’2a+F2ß+G^ (l-a-3)+ (2£Ga-E^-G2) a(l-a-g)2 „2'
F2-G2) 3(l-a-3)- f 2EFt +EZ+F,2 . „2 a3
-1
(3-21)
“1 2  2except T [-(2EF) (e  +F ) , +°°) . This restriction on T ensures
that eq. (3-21) is well defined. The notation anticipates the fact 
(to be proved in due course) that for (A + B ) 5 (E + F ) , the functions 
T(t ) given in eqs. (3-17) and (3-21) are the same.
Our object now is to transform t (t 0) into the form of a single
dispersion relation in t q . In the process we show that for certain
mass configurations, the threshold is not a normal threshold but an 
anomalous threshold whose value is less than the normal threshold 
value. We also obtain the explicit functional forms of the weight 
functions for all mass configurations allowed by the stability 
conditions A < (E + G ) , B < (F + G ) , which forbid the decays 
A E+G , B ■+ F+G . In particular, we show that for (E + F ) > {A+B) , 
the weight function obtained by transformation of eq. (3-21) is 
exactly that given in eqs. (3-18) and (3-13).
The first transformation is
X = (a+3) 1 - 1 , v = (a+3)3 1
with the inverse
a = v"1(v-i)(i+A)"1 , 3 = v-1(i+A )-1 ,
and the Jacobian of the transformation is given by
= u + x r V 2 .3(a,3)3(A,v)
The transformation changes the triangular region of integration in the
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aß-plane into the region
{(A, v) I A ^ 0, v > 1} .
Thus
1
x . 1 gCX,v)-tq ’
where
(3-22 )
2EFg(X, V) + E2 + F2 = <J>(A)v + ipCA)v(v-l)"1 , (3-23)
cj)(A) = £2A2 + 2EGa\ + E2 , (3-24)
^(A) = £2A2 + 2FGbX + F2 , (3-25)
and a and b are given in eq. (3-11).
We now need a result concerning the stability conditions, which 
we put in the form of a lemma. Note that A < E + G is equivalent to 
a > -1 , B < F + G is equivalent to b > -1 , A > 0 implies that
a < (2EG)~1(e2+G2) and B > 0 implies that b < (2FG)_1 (F2+G2) .
L E M M A .  <j>(A) > 0 (resp. ip(X) > 0 ) for all X >  0 if and only
if a > -1 (resp. b > -1 ).
Proof. The minimum of the quadratic function c})(A) is at
A = - EG~1am
and its minimum value is
= F(l-a2) .
/ 2 2Now if a > 0 , (j4 5 /  E +£ ) , then A^ 5 0 and since
(3-26 )
4>(0) = E2 > 0 , it follows that 4>(A) > 0 for all A > 0 . If
-1 < a < 0 , [/E2+G2 < A < E + G) , then A^ > 0 , but from eq.
(3-26), (A^ ) > 0 and again 4) (A ) > 0 for all A > 0 .
For the converse, note that either A 5 0 or A > 0 . Ifm m
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- 0 j then a > 0 , (A < / F^+G2 < E + G) , while if X^  > 0 then
a < 0 ,  (i4 > / F +6? > |F-C|) • In the latter case $(X) - 0 for
all X > 0 implies that $ (X } > 0 and so a > -1 , U  < F + C?) .
Now take X fixed, X > 0 , and consider ^(X, V) as a function
of V for V > 1 . From the lemma it follows that £7(A, v) + +00 as
v>  ^1 and v ->■ +«> . Moreover, since
2 EF= *(X) - *(i)(v-ir2 ,
we see that g(X, v) has just one turning point (a minimum) in 
(1, +°°) , namely
Vm(A) = 1 + v^ i T )  /  Sm T) . (3-27)
From eqs. (3-23) and (3-27) it follows that
2EFg (X, V (X)) + E2 + F2 = (/fOT + P^(T)}2 > 0 . 
Consequently I(t ) in eq. (3-22) is well defined provided
Tq \ [-(2 EF) ^(F^+F2), . In the sequel it will be useful to be able
to refer to the functions MX), k ( \ ) defined by
2EFh(X) + F2 + F2 = (y^TU + SfrcTT)2 ,
(3-28)
2EFk(X) + F2 + F2 = (y^TXT - ^RTT) 2 , 
which by the lemma are defined for X > 0 .
We now replace the integration over v by an integration over 
the variable £ = g ( \ ,  v) . For fixed E, > MX) there are two values 
of v (call them v+(£» X) ) such that
g { \ , V±(£, X)) = ? .
From eq. (3-23), vf(£, are the roots of the quadratic equation
<KX)v2 + 0KX)-4>(X)-y(5))v t u(£) = o ,
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where y(£) = 2£F£ + £2 + F2 , as given in eq. (3-12). Thus 
v±(£, A) = j(<f>(A)}_1|y(£)+<J>(A)-\Jj(A )±2EF/u (£, A)] ,
where
(/(?, A) = (4F2F2}'1[(y(5)+4>(A)-iJ;(A))2-4r(5)(j>(A)]
= (C-h(A)}(S-fe(A)) . (3-29)
We also see that
£/(£, A) > 0 for £ > /?(A)
and then
v+(£, A) > v_(£, A) .
Now
3v±« , x)
3? 20(A)
and so from eq. (3-22),
J (Tn) =
1 ± v(g)-<l>(A)-^(A)
{ü(5,A)}*
= ±
v±(£,A)-l 
[£/(£,A)P
dX
A+l (3-30)0 'Ä(A) (5-T0)[i/(5,A)]«
The region of integration is now to the right of the line A = 0 and 
above the curve E, = h (A) .
3-4. Conditions for normal and anomalous thresholds
To reverse the order of integration in eq. (3-30) we need to 
examine the function h(X) for A > 0 . It is convenient to write 
<f>(A), \p(A) as
4>(A) = pA2 + 2qX + t , ip(A) = pA2 + 2q'A + r* , 
where, from eqs. (3-24) and (3-25),
Then
P = G2 , q - EGa , q' = ,
2EFhx (\) = 2(/$TXT + i^ jTcXT)
zr2r - E
p x+<? +
- V4>‘ ( A )
, r ' = F 2
P * V ]
v t y ( A ) -
(3-31)
(3-32)
(3-33)
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and so h (A.) exists and'is continuous on [O, •«>) . Now either A
h, (A) never vanishes on [0, oo) or else it does; we want a A
criterion which'divides the two cases. If h-^(X) does vanish on
[0, “ ) there exists a A > 0 such that at least one of the numbersm
[p\ +q), (pA^+q') vanishes. Suppose that (pA^+q) = 0 . Then
<t>4J = P_1 Cp -^<?2) > 0
and so
Also,
p r - q  > 0
(pX+q) j  M X )  + (pX+q1 ) j  M T )
pX+q pX+q'
-{(pA+q)2+(pr-q2 )}2 {(pA+q' )2 + (pr'-q12 )}2-
Consequently, A^(Aq) = 0 ® ^  and only if
(i) pr - q2 > 0 , pr' - q'2 > 0 , and
(ii)
PAn+<? P*nV
[pr-q2]2 (pr'-q’2)2
solves to give A^ > 0 , that is,
(3-34)
(3-35)
l « i
2 .
, . 2 > i
x = q^pr'-q,2)2+q, [pr-q2]2 > Q
pi (pr-q2)2+(pr' -q'2)2] 
Writing £ = 7z(Aq) , we have
(3-35)
2EFZ + E2 + F 2 = 4>00) (l + 41y  / .rro,
) cfpr-^ Mpr'-q'2)2]2
pr-q
p 1[p(r+r')-2qq'+2 (pr-q2) 2 (pr*-q'2}^] . (3-37)
Then, from eq. (3-32), we find that
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^1± = ~ a h  1 (1_a2)2(1_^2)2 > (3-38)
where eq. (3-38) also defines the quantity which we shall need
later. Also, when eqs. (3-34) and (3-36) hold,
We have established that either 7z^ (A) vanishes exactly once on 
[0, 00) or it does not vanish at all. Knowing that A) is 
continuous on [0, 00) , that A) > 0 for all sufficiently large
A , and that (Aq) > 0 when 72^ (Aq) = 0 , we conclude that 
A^(Aq) = 0 with AQ > 0 , if and only if 72^ (0) 5 0 , or
The required criterion is therefore the sign of ?z^ (0) .
When 0) > 0 , h^ (\) > 0 for all A > 0 and MA) increases
strictly from MO) = 1 to +00 as A increases from 0 to +00 .
In this case the smallest value of hiA) on [0, 00) is 1 , and as
however h i^0) < 0 , h(\) has a local minimum at AQ (> 0) and
7z(Aq) = £ (< 1) is the smallest value of M A )  on [0, 00) . In
= 2& ( x0)^(^0)] 2 Upr-q2)z + (l>r'-q’2)1]2 > 0 • 0-39)
a + b < 0 . (3-40)
we shall see this corresponds to a normal threshold for I(Tq) • If
this case hi A) decreases strictly from 1 to £ on [o, Aj  and1+
then increases strictly from £^+ to +00 on [Aq, +00) , and J(Tq)
can be shown to have an anomalous threshold £
Next we examine under what conditions on A, B, E, F , an anomalous
threshold is possible. From the stability conditions A < E + G , 
B < F + G we see that G is bounded below by
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G > max{0, (A-E), (B - F)} (= G ) .
For an anomalous threshold to occur, we see from eqs. (3-40) and 
(3-11) that G is bounded above by
G 2 < (E+F )_1 [FA2 +EB2-EF(E+F)] |= G2 .
2 2When G > G there will be a range of values of G for which an a m
anomalous threshold occurs. There are four cases to consider.
2(i) When A < E , B 5 F , we have G = 0 and G S O  andm a
so an anomalous threshold cannot occur.
(ii) When B > F , A S E , we have G - (B-F) andm
G2 - (B-F)2 = F(^+f,)"1[(B-F)-(£’-^)][(4+£’)-(5-F)] . a
Thus G 2 > (B-F)2 if and only if a
E - A < B - F < A  + E .
(iii) When A > E , B S F , the results of case (ii) apply with
E ++ F , 4 «-► B . Hence G2 > (A-E)2 if and only ifo
F - B < A - E < B + F  .
(iv) When >1 > 2? , B > F we use the expression for 
2 2G - (B-F) given in case (ii) above, and the analogous 
equation
G2 - (A-E)2 = 5(ff+F)"1[ C4-E,) + (S-F)][(5+F)-W-£’)] , a
to show that G2 > max{(B-F)2, 04-F)2} if and only if 
c*
one of the three following conditions holds: 
A - E < B - F < A + E ,  or
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B - F < A - E < B + F  , or 
A - E - B - F .
Summarizing the results of the four cases, we see that if
and only if one of the three following conditions holds:
\A-E\ < B - F < A + E ,  or 
|S-F| < A - E < B + F ,  or
A - E ~ B - F > 0  . (3-41)
An equivalent, but more useful and elegant, condition for an 
anomalous threshold to be possible is
\A-B\ < E  + F < A + B .  (3-42)
That (3-42) is a necessary condition may be seen as follows. We saw 
earlier (eq. (3-34)) that, if there is an anomalous threshold,
pr ~ q2 > 0 , pr' - q ’2 > 0 . Then it follows from eq. (3-26) that 
h(\) is defined and real for all real X and it has a local minimum 
at (> 0) where it attains its smallest value. Hence MA) is
strictly decreasing on (-00, A "]_ and strictly increasing on
[\Q, +00) and so
1 = MO) < M-l) -  9 +  9 or
(E+F)2 = v(h(0)) < y(M-D) = (A+B)2 ,
(3-43)
where is given in eq. (3-16) and v(£) is given in eq. (3-12).
Further, from eqs. (3-32) and (3-11) we see that
o . 1 I 2
p(A-B) = pl(p-2q+r)2-(p-2q'+r')2] ,
and on using eqs. (3-38) and (3-37) we have
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P^(S1+) - p(A-BY
± 2 (pr-q2)* (jpr' -q'2)? + 2 [ (p-q )2+ (pr-q2)}2 [(p-q' )2 + {pr* -q' 2}]1
- 2(p-q)(p-q')
2 (p^-p2)2(pr'-q» 2}2 [±l+cos^(x1-X2}] .
Here Xj_ a^d X2 are defined by
sin/2 Xi - — , sin/z x0 = ---
(pr-c?2)^ (pr'-p'2)^
(3-44)
Consequently 
,2(A-B) < y ( C n_) < v(£1+) = < v[h(0)) = (F+F) , or
*- s 5i- 4 5i+ < 1 •
(3-45)
where g is given in eq. (3-16). Eqs. (3-43) and (3-45) then give
eq. (3-42).
To prove that (3-42) is also a sufficient condition for an 
anomalous threshold to be possible we need to consider cases (ii),
(iii) and (iv) above. For case (ii), (3-42) implies that 
E - A < B - F , B - F < A + E .
For case (iii) the results of case (ii) apply with E +-+ F , A B . 
For case (iv) one of the three following relations holds:
0 < A - E < B - F  , or 
0 < B - F < A - E ,  or 
0 < A ~ E  = B ~ F .
When (3-42) is used, we find that one of the three relations in (3-41)
holds and hence an anomalous threshold is possible (for an appropriate
range of values of G ) whenever (3-42) holds.
Notice that the transition case /z-^ (O) - 0 , that is a + b - 0
2 2 2 2 or G = Gq , can occur only when G ^ <  Gq . In the following, it will
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be convenient to separate the transition case for special consideration; 
a normal threshold will therefore mean that h-^(O) > 0 . We now have
the following cases to consider in sects. 3-5 and 3-6.
9 9(1) (A+B) < (E + F ) , [g < l) • Normal threshold only.
9 9(2) CE+F) < (A-B) , (l < g } . Normal threshold only.
(3) (A-B)2 < (E+F)2 < (A+B)2 , (g_ < 1 < g ) .
2 2(a) Normal threshold case |G > G or a + b > 0
(b) Anomalous threshold case |6^  < 6^ or a + b < 0| ;
2 2(c) Transition case IG - G or a + b - 0 (3-46)
To visualize the situation more clearly we let x ^ = A ,
B 4 and show in fig. 3-2 the regions in the (x , x  ) plane for
which the various cases occur. The case E  < G , F  < G has been 
sketched. The transition case occurs for the open segment of the 
line
f 2 2 ] f„2 „2 ]\E +Gz-x 1 + E F  +G -x 
\ / = 0
(3-47)
between the points [(G-E)2 , (G+F )2) and [(G+E)2, (G-F)^) . The 
anomalous threshold case corresponds to the interior of the triangle 
whose sides are the transition line (eq. (3-47)) and the lines
2 2x 1 - (E+G) , x 2 = (F+G) . The normal threshold case occurs for the 
remainder of the interior of the rectangle bounded by the axes and the 
lines x 1 - (E+G)2 , x 2 = (F+G)2 . Also shown in fig. 3-2 is the
parabola
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ANOMALOUS THRESHOLD
REGION
TRANSITION LINE
PARABOLA (eq.(3-48))
( e + f ) * | a - b
Fig. 3-2.
Normal and anomalous threshold regions, transition line (eq. (3-47)) 
and regions for which E + F < |i4-S| , |/4-B| <E + F < A  + B ,
A + B < E + F , for the case E < G , F < G .
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(s -a: ) 2 - 2 (E+F )2 [x^+x^] + (E+F)4 = 0 , (3 -48)
o o
which touches  th e  axes a t  ((E+F) , o) and ( o , (E+F) ) . I t s  a x i s  
i s  th e  l i n e  x ^  -  x ^  , i t s  v e r t e x  th e  p o in t  (£(E+F) , J(E+F) ) ,
i t s  focus  th e  p o in t  ( | (E + F )2 , | (E + F )2) and i t s  d i r e c t r i x  th e  l i n e
(a^+a^) ~ 0 • P o in ts  in s id e  th e  p a ra b o la  s a t i s f y  th e  i n e q u a l i t y
\A-B\ < E + F < v4 + E .  That t h i s  i s  a n e c e s s a ry  c o n d i t io n  f o r  an
anomalous th r e s h o ld  to  occur was shown above (eq . ( 3 -4 5 ) ) ;  i t  i s  a l s o
e v id e n t  from f i g .  3-2. The i n t e r i o r  o f  th e  r e g io n  en c lo sed  by th e
p a ra b o la  and th e  two axes s a t i s f i e s  4 + E < E + F ,  as  in d i c a te d  in
f i g .  3-2. There a re  a l s o  two r e g io n s  f o r  which E + F < |i4-5| . When
F > G or  ( r e s p .  and) E > G , one ( r e s p .  b o th )  o f  th e s e  r e g io n s
d is a p p e a r s  and th e  r e g io n  s a t i s f y i n g  A + B < E + F i s  th en  c u t  o f f
2 2 a t  th e  l i n e  x^  - (E+G) o r  ( r e s p .  and) th e  l i n e  x 2 = (F+G)
3-5. Spectral representation of the triangle diagram amplitude
In t h i s  s e c t i o n  we r e v e r s e  the  o rd e r  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  in  eq. (3 -30) 
and c a r r y  ou t th e  i n t e g r a l  over X to  o b ta in  th e  s p e c t r a l  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  
o f  J ( t q) . We s t a r t  by c o n s id e r in g  th e  f u n c t io n  (/(£ , X) d e f in e d
in  eq. (3 -2 9 ) ,  which i s  a q u a d r a t ic  in  X :
4 E2F2U(.Z,X) = a (5 )X 2 t  2M5)X + 0 ( 5 ) , (3 -4 9 )
where
a ( £ )  = 4 [ ( q - q '  )2-pv(£)]
= 4G2 [(E a-FE )2- y ( 0 ]  , (3 -50)
MS) = 2 ) (r -r '  )-(q+q' )v(0~]
= 2G[(Ea-FE)(E2-F 2)-(E a+ F E )u(S)]  , (3 -51)
( 3 -5 2 )
M O  = [r+r1- v (£ ) ) 2 -  4 r r '
= 4 ^ V ( C 2- l )  ,
and M O  i s  g i v e n  by eq .  ( 3 - 1 2 ) .  The d i s c r i m i n a n t  o f  t h i s  q u a d r a t i c  
f u n c t i o n  i s
(MO)2 " a(£)e(£) = 4v(0 [p(y(^))2+2y(^){2qq'-p(r+r' )}
+ { p ( r - r 1 )2+ 4 ( q - q '  ) ( q r ' - q lr )}] . ( 3 - 5 3 )
The d i s c r i m i n a n t  o f  t h e  q u a d r a t i c  f u n c t i o n  o f  E, ( o r  M O  ) i n  s q u a r e
b r a c k e t s  can be shown t o  be a p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t  m u l t i p l e  o f
2 2 2 2 [pr-q ) { p r , - q l ) . Thus ,  i f  [pr-q  ) [ pr1 - q '  ) < 0 , o r  e q u i v a l e n t l y
( l - a 2) ( l - b 2) < 0 , t h e n
(MO)2 - a(OMO > 0  f o r  5 > - ( 2 £ ’F ) " 1 (e 2+F2) .
The i n e q u a l i t y  £ > ~{2EF) 1 (£’2+F2) i s  s a t i s f i e d  by a l l  £ > M X) as  
can  be s e e n  from e q .  ( 3 - 2 8 ) .
2 2
We now t u r n  t o  t h e  c a s e s  when [pr-q  ) {p r 1- q 1 ) -  0 o r  e q u i v a l e n t l y  
( l -a?)  ( l - £ 2) -  0 , f o r  which
( M O ) 2 -  a ( 0 e ( 0  = 4 p M 0 ( y ( 0 - v  (S1+) )  [ v ( £ ) - v  ( ^1_))
= 16E2F2G2 [2EFE>+E2+F2) [Z-Z1+) ( O S ^ )  » ( 3 - 5 4 )
where
1>($1+) = p 1 \p(r+r '  ) - 2 q q } ± 2 { (p r -q 2) ( p r ' - q ' 2) }*] ,
= -ab  ± / P M  . ( 3 - 5 5 )
Note t h a t  i s  j u s t  t h e  q u a n t i t y  d e f i n e d  i n  e q .  ( 3 - 3 8 )  f o r  t h e
2 2
anomalous  t h r e s h o l d  c a s e .  When ( l - a  ) ( l -b  ) 2: 0 , may be
w r i t t e n  i n  t h e  form
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’1 ± 1 - |(/l+ä /ITb + A i - cl)(±-1d ) ) 2 .
2 2It follows from eq. (3-56) that, when (l-a ) [l-b ) > 0 ,
£ <  £ <  1  . n- ~ n+ ~
(3-56)
(3-57)
The two equality signs in eq. (3-57) cannot occur together. Moreover 
t,.|+ = 1 is the transition case.
2 2 2 When (pr-q ) > 0 , (pr'-q1 ) > 0 or equivalently (l-a ) >  0 ,
("l—2? } > 0 , there is another form for £1+ , namely
S1± = -1 + j(Ai+aHi-b1 ± /(l-a)(l+Oj2 . (3-58)
Thus, for the anomalous threshold and transition cases, for which eq. 
(3-34) holds, we have
-(2FF)~1 (e 2+F2) < -1 < £ < £ < 1 . (3-59)
Eqs. (3-59) and (3-54) show that, for the anomalous threshold and 
transition cases,
(M5))2 - a(5)M5) £ 0 for ( i (lf ,
equality occurring if and only if E, = . Also, from eqs. (3-57)
and (3-54) it follows that, for a normal threshold case
( M O ) 2 - M O M O  > 0  for 5 2 1.
We have now shown that, for each E, > min(MA) | A > 0} , the 
quadratic equation in A
£/(£, A) = 0
has two real roots A+(£) given by
A±(5) = [a(5)]~1[-M5)+{(M5)) 2~M5)c(5)} ] , (3-60)
except for the one point at most where a(E,) = 0 . For a normal 
threshold, A (£) ± A_(£) for each E, > 1 . For the anomalous and
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transition cases, A+(£) t A (£) for each E, > and
\ 4 1+) = X-(S1+) •
Since
b (1) = - 4EFG(E+F)(a+b) 
it follows that for a normal threshold
A+(l) = 0 * A_(l) ,
while for an anomalous threshold
A_(l) = 0 t A+(l) .
For the transition case, of course,
A+(l) = A_(l) = 0 .
Notice too, that as E, +°°
1 1
\ A Z )  ^  ± —  G L (EF)2E? .
1 2^
For the anomalous threshold and transition cases, eqs. (3-50) and 
(3-37) show that
a(s1+) = - ^ U p r - q 2)1+ (pr' - q'2)7]2 < 0
and since a(E,) is linear in E, ,
a(E,) < 0 for £ > ?1+ • (3-61)
Also
= ~4P l k { p r ’- q ’2) 1+q' ipr-Q2 ) 2] [(p^-^2)2+(p^'-^'2)2] »’1+
so that
M « 1+) = X- 4 , Jit1'
where XQ is given in eq. (3-36).
For these cases, then, we see that A_(£) is the inverse of the 
strictly decreasing function h(X) on (-00, A J ; the function
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A_(£) therefore strictly decreases from AQ to -°° as £ increases 
from to +°° . Similarly, A+(£) is the inverse of the strictly
increasing function h(X) on [A , +°°) and therefore strictly 
increases from A^ to +°° as E, increases from to +°° . For
1 - 1  1 1a normal threshold case, A (1) = 0 , A (£) 't —  G ([EF)2£2 as
+ + 2^
£ t°° , and A+(£) is continuous on [1, +00) except for the one
point at most where a(£) = 0 . Thus we see that A+(£) is the
inverse of the strictly increasing function h(A) on [0, +°°) , and 
A+(£) strictly increases from 0 to +00 as £ increases from 1
to +°° . We deduce further that if 6 > 1 , where 6 is the solutiona a
of a(C) = 0 , then
M S  ) > 0 , M S  ) < 0 and A (£ ) = -0(5 )/2MS ) . a a + a a a
Finally, we see from eq. (3-60) that
[a(5)-2fc(C)+e(5)][X+(5)+l]"1 + MS) - a(5)
= ± [(i(C))2-a(5)e(5)l2 • (3-62) 
Now we reverse the order of integration in eq. (3-30). For the 
normal threshold and transition cases we have
i h  ) - r[q) J i  5 - t 0 (3-63)
while for the anomalous threshold case we obtain
rl
J (Tn) =
dKUO 
«!♦ ^
dmt)
1 ^ To
(3-64)
where
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* ( 0
Y(£)
A + ( U
f + dX
a+i)[ua9x)j
d\
X  ( O  CX+i)[[/C5,X)]i
i ’
A + (5)
(3-65)
(3-66 )
Eqs. (3-63) and (3-64) give the desired single dispersion relations
for j(ln) . To obtain the weight functions X(£) and Y(£) , we
carry out the integration over A .
We start by considering Y(£) . From eqs. (3-43)» (3-45), (3-15) 
and (3-49) we see that when 5 ( 5 1 ,
!/(?, -1) = F(£) = (4E2F2)_1(a(5)-2i(5)+o(5))
= (5-?+) (5 -g J  < 0 •
Hence, from eq. (3-49),
X J O
Y(5) = 2 EF
(3-67)
X (5) (A+l)[a(5)A2+2i(5)X+o(£)]2
1
/-FCO
arc sin
4E2F2F(5)[A+(5)+l]'1+i(5)-a(5)
{ ( M O ) 2-a(Os(?)}*
4F2F2F(C)[A ( C H l t h - M O - a « )
- arc sin
{(b(Z)]2-a(Z)e(Z)}l
(3-68)
/-F(£)
on using eqs. (3-62) and (3-67).
From eqs. (3-6 3) and (3-64) we see that we need Y(£) for £ > 1 
and‘ in this case
4E 2F 2U(E>, 0) = c(£) = 4£’2f,2(^2-l) > 0 . (3-69)
There are two separate cases to consider:
(a) (i4-3)2 < y(£) < 04+fl)2 or g < £ < . In this case
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F(E,) < 0 and 
Z(C) = 2EF
1
V ? )
dX
CX+DLa(E>)X2+ 2b(^ )X+ o^)V
V-FKV
a r c  s i n
4E2F 2F ( 5 ) [ A + (C)+1] h - M S H M S )
{(i(5))2-a(C)e(5)}^
-  a r c  s i n c ( Z ) - MZ )
/ - F ( £ )
a r c  s i n g (g ) -M g )
{(i(5))2-a(5)c(5)}^J
{ ( M £ ) }  - a ( O c ( £ ) } 2_
( 3 -7 0 )
on u s i n g  e q s .  ( 3 -6 2 )  and ( 3 - 6 7 ) .  Here
(M S ) )2 - a (S )M S)  = ( M S ) - M S ) ) 2 - M £) [a (S ) -2 M S )+ M S )]  , ( 3 - 7 1 )
and s o ,  u s i n g  e q s .  ( 3 - 6 9 )  and ( 3 - 6 7 ) ,  eq .  ( 3 - 7 0 )  may be r e w r i t t e n  i n
t h e  form
x i t )  = — - a r c  t a n
v^FiU L
1
/ =m r
— - a r c  t a n
o ( S ) - M C )
( - 4  E2F2F ( 0 } h c ( Z ) } 1-
S ( 5 )
^  4 ^ ?  5
where
( 3 - 7 2 )
G( S) = (4£2F 2) 1 (c(S)-fc(S)]
= S2 - 1 + (£F)_1G[(Fa+Fi))S+Ei+Fa3 , ( 3 - 7 3 )
as  g i v e n  i n  eq .  ( 3 - 1 4 ) .
(b) y(S) < 04-B)2 , (s < g j  or  MS) > U+B)2 , (S > ■
In  t h e s e  c a s e s  F(E,) > 0 and
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X(Z)  = 2EF
X.(S)
f  +
■'0
_____________ d X _____________
( A t l ) [ a (5)X2+2i(5)X+a<5)J2
1
m j j
In A+l
X+(5)
,2„ 2 , ,2 „2
m U
L 4 £ ^ f ’( g ) + [ i ( £ ) - a ( ? ) ] ( X + i ) + 4 £ ^ ^ iT5)i:y(S.X)] 
o(S)-fe(SH2EP>F(f7 M S I
i ]
L4£’2F2F(5 )[X+(5 ) + l ] _1+6(5 ) -a (5  H
0
(3-74)
on u s ing  eqs .  ( 3 - 6 7 ) ,  ( 3 -6 9 )  and (3 -4 9 ) .  Note t h a t
4F2F2F (£ )  + [2>(5)-<2(£)](X+l) > 0  f o r  0 £ X S X+(£) . (3-75)
Since F ( % )  >  0 , t h e  r e s u l t  fo l l o w s  im media te ly ,  i f  [&(£ ) - a ( £ )] -  0 . 
I f  however,  [ M £ ) - a ( £ ) ]  < 0 , we use th e  f a c t  t h a t
4E2F2F (5 )  = a ( 5 )  -  2M O  + M O  
t o g e t h e r  w i th  eq.  (3 -62)  t o  deduce t h a t
4F2F 2F ( 0  + [ M 0 - a ( 0 ] ( A +( 0 + l )  = (X+(5)+ i )  [ ( M O ) 2- a ( O o ( O P  > o ,
and eq.  (3 -75)  fo l l o w s .
Using eqs .  (3 -62)  and (3 - 7 1 ) ,  we see t h a t  th e  argument of  the
lo g a r i th m  in  eq.  (3 -74)  i s
Q(,K)-b(Q+2EFmX) ScTT)
o ( ^ ) - b ( ^ ) - 2 E F v f T U  vGTZ).
and so
X ( Z ) m l1
s ( g ) + i
£<£)-! ,
where
Z ( 5 )
S(g)
^  m i  ’
(3 -76)
(3-77)
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as given in eq. (3-13). Here we have used eqs. (3-69) and (3-73). 
Eqs. C3-71), (3-73) and (3-75) show that £(£) > 1 for £ > 1 , and
~ 2consequently £(£) > 1 for t > (E+F) where Z(t) is given in 
eq. (3-9).
3-6. E x p l ic i t  forms of the weight functions jr(£) and l (£ )
In this section we consider the explicit form of X(£) and Y(E,) 
for all the cases detailed in (3-46).
(1) (A + B )^  < (E + F )^  , [g < l) . Normal threshold only.
In this case X(E,) is given, for E, > 1 , by eqs. (3-76) and 
(3-77). This is exactly the result given in eqs. (3-18) and (3-13) 
of sect. 3-2. Thus we have shown that the non-rigorous method used in
2 2sect. 3-2 gives, for the case (A + B ) 5 (E+F) , the same result as
that obtained by transforming the Feynman parametrisation of the 
triangle diagram amplitude.
From eqs. (3-73), (3-51) and (3-52) we see that
4.E2F 2G ( 1 ) = -Ml) = 4EFG(E+F)(a+b) , (3-78)
so that for a normal threshold,
G(l) > 0 .
It then follows from eqs. (3-77) and (3-76) that, as E, 4- 1 ,
E(£) + and X($) 1 0 .
0 0(2) (E+F) 5 (A-B) , (l < g ) . Normal threshold only.
Again X(E,) is given, for 1 < £ < g_ and for E, > g + by
eqs. (3-76) and (3-77). The argument of case (1) above shows that 
E(£) a- too and x(E,) 4 0 as £ 4 1 . For g_ < E, < g + , X ( 0  is
given by eq. (3-72). We now establish the continuity of X(E,) at 
E, - g_ and at E, ~ g + • Note that G(E,) is a quadratic function of
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5 which is positive at 5 = 1  and for all sufficiently large 5 •
We denote the solutions of £(5) = 0 by Y+ where Y+ are either
complex conjugates or real and satisfy Y - Y • Then £(£) > 0
for all 5 > 1 if Y+ are complex conjugates or if Y 5 Y, < 1 .~  r- T
The only other possibility is 1 < Y_ - Y+ • In this case we see 
from eqs. (3-71), (3-54), (3-69) and (3-72) that
Cc(5)]2 - (52-i)y (?) = e~2f~2g2{2efz+e2+f2) (5-51+) (5- q J  , (3-79)
so that using the properties of given in sect. 3-5 we have
9_ < Y_ ^ Y+ < g+ (3-80)
and
G{g±) > 0 .
We can now expand the logarithm in eq. (3-76) and the inverse tangent 
in eq. (3-72), and we find that the left and right hand limits of 
Y(5) at 5 = g_ are equal. Each of these limits is equal to the
value of X(g ) obtained by direct evaluation of the integral in
eq. (3-65), namely
2 Vg +1 \/g -1
* b . )  = g(gj " • (3-81)
and hence X(^) is continuous at 5 = g_ • Similarly X(E,) is
continuous at 5 = g  ^ , with
X{*J - -- (3-82)
(3) U - B ) 2 < (FtF)2 < (A+B)2 < 1 < S+) .
(a) Normal threshold case.
For 1 < 5 < g+ » X(%) is given by eq. (3-72), while for
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£ > <7+ , Y(£) is given by eqs. (3-76) and (3-77). The argument given
in case (1) above shows that Y(£) 1 0 as £ 1 1 , while the argument 
in case (2) shows that X(£) is continuous at 4 = » with X (g+)
given by eq. (3-82).
(b) Anomalous threshold case.
For £ < £ < 1 , 1(£) is given by eq. (3-68). For 1 < £ < g+ ,
Z(£) is given by eq. (3-72) and for £ > , Z(£) is given by
eqs. (3-76) and (3-77). In this case we see from eq. (3-78) that 
<7(1) < 0 and consequently Y_ < 1 < Y+ • We then use the fact that
F(£) , as well as <7(£) , is a quadratic function of £ which is 
positive for all sufficiently large £ , together with eq. (3-79), to 
show that
f (y +) < 0 .
Hence
i < y+ < g+ , 
g(s?+) > o ,
and Z(£) is again continuous at £ = g+ , with x[cj^ ) given in eq.
(3-82). Since (7(1) < 0 , it follows from eq. (3-72) that Y(£) has 
a right hand limit at £ = 1 which is just 1(1) given by eq. (3-68) 
when £ = 1 .
(c) Transition Case
I
As in the normal threshold case, Z(£) is given by eq. (3-72) 
for 1 < £ < <7+ and by eqs. (3-76) and (3-77) for £ > g+ . Again
is given by eq. (3-82) and Y(£) is continuous at £ = g+ .
Eq. (3-78) shows that, in this case, (7(1) = 0 . It then follows from 
eq. (3-72) that, as £ 1 1 ,
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We have now completed the study of the weight functions X(£,) 
and ICS) for all the cases given in (3-46).
3-7. Continuation of x (t q ) : Normal threshold case
As discussed in chapter 2, the method of analytic continuation 
used originally by Mandelstam (1960) has been very useful in examining 
the analyticity properties of Feynman amplitudes. We now give the 
details of the continuation procedure for the case when the masses of 
the six particles shown in fig. 3-1 are different. We start from the 
single dispersion relation for J(t ) for the case (A+B) 5 (E+F) ,
2 2[g 5 l} , and continue in A and B , the squares of the external 
masses. The internal masses E, F, G are arbitrary positive numbers
2which remain constant throughout. The stability conditions confine A ,
2B to the intervals
0 < A 2 < (E+G)2 , 0 < B 2 < (F+G)2 , 
or, in terms of a and b given in eq. (3-11),
-1 < a < (2E G ) ~ 1 [e 2+G 2) , -1 < b < (2E G ) " 1 (f 2+G2) . (3-83)
2 2We recall that the case (A+B) S (E+F) was the case for which 
we obtained a single dispersion relation in sect. 3-2 by using a 
heuristic argument. However it is not easily seen from eqs. (3-17) 
and (3-18) how to carry out the continuation; so we examine instead 
the expression for I (l^ ) given in eq. (3-21). We replace a and b
in eq. (3-21) by the complex variables z ] and z  ^ respectively, and
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define formally a function
, . A  r1"01 (T o5 zq) = EF J da J ^3 2 9 2 9 2 9raSFT+C (l-a-3)
-  -1
+2EGz M 1 - ol-$)+2FGz 2$ U ~ ol- $ ) - 2 E F t qol$ . (3-84)
To simplify the continuation procedure, I is taken to be real;
ReT^ = y q , ImT^ = 0 and in addition we restrict y ^  to
y q 5 -(2EF) iE +F } . We then see from eq. (3-84) that
j(yQ, s^, 2^} is defined and is an analytic function of 2^1 at
least in the Cartesian product x 5^ of the open sets
S : -1 < Res = a < (2££)_1 (e 2+G2) , Imz < 0
5 : -1 < Res2 = 2? < (2F£)_1 (>2+G2) , Ims2 < 0 .
(The above choice of imaginary parts is equivalent to Feynman's 
prescription of adding negative imaginary parts to the internal 
masses squared. We could of course equally well have chosen 
Ims^ > 0 , Ims2 > 0 . )
As we have already seen in sect. 3-3, I (2/ , a > &) is defined for
-1 < a < (2EG)~1 {e 2*G2) , -1 < b < {2FG )_i (f ^+G2) , and its value can 
be obtained from j ( q^ , a2) by letting Ima^ * 0 5 Ilinj32  ^ ® 5
with a, b held fixed. In fact, when a + b > 0 so that the threshold 
is a normal threshold, the continuation can be carried out without 
going into the complex plane. It is only when we consider the 
transition and anomalous threshold cases that we need to take z and
a0 into the lower half plane and then back to the real axis.
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2 2We begin by writing in full for the case iA+B) 5 (E+F) ,
(g — l} , which is a normal threshold case, satisfying
a + b > 0 . (3-85)
We found by the heuristic argument of sect. 3-2, and confirmed in sect. 
3-5, that
i(y°] " r *
where
l
X ( 0  = — U -  l „  ff(g) ,
MZ)
(3-87)
" G ( Z ) - H U )  9 (3-88)
G U )  = C2 + 1 + (£’F ) " 1G![(£’a + ^ ) ^ + £ ’b+Fa] , (3-89)
ff(€> = / 52 - i /?($) , (3-90)
(3-91)
= (2£F)-1 [ ( / E 2 + G 2 - 2 E G a ± / F 2 + G 2 - 2 F G b ) 2 - E 2 - F 2] (3-92)
The function G(£) is also given by eqs. (3-73) and (3-14), F(£) 
by eqs. (3-67) and (3-15) and g+ by eq. (3-16). We saw in sects.
3-5 and 3-6 that for this case
G ( 0  > H ( Z )  >  0
for £ > 1 (> g- ) , equality occurring if and only if £ = 1 . Thus
#(£) > 1 for £ - 1 und In £(£) > 0 .
2To do the continuation in a and b , or equivalently in A
and B , we choose TQ = < -(2EF) [e +F ) , so that the denominator
in eq. (3-86) does not vanish during the continuation procedure. (In 
fact z/q < -1 would be sufficient to ensure this.) The functions
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defined in eqs. (3-86) to (3-32) are then considered to depend explicitly 
on the complex variables s , z^  which replace a, b respectively,
the logarithm in eq. (3-87) and the square roots in eqs. (3-87), (3-90) 
and (3-92) being now interpreted in a more general sense. The 
singularities of Z(£) must be studied since, as pointed out by 
Mandelstam (1960) and Eden (1952, 1967, sect. 4.5), the behaviour of 
these singularities as 2 , z2 go into the lower half plane and return
to the real axis determines how the path for the integration over £ 
must be deformed to carry out the continuation.
Considering first only real 2^, z^  we see that X(E,) is
singular when
G(0 = ± fl(£) ,
that is when
0 = [CCS)]2 - [H(5)32 = E~2F~2G2(2EFZ+E2+F2)(S-51+) ( S - q J  , (3-93)
where are given in eq. (3-55) and of course -(2EF) iE +F ) < -1 .
When (l-a)(l-b) < 0 , £ + are complex conjugates, while if
(l-a)(l-b) > 0 , £^+ are given by eq. (3-56) and the inequalities in
eq. (3-57) hold. Thus = 1 if and only if
a + b = 0 ,
which is the condition for the transition case.
We now see that, provided eq. (3-85) continues to hold, a and 
2 2b , or equivalently A and B , can be changed from the case when 
o o
(A+B) - (E+F) , [g+ - l) and the singularities will not
appear on the path of integration [1, +°°) . Further, the arguments 
leading to eqs. (3-82) and (3-81) show that Z(£) is not singular at
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£ = g (resp. £ = g_ ) when 9+ - 1 (resp. g_ > 1). Thus, the 
right hand side of eq. (3-86) continues to define j with the
logarithm in eq. (3-87) and the square roots in eqs. (3-87) and (3-90) 
interpreted more generally, as remarked earlier. We now check that 
this prescription reproduces the expressions for X(£) given in sects. 
3-5 and 3-6 for the three subcases detailed there.
(1) (A+B) 5 (E+F) , (g 5 l} . This is the case from which
we started the continuation and Z(£) is given by eqs. (3-76) and
(3-77) (repeated in eqs. (3-87) to (3-92) and in eqs. (3-18) and 
(3-13)).
o o(2) (E+F) 5 (A-B) , (l 5 g_) . When 1 5 £ < g^  and when
g < £ , we have F(£) > 0 and #(£) defined in eq. (3-88) is real.
From eq. (3-93) we see that |G(£)| > |#(£)| s so that £(£) > 0 and 
the logarithm in eq. (3-87) is the ordinary natural logarithm. Thus 
Z(£) is again given by eqs. (3-76) and (3-77).
When g_ < £ < g+ , we have F(£) < 0 . Defining
x(S) = / 52-i > o ,
we have
*(£) log G(t)-mo
arg[C(£)+i£(£):i
G(£)+t£(£)_
1 7T „ G(£)I ■arc tan im (3-94)Am) « Ü
as given in eq. (3-72). This result for X(£) does not depend on 
which square root of F(£) is chosen.
r\ 0 Q
(3) (A-B) < (E+F) < (A+B) , [g_ < 1 < g ) . The arguments
of case (2) apply. When £ > g+ , Z(£) is given by eqs. (3-76) and
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(3-7 7); when 1 < £ < g , X(^) is given by eq. (3-72).
Note that the arguments in sect. 3-6 concerning the right hand 
limit of X(£) at £ = 1 and the continuity of X(B,) at £ = g +
(resp. £ = g _) when g^ > 1 (resp. > 1) may still be used;
they are independent of the evaluation of the Feynman integral.
3-8. Continuation of i (tq) : Transition and anomalous threshold
cases
To carry out the continuation of j (z/q) from the normal threshold
cases where a + b > 0 to the anomalous threshold cases where 
a + b < 0 , we need to use complex z^, z  ^ which replace a, b .
This is because for the transition case between the two cases, 
a + b - 0 , £ = 1 for real a, b and hence there is a singularity
of the integrand at an end point of the path of integration in eq. 
(3-86).
We choose to start the continuation from a normal threshold case 
for which \a\ < 1 , \b\ < 1 and in addition g_ < 1 < g + (or
2 2 2(A - B ) < (E + F ) < (A+B) ); these requirements are, of course,
satisfied for all anomalous threshold cases (eq. (3-46)). The 
functions defined in eqs. (3-86) - (3-92) and in eq. (3-55) are now 
considered to depend on z^ which replace a , b . Then, for
sufficiently small Ims^, Imz^ ,
Re^_ < 1 < Re^+ (3-95)
throughout the continuation procedure and an adaptation of the argument 
leading to eq. (3-82) shows that X(^) is not singular at £ = g + .
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In fact, we shall carry out the continuation in such a way that we 
only need this result for real a, b and hence real g + . Further,
for sufficiently small Ima , Imz^ > we see from eq. (3-45) that for
the anomalous threshold case where a + b < 0 ,
Re#_ < Re£.|+ . (3-96)
Eqs. (3-95) and (3-96) ensure that we can carry out the continuation 
in such a way that g_ never lies on the (possibly deformed) path of
integration.
From eq. (3-93) we see that X(£) is singular when £ =
and £ = -(2EF) (e  +F } 5 -1 , where £ + are given in eq. (3-55) 
with z 1 , z 2  replacing a, b , that is,
’1± Z1Z2 1 L H  i1-3 2 j_
To study the behaviour of in the complex £ plane as we take
3^, 3 2 into the lower half planes and then back to the real axis, it
is convenient to introduce the quantities
a = arc cos a , 3 = arc cos b (3-97)
where
0 < a < IT , 0 < 3 < tt
since (a) < 1 , |bj < 1 . We also introduce the quantities
01 = arc cos z^ , Q„ = arc cos 32 . (3-98)
Here 6, (resp. 0^) is defined by continuity for small Im3^
(resp. Imz^) so that it reduces to a (resp. 3) when Ims^ f 0
(resp. Im32 t 0) . Then
5i± = ' o°s(e1±02) . (3-99)
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The steps in the continuation are then as follows 
Ca) Start with (a, b) such that a + b > 0 , (that is, start
with (a, 3) such that ol + 3 < tt) ;
Cb) make Ima^ < 0 j Imz^  < 0 , where Ima , Imz^  are both
small;
(c) fix Ima^, Ima2 and change (a, b) until a + b 5 0 (that
is, change (a, 3) until a + 3 - tt) ;
(d) let Ima^ + 0 , I m + 0 .
We need to consider the way in which move as we go through steps
(a)-(d). If terms up to second order in Ima^, Imz^  are retained
then
Re (0^162) ^ (ot±3) + ||cosa(sina) 3 (ima^ ) 2±cos3 (sin3) 3(lma2)2| , 
lm(0j±02) f\j - jlma^tsina) 1±Ims2(sin3) •
Using the fact that
cos0 = cos(Re6)cosh(Im0) - fsin(Re0)sinh(Im0) , (3-100)
we then find that 
-Re£1+ % cos(a±3)
- |sin(a±3 )jcosa(sina) 3 (ima^ ) 2±cos3 (sin3 ) 3(lma2
+ |cos(a±3)^Ima^(sina) 1±Ima2(sin3) ■ , (3-101a)
~Im£1+ % sin(a±3)|lraa^(sinoO 1±Ima2(sin3) 1 (3-10lb)
We see from eq. (3-101a) that for sufficiently small Ima , Ima ,
Re£^_ is always less than 1 , so that this singularity does not 
force us to deform the path of integration over £ . Also Re£^_ <
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always so that the (possibly deformed) path does not become pinched 
between the two singularities. From eq. (3-101), we also see that the 
path taken by £ as steps (a)-(d) are taken is as shown in fig.
3-3. Fig. 3-3 is drawn for the case when at step (c), a + b < 0 .
If at step (c), a + b = 0 , then moves as shown in fig. 3-3 until
it meets the real axis to the right of (1, 0) and then moves to the 
left along the real axis to = 1 at step (d).
For the anomalous threshold case, once crosses the real
axis to the right of (1,0) and moves into the lower half-plane, the 
path of integration used to define J(z/q) must be deformed; the
modified path is shown in fig. 3-4. At step (a), Cauchy’s theorem 
assures us that the path C could replace the interval [1, -*">) of 
the real axis as the path of the £ integration in eq. (3-86) without 
affecting jQ/Q) . We choose the path C at step (a) such that in the
neighbourhood of £ = g+ it lies in the lower half plane and such that
for every point on C , Re£ > g_ . Then as we take steps (b), (c) and
(d), eqs. (3-95) and (3-96) ensure that we can continuously deform the 
path of integration such that for every point on C , Re£ > Re^_ and
£ = g+ does not lie on the path C until after step (d) has been
taken, (see fig. 3-4).
The function Z(£) will now be required for complex £ , which 
involves interpreting the square roots in eqs. (3-87) and (3-90) and 
the logarithm in eq. (3-87) in a more general sense. The required 
continuation of -^ 6/q} f°r step (c) is then given by
(3-102)
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Fig. 3-3.
1+Path taken by £ in the complex plane in steps (a)-(d) of sect. 3-8.
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Fig. 3-4.
Modified path C required when moves into the lower half-plane.
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where Z(£) is obtained by the continuation procedure.
The logarithmic singularity at £ = has associated with it a
branch cut. As traces out the path in fig. 3-3, we take this
branch cut to be the line segment joining to 1 , plus the
interval (-00, 1] of the real axis. The curve C is drawn in such 
a way that this branch cut does not pass through it, (except at the 
point (1, 0) ). The branch cut from the logarithmic singularity at 
£ = is taken to be the straight line segment joining to the
point (-(2EF) (e +F ), o} , plus the interval
(-°°, -(2EF) (e +F of the real axis, while the branch cut from the
T O Opoint (-(2EF) iE +F }, o) is taken to be the interval
(-°°, -(2EF) (E +F of the real axis. The branch cuts of the square
root functions in eqs. (3-87) and (3-90) are taken between g_ and g+
and between -1 and 1 in such a way that they do not pass through 
C , (except at the point (1, 0) ).
At step (d), approaches the real axis from below, and the
path C is forced into the real axis at £ = . It may then be
deformed to the segment of the real axis from to +°° with the
interval [£ , l] being traversed in both directions. Thus
r  dtX(Z) + f1 ^disc.U(£)]J l  ^ 0  ^ 1 +  ^~y o (3-103)
where
disc.[Z(£)] = [Rvalue of X(E,) below the cut from to l)
-(value of X(£) above the cut from to l)(] 3
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and it remains to evaluate X U )  and disc.[£(£)] .
For £ > 1 , the arguments of sect. 3-7 apply to the evaluation of 
XC£3. . Given any £ > 1 , Img , Ims^ can be chosen sufficiently
small for to cross the real axis to the left of £ . Hence
X U )  is given by eqs. (3-76) and (3-77) for £ > g + and by eq. (.3-72)
when 1 < £ < £7+ • This same argument applies to the transition case.
The right hand limit of X(£) at £ = 1 is obtained exactly as in 
sect. 3-6 and as mentioned earlier X U )  is continuous at £ = g +
with X (g+) given by eq. (3-82).
Next we evaluate disc.[£(£)] for < £ < 1 . To obtain
l
[F(£)J2 and #(£) , we note that £ » on the path C , has approached 
the real axis from below. Thus taking the cuts in the square root 
functions in eqs. (3-87) and (3-90) as being the straight line segments 
between g_ and g and between -1 and 1 at step (d), we see
that, with
9.  < S1+ < 5 < 1 < 9+  >
[F(5)]J = -(3-104)
and
H U )  = - M U )  ,
where
« C o  = > 0 .
From eq. (3-93) it follows that
f(s1+n 2 - &(51+)]2 = 0 ,
and using eq. (3-59) as well, we have
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WCS)]2 > WCS)]2 > o  for si+ S s < i ,
so that G(c,) cannot vanish in this interval. Since, from eq. (3-78), 
GCi) < 0 , it follows that < 0 and hence
G(S1+) + M(Slt) = 0 .
Thus #(£) in eq. (3-88) can be put in the form
E ( £ )  =
__________[G(S)-«(S)j 2__________
e~2f~2g2 (2fffs+£2+F2) (s-slt) (e-q_)
so that
#(£) % (Positive valued function of £)(£~£^+) X
Hence
disc, [arg £(£)] = -disc, [arg (£-£1+)] = ~2tt ,
and
(3-105)
disc, [log #(£)] = -27Ti , (3-106)
where the discontinuity is again computed as
[(value below cut)-(value above cut)] .
Strictly, (-2tt£) is the limit of the left hand side of eq. (3-106) 
as £ approaches the real axis from below, and as C is deformed
to the segment of the real axis from to +°° with the interval
[_C^ r, l\ being traversed in both directions. Finally, from eqs.
(3-87), (3-104) and (3-106) we have
disc.U(S)] = ----- = ICS) , (3-107)
vQnIT
where Y(£) is given in eq. (3-68).
We now continue j (z/q) to complex . For the normal threshold
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and transition cases 1 (t ) is given by eq. (3-63) for all
Tq j; [1, +°°) and for the anomalous threshold case j (Tq} is given by
eq. (3-64) for all £ [£ , +°°) . The explicit forms of the weight
functions are as given in sects. 3-5 and 3-6 for the various cases 
given in eq. (3-46).
In the following two chapters, the methods used in this chapter 
are extended to apply to the box diagram amplitude. In chapter 4, we 
extend the method of direct transformation to obtain a number of 
different spectral representations for the box diagram amplitude. We 
find that (for the range of s and t considered) the box diagram 
amplitude can be written either in the form of a double dispersion 
integral in s and t or as the sum of a double dispersion integral 
in s and t and a single dispersion integral in s , depending on 
the values of the masses of the particles in fig. 4-1. In this chapter, 
we also discuss a heuristic method of obtaining the weight function in 
an approximate normal threshold dispersion relation for the two-particle 
two-particle scattering amplitude. Then, in chapter 5, we start with 
a particular normal threshold double dispersion relation obtained in 
chapter 4 and continue in the external masses and then in s and t .
In this way, we obtain a spectral representation for the box diagram 
amplitude for both real and complex s and t . In particular, a 
spectral representation is obtained for all s in the upper half 
complex plane and for almost all -°° < t < +°° .
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4. THE BOX DIAGRAM AMPLITUDE: DIRECT TRANSFORMATION
4-1. Introduction
In this chapter we start our investigation of the analytic 
properties of the box diagram amplitude 2j-j(s, £) associated with the
Feynman diagram shown in fig. 4-1. This amplitude describes the 
collision process AB -+ CD where the intermediate particles in the 
process are E, F, G and H as shown in fig. 4-1. Our main object 
is to obtain a spectral representation of 2q (8, t) for all masses
satisfying the stability conditions A < (E+G) , B < (F+G) ,
C < (E+H) , D < (F+H) . We also obtain an approximation to the 
scalar invariant scattering amplitude T(s, t) for the process 
AB -*■ CD and write this approximation in the form of a double 
dispersion relation. Then we show that when (A+B) 5 (E+F) ,
(C+D) < (E+F) this double spectral representation is the same as that 
obtained for 2g(s, t) .
We begin in sect. 4-2 by writing down the scalar invariant 
scattering amplitude T(s, t) for the process AB ■+ CD . Then we 
obtain an approximation to T(s, t) in the form of a double spectral 
representation by using unitarity to evaluate the contribution to ImT 
from a two-particle intermediate state (EF) and making t-channel 
single pole approximations to the amplitudes for the processes 
AB + EF , CD + EF .
The rest of this chapter is then devoted to a study of the box 
diagram amplitude 2q (s , t) . In section 4-3 we transform the box
diagram amplitude from its Feynman parametrised form to a more 
convenient form and discuss the implication of the stability conditions 
A < (G+E) , B < (G+F) , C < (H+E) , D < (H+F) for the vertices of 
the diagram. The boundary of the region of integration in the triple
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Fig. 4-1.
Box diagram for the scattering process AB CD .
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integral form obtained in section 4-3 is studied in section 4-4 and in 
section 4-5 we obtain some results necessary for reversing the order 
of integration in the triple integral.
The order of integration is then reversed in sections 4-6 and 4-7 
and two of the integrations are carried out to obtain a single spectral 
representation of the box diagram amplitude. We also show that under 
certain circumstances the single dispersion integral can be written as 
a double dispersion integral in s and t .
Finally in section 4-8 we study the region in which the double 
spectral function is non-zero. For a restricted range of s and t 
(or x and y ) we find relations between the masses of the interacting 
particles for which the double spectral representation is valid and 
give the explicit form of the spectral representation for all allowed 
mass configurations, including cases for which the double spectral 
representation breaks down. In particular, we show that for the case 
when (A+B) < (E+F) , (C+D) 5 (E+F) , the double spectral representation
obtained by the heuristic method in sect. 4-2 is the same as that 
obtained by the direct transformation of the Feynman parametrisation 
of the box diagram amplitude.
4-2, Approximation to the invar ian t  amplitude
As discussed in chapter 2, the method of approximating the 
amplitudes on the right hand side of the unitarity relation and then 
obtaining a dispersion relation is well known (Mandelstam 1959b). We 
now give a slightly modified version of Mandelstam’s heuristic method 
and then in sects. 4-6 and 4-8 compare the result obtained in this way 
with that obtained from the transformation of the Feynman 
parametrisation of the box diagram amplitude.
With plane wave states normalised so that <p' |p> - 6' ^ (p ' -p )
we define the scalar Lorentz invariant scattering amplitude T ( s ,  t )  
for the process AB -*■ CD in terms of the 5-operator by
<p(:pd |(s-i)Ipi4pb>
= - U 2 T l f 2&<- ^ ) {pc +pD-pA- p B)^{E AEBEc EDy ^ T l . s ,  t )  (4-1)
where
3 = (P^+PS)2 = >
* = (pA-pC 2 = tpD-pB)2
are two independent kinematical invariants.
Suppose that there is a two-particle state (EF) with the same 
internal quantum numbers as (AB) and (CD) , and that (A+B) 5 (E+F) 
(C+D) < (E+F) . Then, as discussed in sect. 2-3 , (see also Rasche 
and Woolcock, 1970), the contribution of this state to 
Im ^AB-+CD^S ’ ^ ( s , H • n' )) in the unitarity relation is
lmTAB+CD (8 ’ n*n,))
f.r _
32tt2s2
)   _  _T JJ ^T*cd^e f(s , t(s, n-n‘))tab^e f{s , t(,s, n-n)) (4-2)
for s > (E+F) . In eq. (4-2)
qEF^S ^
0 —  9 i
l s - ( E + F ) ^ l s - ( E - F ) ] 2I
2s2
(4-3)
n, n' are unit vectors in the directions of respectively in
the centre-of-momentum system, n is an arbitrary unit vector and the 
integration is over the surface of the unit sphere.
Next we make a one-particle exchange approximation to
tab+ef(s’ t ( s > F > n ) ) ’
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TAB+EF t(s, rvn)} %
A^ECPBFG 
G ~tAB+EF('S , n * n ^
C4-4)
and similarly
TCD+EF s> £(s, n*n' )) %
‘gCElfDFH
H tCD+EF(^S ,n*n ^
where
*4B->£F(s’ n'n) = H'4' +B'+E^ +F') - 5s - 5^ “B ) ( * ' )s-1
(4-5)
+ 2qAB(s)qEF(s)n • n (4-6)
and similarly for ^CD^EF^S 5 n*n') * The functions > G.qF s^^
are defined in a similar way to q^is) , (eq. (4-3)).
The quantities , gBFQ , Qc m  > GDFH ar>e the usual
rationalised coupling constants.
Approximating I m T ^ _ ^  (s , t(s, n*n')) by I m T ^ ^ ^  (s, t(s, n-n'))
(eq. (4-2)) and making the approximations of eqs. (4-4), (4-5), we 
obtain
Im2TlS-K7£ , t(s’ n*n,))
m U  _____________dttr\_____________
32it2s  ^ jJ CG2-t/!B^ f,(S ,n-n)][ff2-tc,D^ F (S t - n ' )]
___________ -g_____________ [ f ______ dtt rT_______
12Qi\2s^qA B (s)qCD(s)qEF(s) ^  (T^-rf* n) (T^-n* n ' )
where
9 = 9AEG9BFG3CElfl DFH’ (4
T2 = t2<?4B(s)c?£i?(8 )]'10J24 ^ 2+B2+S2+F2)+|Sq(212-B2)(B2-F2)S-13 , 
t '2 = [2<7c.D (s)?EF(s)]'1[fl2- H c 2+D2+F2+F2)tiSq ( C 2-B2) [F-F2)a~*\ .
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Next we use the result, given in the appendix of Rasche and Woolcock 
(1970);
ff r
-  471 du
(t -rrn) (t'-iviV) (u-rrn' )[ [u-u ) [u-u }]2
where
0
ui
and we obtain
lmTAB+CD ^ 5 n*n,))
f
CM
1
CM
=  T  T  ± T  - 1 i—111HCMCM CM (  2  J
% -9 r du
32rns2qA^(s)qrn(s)qw:v(s)  ^un (u-rrn' )[ (u-uQ) [u-u±) ¥-1AB ^CD HEF"" ~0
We now make the change of variable
2 „2 „2 T 2w = 2qAB(8)qCDie)u + j (a ^+B +C |s - -b ){C -d )2 „2-v f„2 „2i -1s
to give
ImIl } W s ’ t(s> n,n,)) L
dw , (4-8)
•^ +(s) [w-tAB+CD(s,n• n1 ))/ f (s .w)
where , n*n') is defined in a similar way to n*n^
(eq. (4-6)) and
f±(s) = £2 + H2 + [s2-2(£’2+F2)s + [e2-F2)2Y 1 •
• [{s-2 [e2 +F2) } { [E2+G2-A2) (f 2+H2-D2) + (e2+H2-C2) [f 2+G2-B2} }
+ 2E2 If2+G2-B2) [f2+H2-D2] + 2F2 {e2+G2-A2) [e2+E2-C2)
± 2{[s2-2{E2^F2)s+[E2-F2)2)G2^[s-2{E2+F2)) (E2+G2-A2) (.F2+G2-B2) 
+ E2 [f2+G2-B2)2+F2 [e2+G2-A2]2}^  •
° { (s2-2 (E2+F2)s+ [E2-F2) 2)h2+ (s-2 (E2+F2)) (tf2*#2-?2} (.F2+H2-D2]
+ e2 {f2+e2-d2)2+f2 [e2+h2-c2)2}2] ,
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Fis,  w) = ( s - C ^ + F ) 2 ) (s-(E-F)2) (w-f+(s )} (w-f_(s )} .
The i n t e g r a t i o n  in  e q .  ( 4 - 8 )  can be c a r r i e d  o u t  a n d ,  d ro p p in g  th e  
s u b s c r i p t  AB -+• CD and w r i t i n g  t  f o r  t ( s ,  n * n '  ) , we f i n d  t h a t  o u r
a p p ro x im a t io n  t o  Im T(s, t )  b eh av es  l i k e  s 2 Ins f o r  l a r g e  s .
We now assume t h a t  T i s ,  t )  , f o r  f i x e d  t  i n  some r e a l  
i n t e r v a l ,  may be c o n t in u e d  t o  g iv e  an a n a l y t i c  f u n c t i o n  !f ( c , t )
w hich i s  r e g u l a r  i n  t h e  whole C ^ - p la n e , e x c e p t  f o r  th e  u s u a l  r i g h t
and l e f t  hand c u t s  and s im p le  p o l e s  ( s e e  f o r  example M a r t in  and 
Spearman 1970 , c h a p t e r  6 ) .  F u r t h e r ,  we assume t h a t  , t ]  0
u n i fo r m ly  as  [ I ^  00 i n  any d i r e c t i o n  i n  t h e  complex p la n e  and t h a t
jP(C^, t )  has  t h e  Schwarz r e f l e c t i o n  p r o p e r t y .  Next we use  an
argum ent s i m i l a r  t o  t h e  one used  in  s e c t .  3-2 t o  e s t a b l i s h  a s i n g l e  
d i s p e r s i o n  r e l a t i o n  f o r  o u r  a p p ro x im a t io n  t o  F ( £ )  . In  t h e  r e s u l t i n g  
i n t e g r a l  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  t )  we t a k e  o n ly  th e  i n t e g r a l  o v e r
t h e  r i g h t  hand c u t  and a p p ro x im a te  t h e  w e ig h t  f u n c t i o n  Im T(s, t )  by
7 2e q .  ( 4 - 8 )  f o r  s ^  (E+F) and by z e ro  f o r  s < (E+F) . We th e n  f i n d
t h a t  o u r  a p p ro x im a t io n  t o  t )  may be w r i t t e n  i n  t h e  form
s ~ e^ (Cn j t )  ,
where
^ 0 ^ »  t)  = I dvdw
 ^ [v-i,,) i w- t ) / F i v  ,w)
( 4 - 9 )
R - \ i v , w) \ v > (E+F) , w -  f +( v ) f .
From t h i s  i n t e g r a l  form o f  J (C-, » t )  we see  t h a t  c o n t i n u a t i o n  i n  t
i s  p o s s i b l e ,  t o  g iv e  a f u n c t i o n  J  ° f  two complex v a r i a b l e s
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£ , ^2 s whose singular points may be deduced from eq. (4-9).
For further calculations it is convenient to introduce the 
variables £, n s ö, T and the constants a , b , a , d by
2 £££ = 2V - £ - F2 , 2££n = W - G2 - U2 ,
2 EFO = q -  £2 - F2 , 2G£t =
CMCi>1CMkJ>
2 EG a - 2 2 £ + G - A2 , 2 FGb = 2 2 £ + £
2 EHo = 2 2 £ + H 2 FHd = 2 2 F + H
CM1 (4-10)
In terms of these quantities,
(2 GH) -1 f ± (v)-C2-H2 = f A Z )  = (£2-l)'1[(5-l)(ad+£o)+(a+fc)(o+d)
±{£2-l+2ai(£-l)+(a+i))2}2{?2-i+2ad(S-l)t(cti)2}2] , (4-11)
[l6E2F 2G 2H 2)'1F(.v, w ) 5 F(£, n)
and
= (S2-i) (n-/+ (£)) (n-/_(£))
= (£2-l) (n2-l) - 2(£-l)(n-l)(ad+£o) - 2 (£-1) (a+c)(fc+d) 
- 2(n-l) (a+i> )(o+d) + (a d - b o)2 - (a+fc+o+d)2 , (4-12)
4 EFGHJAv  C2) S I(o, T)
r d£dn (4-13)
£x (S-ö)(n-T)/£(£,n)
where
R 1 = {(5, n) U  > i , n > f + (Z)) .
4-3. Transformation of the box diagram amplitude
We now study the box diagram amplitude associated with the Feynman 
diagram of fig. 4-1. Using the Feynman rules of Schweber (1961) and 
the definition of the invariant amplitude given in eq. (4-1), (with the
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left hand side as well as T(s, t) subscripted with □ ), together 
with eqs. (3-19) and (3-20), we find, on continuing to complex variables, 
that the box diagram amplitude takes the form
Tn (? , ? ) = ---^ ---I(ö, T) ,
321! EFGH
where
fl rl-a rl-a-3
I(a, t ) = 2EFGH f da ( d3 dy •
J 0 J 0 J 0
• [e 2oi+F2$+G2 (i-a-3-Y )+H2y-A2 (l-a-3-Y )a-52 (i-a-3-Y )3-C2aY-D23Y
- (2£’FGt£’2+F2)a3- (2£#T+G2+tf2) (l-a-3-Y)Y] ~2 (4-14)
and ^ is defined in eq. (4-7). The notation anticipates the fact (to 
be proved in due course) that for (A+B) 5 (E+F) , (C+D) 5 (E+F) the 
functions J(G, t ) given in eqs. (4-13) and (4-14) are the same. For 
the remainder of this chapter O and T are restricted to be real. 
Further, for most of this chapter we restrict x and y , where
x - ReO , y - Ret , to the intervals x 5 -(2EF) [ß +F ) , y < -1 .
In sect. 4-8 and in chapter 5, we discuss how these restrictions may 
be removed.
Our object now is to transform I(x, y) into the form of a 
double dispersion integral over a real domain or, when this is not 
possible, into the form of a double dispersion relation in x and y 
plus a single dispersion relation in x . We start by generalizing 
the transformation used in sect. 3-3 for the triangle diagram amplitude. 
The set of transformations used are
1) C = (1-Y) 1 j with a and 3 as the other integration 
variables,
2) X = (a+3) \   ^- 1 , V = (a+3)3 1 » with £ as the other
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integration variable,
3) y = (A+l)(£-l) , with A and V as the other integration 
variables.
These transformations can be combined into the transformation
A = (a+3)_1(l-a-3-Y) , U = (a+3)-1y , v = 3_1(a+3) ,
with the inverse
a = v"1(v-l)Cl+A+u)~1 , 3 = v-1(i+A+y )-1 , y = y(l+A+y)_1 .
The Jacobian of the transformation is given by
i(a,3,y) (1+A+y) 4v9(A,y,v)
and the new region of integration is
{(A, y, v) I A > 0 , y > 0 , v > 1} .
Thus
I(x, y ) = 2EFGH I dX f° dy I dv •
J 0 J 0 J1
[Cv-1 )4>(A, y, y ) + i p ( \ , y, y )-V_1(v-l )ü(a:)] ~ Z  , (4-15)-2
where
<KAS y, y ) = G2A2 + H2\x2 -  2GHyX]i + 2EGaX + 2EHaU + E2 , (4-16)
tKA, y, y ) = G2A2 + H2]\2 - 2GHyX]i + 2FGbX + 2FHdu + F2 , (4-17)
y(a?) = 2£Kc + E2 + F 2 . (4-18)
2 2 2 2The constants A , B , C , D have been expressed in terms of 
a, b 9 a , d (eq. (4-10)).
Next we need a result concerning the stability conditions, which 
we put in the form of a lemma. Note that A < E + G is equivalent to
a > -1 , B < F + G is equivalent to b > -1 , C < E + H is
equivalent to a > -1 , and D < F + H is equivalent to d > -1 . Also
A > 0 implies that a < (2EG) (e  +G ) , B > 0 implies
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b < (2FG) 1 {f 2+G2) , C > 0 im p l i e s  c < ( 2 ^ )  1 (e2+H2}  and D > Q 
im p l i e s  d < (2FH)~^ {f 2+H2} .
LEMMA. F ar  y < - 1  3 <J>(X, y ,  y )  > 0 ( resp.  i/j(X9 y ,  y)  > 0)
f o r  a l l  X > 0 y > 0 i f  and onl y  i f  a > -1  and a > -1  ( resp.
b > -1  and d > -1)  .
P roof .  For th e  n e c e s s i t y  o f  the  c o n d i t i o n s ,  we n o te  t h a t  
<J>(A, y ,  y )  > 0 f o r  a l l  X > 0 , y > 0 , means t h a t ,  i n  p a r t i c u l a r ,
4>(X, 0,  y )  > 0 and 0(0 ,  y ,  y )  > 0 . Hence, from the  lemma in
s e c t .  3 -3 ,  a > -1  and a > -1  . Note t h a t  0(A, 0, y )  = 0 (X) where 
0(A) i s  g iven  i n  eq.  (3 -24) .
For t h e  s u f f i c i e n c y ,  we no te  f i r s t  t h a t  i f  a > -1  and a > -1  , 
the n  0 ( A, y ,  y )  > 0 on the  boundary o f  the  f i r s t  q u a d r a n t ,  t h a t  i s ,
0 ( A, 0 ,  y )  > 0 and 0 (0 ,  y ,  y )  > 0 . For f i x e d  y > 0 , t h e  minimum
o f  th e  q u a d r a t i c  f u n c t i o n  <KX, y ,  y )  i s  a t
Xm(U, y )  = G~l
and i t s  minimum va lue  i s
y )  = y ) ,  u ,  y)  = - ( p ^ ^ ^ y + p j
where
= H2 (y2- l )  , $ = -  EH(ya+o)  , i?1 = F2 (a2- l )  .
Now i f  a  > 0 , the n  A (y ,  y)  5 0 and i f  -1  < a < 0 and
EaiHy) 1 5 y < 00 , then  A (y ,  y )  < 0 . In bo th  c a s e s  th e  minimum
va lu e  o f  <KX, y ,  y )  f o r  X > 0 , f i x e d  y occurs  when X = 0 and 
the n  0 (0 ,  y ,  zy) > 0 , from th e  lemma i n  s e c t .  3-3. I f  however
-1  < a < 0 and 0 5 y < EaUiy) ^ , then  A (y ,  y )  > 0 and the  minimum
va lue  o f  <KA, y ,  y )  f o r  f i x e d  y i s  <3? (^y, y )  . Now
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*lu(u, y ' i  = -  2(P1u+e1} , *luy(u, = - 2P1 < o ,
so t h a t  $ (y,  y )  has a t  most one t u r n i n g  p o i n t  in  the  r e g io n
0 -  1J < Ea(Hy)  ^ , and then  the  t u r n i n g  p o i n t  i s  a maximum tu r n i n g  
p o i n t .  Thus the  minimum value  of  <J)(A, y 5 y ) occurs  when e i t h e r  
A = 0 or  p = 0 and hence <J)(A, p ,  y )  > 0 f o r  A > 0 , y > 0 i f  
a > -1  j a > -1  .
Now eq.  (4 -15)  may be w r i t t e n  in  the  form
I  (a;, y )  - EF
r
dX
0
d ü ( A y ) ' 1 - f -  
0 **
* [v(v-l)<f>(A, p ,  y)+v\Jj(\,  p ,  y ) - ( v - l ) y ( a ? ) ]
dp _3_ r  dv_________ l ______
y  *y J x v - l  y ( A , p , v , y  ) -x  s (4 -19)
where
2£’Fy(A, p ,  v ,  y ) + £2 + F2 = <|>(A, p ,  y )v  + ^(A, p ,  y ) v ( v - l )  1 .
The i n t e r c h a n g e  o f  th e  o rd e r  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  w i th  r e s p e c t  t o  V and 
d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  with  r e s p e c t  t o  y  i n  eq. (4 -19)  i s  j u s t i f i e d  by 
u s in g  the  theorem g iv e n ,  f o r  example,  i n  s e c t i o n  1.88 o f  Ti tchmarsh 
(1939).  Note t h a t ,  from the  lemma, i t  fo l low s  t h a t  
[ v ( v - l  )<j)( A , p,  y)+v\p( A, p ,  y )- (v -1  )v ( x )]  i s  p o s i t i v e  f o r  A > 0 ,
P -  0 , V >  1 , y < - 1  , x  5  - ( 2 EF)  [E +F ) . To in t e r c h a n g e  the  
o r d e r  of  d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  with  r e s p e c t  t o  y  and i n t e g r a t i o n  wi th  
r e s p e c t  t o  A and p , i t  i s  n e c e s s a r y  t o  use l i m i t i n g  p rocedu res
because  o f  th e  f a c t o r  (Ap) ^ i n  eq. ( 4 -1 9 ) .
Next we r e p l a c e  the  i n t e g r a t i o n  over  V by an i n t e g r a t i o n  over  th e  
v a r i a b l e  £ = g ( A, p,  V, y )  and by us ing  th e  r e s u l t s  i n  s e c t .  3-3 we
f i n d  t h a t
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i (ä 5 y )
r
u - i  3  i
r r  ^ x r *  d s  \
I I I
J  0  6 4 0
u  1
j f i  a  j h ( , \ , v , y )  ( £ - x ) ( £ / ( 5 , X , p , y ) ) V _
H x ,  y)
( 4 - 2 0 a )
l im
64o ,e4o
3
¥
f  d P r ax r  d ?
J e  y  J 6 X J M X , y , y )  ( £ - x )  ( £ / ( £ , X , y  , y ) } ^  _
( 4 -2 0 b )
where
i / (S,  X, u ,  y )  = ( 5 - ä (X, p ,  p ,  !/)} , ( 4 - 2 i )
k a ]  p ’ l )  = ( 2£F) ‘ 1 [ { 4 ( X ,  p,  y)  ± p ,  , ( 4 - 2 2 )
and <J)(X, V,  y )  , ^(X,  y ,  y )  a r e  g i v e n  by e q s .  ( 4 - 1 6 )  and ( 4 - 1 7 ) .
4-4. Study of fe(X, y, y)
To r e v e r s e  t h e  o r d e r  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  i n  ( 4 - 2 0 a )  o f  (4 -2 0 b )  we need 
t o  examine t h e  f u n c t i o n  /z(X, y ,  y )  f o r  X > 0 , y > 0 . By a n a lo g y  
w i t h  e q s .  ( 3 -3 1 )  and ( 3 -3 2 )  we w r i t e  cj>(X, y ,  y ) and i|j(X, y ,  y )  a s
<J>(X, y ,  y)  - p XX2 + 2q x ( y ,  y)X + ^ ( y )  , 
^(X9 y )  = P 2X2 + 2 q | ( y ,  y)X + r ^ ( y )  ,
( 4 - 2 3 )
where
P1 -  G2 , ^ ( y ,  y )  = G(-Hy\i+Ea) , r ^ y )  = tf2y 2 + 2E7fcy + ff2 ,
( 4 - 2 4 )
y )  = G(-Hy]i+Fb)  , 2^ ( u )  = + 2FHdv + F 2 •
(Note t h a t
P 1 -  V , ^-lCO , y )  = q , q ^ ( 0 , y )  = q'  , 2^ ( 0 ) = r  , 2^ ( 0 ) = r l ,
where p ,  q ,  q ' , r ,  r '  a r e  g i v e n  i n  eq .  ( 3 - 3 2 ) . )
We can  now a p p l y  t h e  a rgum ent  o f  s e c t .  3-4 t o  show t h a t  f o r  f i x e d  
y > 0 , ^^ (XQ( y ,  y ) ,  y ,  y)  = 0 w i t h  XQ( y ,  y )  > 0 i f  and o n l y  i f
( i )  « ^ ( y ,  y )  > 0 , ^ ( y ,  y )  > 0 , and
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P1A0Cy,2y)+^ 1(y,2/) p1^ 0(y,2/)+P1Cy,z/)Cii) - - - - -  —  ■ ■ -- - - -  = - - - - - - - - -
)
solves to give A^(y, zy) > 0 , that is,
-<?■, (y,*/)*T (v,y) - q\ (v 9yW$, (y,i/)
A(y, y) = — .....  --.... .......... ......> 0 . (.4-25)
P1(i/$1Cy,2y) + /F^Ty^T)}
Here
^ ( y ,  y )  = p ^1
2
p / i (^ )-fei (^> y ) ) P1y2+2$1y+i?1
V y ’ z y )  = p " 1 P i r ^ ( y ) - ( q | ( y ,  z y ) } 2 = - ^ 2 + 2 « P + Ä i
and
P ± = H 2 [y2-1) , Q ± = - E H ( y a + o) , i?x = £2 (a2-l) ,
(4-27)
^  = -F H ( y b + d) , = F2(>2-l) .
We also find that when $-^ (y, y ) > 0 , ^(y, y) > 0 and eq. (4-25)
holds, then (XQ (P, zy), y, y) > 0 . This result can be obtained by
analogy with eq. (3-39).
It now follows that, for fixed y > 0 , y» 2/) = 0
with AQ(y, y ) > 0 if and only if /z-^ (0, y, zy) 5 0 . Consequently 
/z^ (0, y, zy) < 0 implies
$ (y, y) > o , ¥ (y, y) > 0 . (4-28)
We also see that 7z(A, y, y ) increases strictly from h{0, y, y) to 
+°° as A increases from 0 to +00 , if 7z^ (0, y, zy) 2: 0 . If
however /z^ (0, y, zy) < 0 , then /z(A, y, y) decreases strictly from
/z(0, y, zy) to (y, zy) as A increases from 0 to A^(y, zy) and
increases strictly from #^(y, zy) to +°° as A increases from
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Ap(y,  y )  t o  +°° . By a n a lo g y  w i th  eq .  ( 3 - 3 7 )  and u s i n g  e q s .  ( 4 -2 6 )  
and ( 4 - 2 4 )  a s  w e l l ,  we see  t h a t  # ^ ( y ,  y )  -= /z(XQ(]i, y ) ,  ]i, y} i s  g iv e n  
by
2EFH (V, y )  + E2 + F2
p ~1{ p i ^ i ( y ) + ;rs| ( y ) ( - 2^ i ( y s y ) q [ (y» y )
+2
j
p , r A v ) - [ q .  ( y ,  zy)}2 2 p , r i  ( y ) - ( q !  Cy, zyl}‘
(»to ( y ,  zy) + / ^ ( y ,  y ) )  + (Ea-Fb)  - ( 4 - 2 9 )
Note a l s o  t h a t
fcx (0 ,  y ,  y )  = (£F)  1 ( / r 1 ( y ) + t / r | ( y ) Z 1 ( y , y ) )  , ( 4 -3 0 )
where
U y ,  y )  = + -  - - ... . ( 4 - 3 1 )
v ^ T y T  / r  ^ ( y )
Thus t h e  s i g n  o f  7*^(0, y ,  y )  i s  t h e  s i g n  o f  Z^ (y ,  y )  . To d e t e r m i n e
when 7i-^(0, y ,  y )  i s  n e g a t i v e  we must  s t u d y  t h e  f u n c t i o n  Z^ (y ,  y )
i n  t h e  r a n g e  o f  v a l u e s  o f  y f o r  which  t h e  i n e q u a l i t i e s  i n  ( 4 - 2 8 )  h o l d .
Now i f  a  > 1 and we choose  - y  > (2EH) [e  +H ) ( t h e  maximum 
v a l u e  a i s  p e r m i t t e d  t o  t a k e )  we s e e  from eq .  ( 4 - 2 7 )  t h a t  > 0 ,
> 0 , > 0 and t h u s ,  f rom eq .  ( 4 - 2 6 ) ,  $ ^ ( y ,  V ) -  0 f o r  y > 0 .
The f i r s t  i n e q u a l i t y  o f  ( 4 - 2 8 )  i s  t h e n  v i o l a t e d  and h^( 0 ,  y ,  y )  > 0
f o r  a l l  y > 0 . The same c o n c l u s i o n  h o l d s  i f  b > 1 and we choose
- y  > (2FH) . S i m i l a r l y ,  i f  a > 1 and - y  > (2EG) ^( e ^+G^) ,
o r  i f  d  > 1 and - y  > (2FG) 1 (P2+G:2) , t h e n  (A, 0 ,  2/) > 0 f o r
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all A > 0 . As we shall see, these results enable us to handle any 
case in which at least one of the quantities a , b , o , d is greater 
than or equal to 1 .
We next consider what happens when |a| < 1 , |b| < 1 , |c| < 1 , 
\d\ < 1 . In this case 0 (y, y) > 0 on Fo, y } and $ (y, y) < 0
on (y , +°°} , where
.-1y+ = P± I-Q, + / Q,-P,R. 02 i > 0 ,'1 ^1 1 1,
since P^ > 0 , R^  < 0 . Similarly, 44 (y, y) > 0 on Qo, y^} and 
^Cy, y) < 0 on (y|, +°°) , where
+ ^  «i2-ppij > ° •
Thus 0, y, y) > 0 for y > min{y+, y^ _} .
From eq. (4-24) we see that
[r (u)] I fdUWr (y) ;
-EGHlH(yo+a )y+P(y+ac)] ,
the right hand side being linear in y . Its value at y = 0 is
-E2GH(y+aa) > 0
while its value at y = y+ is
-E2GH[y2-l}_1 /  Q/c+a)2+(f-l) (l-e2) •
• [j/ A  (j/ota)2+(j/2-l) (l-c2) + (j/o+a)] > 0 
since y < -1 , |a| < 1 ,  |c| < 1 .  Thus the derivative of
q^Cy, y)/y^TyT is positive on [o, y+j and similarly the derivative
of q^(y, y ) / i / r } ( \ i) is positive on [o, y^ ] . Using eq. (4-31) we
see that Z^(y, y) strictly increases in the interval
0 < y 5 min{y , y'} . But we have already seen that 0, y, y ) > 0 ,
T T A
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and hence from eq. (4-30), Z^(y, y) > 0 , for y > min{y+, y|} . Thus,
if
G 1Z1(0, y) = (a+b) > 0 ,
then Z^(y, y) > 0 and ^(0, y, y ) > 0 for all y > 0 . However, 
if (a+b) < 0 , then Z^(y, y) and h-^ (0, y, y) have exactly one 
zero y^ in (0, +°°) and Z^(y, y ) < 0 and 7^(0, y, y) < 0 on 
[o, y-j) , Z1(y, y) > 0 and ft^ (0, y, y) > 0 on (y7 , +°°} , where
0 < y^ < min{y+, \i'+] .
Now we study the function tf^ (y, y) for 0 < y 5 y^ , in the 
case (a+b) < 0 . Note first that
V 0 ’ y) s i +  >
where
£1+ = -ab ± /  (l-a2) (l-£>2) . (4-32)
as given in eq. (3-38). The quantities are defined and distinct
whenever \a\ < 1  , \b\ < 1  and can be written in the form given in
eqs. (3-56) and (3-58). Consequently they satisfy the inequalities in 
(3-59), that is,
-1 < E < £ < 1 .~  * 1 - * 1 + ~ (4-33)
From eqs. (4-29) and (4-26) we see that' #^(y, y) is defined and real 
on the interval max{y , yf} 5 y < min{y , yf} , where— — + T
y ±  = > d  =
and y+ > 0 , y^ > 0 , y_ < 0 , y^_ < 0 . Because of the form of
Ä Cy, y) (eq. (4-29)) its properties are very similar to those of the
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function h(\) of chapter 3. The derivative of # (y, y) vanishes 
exactly once on its interval of definition, at the point given by
v(y) 'i^i l r
picfei'pA ^ +K 2’pi ^ 2]
(4-34)
Note that
N+ - U(2/) terp A )» (o A>'»* I)1!
p . Q e ^ i g h f e ^ - p s ' } * ]iu,i rr '^ i *r*p
and a similar expression holds for (y|-y(y)) . Then, since (a+b) < 0
and hence |a| < 1 , | i>| < 1 , it follows from eq. (4-27) that
max(y_, y_|_) < y(y) < min{y+, y^ _} .
We also find that
2BPB biy), y)
örpA
2 (+[q'2-p R' t*l 1 1
h 2 < 0 ,= -2[$1 (y(z/), y)'i'1(y(y), y)J * 
so that #^(y, y) takes its maximum value on its interval of definition 
at y = y(z/) . Then
2EFH1 (]i(.y), y ) + E2 + F2 -( Ea-Fb)2
>5.r o (4-35)= PiA{ - q  &»!«[) «Vi« («AAj K -piÄij
that is, #^(y(z/), y) - g+(y) , where quantities g+(y) are defined by
g+ iy) = (y2-1) 1j(^ -l)(ad+fca)+(a+<?)(&+c£)
±[t/2-l+2(y-l)ac+(a+ö)2]2[i/2-it2(y-l)M+(i+(i)2]1^  . (4-36)
Further, from eqs. (4-34) and (4-27) it follows that y(y) > 0 
only if
if and
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(ya+ö)[(yb+d)2+{y2-±) (l-b2}]2 + (yb+d)[iya+a)2+ [y2- l )  (l-a2)] 2 > 0 .
We then use the fact that
tanhX1(i/) + tanhx2 ( y ) > 0
if and only if
sinhX1(z/) + sinhx2(y) > 0 ,
where and X2 ^^ are defined by eq. (4-A6) of appendix 4A,
to show that \i(y) > 0 if and only if
h ± (y) > 0 , (4-37)
where
h ^ y )  = (ya+o) / 1  - b 2 + (yb+d) / 1  - a 2 . (4-38)
The above analysis shows that there are three possible subcases 
of the case where (a + b ) < 0 .
(la) tf (y, y) increases strictly on [0, y(zy)U and decreases
strictly on fti(^ ), yj . For this subcase (0, y ) > 0
or, using eqs. (4-29), (4-26), (4-27) and (4-38),
h ^ y )  > 0 ,
and 0 < y(y) < y^ .
(2a) ^(y, y ) decreases strictly on [o, y^ ] . For this subcase
#ly(°j y )  - 0 or h ± (y) < 0 and y(y) < 0 .
(3a) tf^y, y ) increases strictly on (jb, y^ ] . For this subcase
#ly(°> y) > 0 or h ^ y )  > 0 and u(y ) > y^ .
We now note that <f>(X, y, y) , ip(X, y, y) defined in eqs. (4-16), 
(4-17) can also be written in the form
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<J>(X, u, y) - p2u2 + 2q2(A, y)y + 2?2(A) ,
MA, y* 2/) = P 2y2 + 2q2(X, y)y + r^CA) ,
where
p0 = #2, p2(X, y) = Hi-GyX+Eo), r (A) = £2A2 + 2F£aA + F2 ,
(4-39 )
4 2(A, y) = H (-GyX+Fd), r^(A) = £2A2 + 2FGbX + F2 ,
and we can obtain results similar to those just obtained, by making 
the interchanges A «-► y , 1 2 . By making these interchanges in
eqs. (4-25) and (4-31) we obtain the functions y (A, y) and l CA, y)
respectively. The definition of yQ(A, y) will involve the functions
$2(A, y) , Y (A, y) given by
$2a, y) = p22P2r2^ (^2^*
y x ,  2/) = P 2 1 P2r^(A)-(q^(A, y))21 (p2X2+2^X+ä ')
where
?2 = G2(y2-l) , Q2 - -EGiya+a) , i?2 = F2 (p2-l) ,
(4-40)
Q'2 = -FG (y d +b ) , = F2 (d2-l) .
We define #2(A, y ) by H^iX, y) = (A, yQ(A, y), y) and the equation
corresponding to (4-29) is
2E F H 2 a ,  y) + E 2 + F 2 = (X, y) + * y X ,  y)}2 + (Ec-Fd)2 . (4-41)
If (o+d) > 0 , then ^2(A, y) > 0 and ft (A, 0, y) > 0 for all
A > 0 and ft( A, y, y) increases strictly from hi A, 0, y) to +00
as y increases from 0 to +00 , for each fixed A > 0 . If, however,
ia+d) < 0 , then Z2(A, ^  and fty(X, 0, y) both have exactly one
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zero A^ on (0, +°°) and Z2(A9 2/) < 0 and ^(A, 0, y ) < 0 on
[_0, A^) , Z2(A, y ) > 0 and 7i (A, 0, y ) > 0 on (A^ , +00) . In
this case, if 0 5 A < A^ , then hi,A, y , i/) decreases strictly from
/?(A, 0, y ) to ^2 (A, zy) as y increases from 0 to yQ(A, y ) and
then increases strictly from H ^ ( X ,  y ) to +°° as y increases from
yQ(A, y ) to +°° . If Aj 5 A < +“ , then hi A, y, zy) increases
strictly from ?z(A, 0, y ) to +00 as y increases from 0 to +°° . 
Next we study the function H ^ i A, zy) for 0 < A < A^ , in the
case i c+ d )  < 0 . Firstly we note that
V 0’ y) = 2^ +
where
^2± - ~ o d  ± / { ± - o 2 ) [ l - d 2 ] , (4-42 )
and
-1 < C2_ < ^2+ < +1 (4-43)
when |o| < 1 9 | c? | < 1 - The function #2(A, zy) is defined and real 
on the interval max(A , A'} < A < min{A , A'} , where
— — T +
0 < A^ < min{A+, A|} ,
x± =
and A > 0 , A' > 0 , 
derivative of H ^ i A, y )  
definition, at the point
■p 2r 2 > Xi = P21(-«2± / «22-P2ä 2]
A < 0 , A' < 0 . We find that the
vanishes exactly once on its interval of
X ( y )
-q2{q^-p2r'2)Xq'2{q2-p2r2Y2
p2[(«2-P2«2)4(e^2--P2Ä p ^
(4-44)
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We also find that ^(A, £/) takes its maximum value on its interval 
of definition at A = A(y) . Then 
2EFH^  (A (z/), y) + E2 + F2 - (Ec-Fd)2
lr r
(4-45)= p- (-p2(p2+p')+2e2e-+2^ 2-p2P2j (e- -p2*<
that is, H (Xiy), y) = g+(y) , where ^(zy) is defined in eq. (4-36),
By analogy with eq. (4-37) we find that A(z/) > 0 if and only if
(4-46 )h2(y) > 0
where
(y ) = (yo+a)/ 1-d2 + (yd+b)/±-o2 . (4-47)
Again, there are three possible subcases of the case where
ia+d) < 0 .
(lb) #2 (A, zy) increases strictly on [0, A(zy)] and decreases
strictly on [ A(zy), A-,J . For this subcase H^iO, y ) > 0
or using eqs. (4-41), (4-40) and (4-47),
h 2 ( y )  > 0 ,
and
0 < A(zy) < Az .
(2b) # 2 ^ ’ ^  decreases strictly on [0, A^j . For this subcase
#2^(0, y) - 0 or h2(y) 5 0 and A(zy) < 0 .
(3b) # 2 ^ 9  2/) increases strictly on [ 0, A^j . For this subcase
#2a (°> y^ > 0 or > 0 and ~ *
Now we consider the case when (a+b) < 0 and (a+d) < 0 . From 
eqs. (4-35) and (4-45) it follows that
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h( ^i y ) ,  y Q(A(y),  y)  , y \  - h\^0 [ \ i (y) ,  y)  , y Q / ) ,  zyj = £ + (y) • 
I t  can a l s o  be shown t h a t
*n ( y ( # ) s y)  = A(y ) , yn (A(y),  */) = y(*/) • (4 -48)
To see t h i s , we no te  f i r s t l y  t h a t
2 ( 2
*  \ W i
and
2 f 2(7 Q -P R P I  1 1 h2 \q '22- p 2r ’2 = G‘
2 n, 2
I«
- P R l
1 1 1
« i 2- p i Äi
Thus
xn(^ )^, y) r ± (y (2/) »&) /  } >2/) ^  ^ r p i Äi
p^ / qI-p^ / q'2^
H2 [e g (y a + a ) / Q'^-P R'^+FG(yb+d) / ^ - P ^
= AQ/) ,
on u s ing  eq.  ( 4 - 4 0 ) .  The o t h e r  r e l a t i o n  i n  (4-48)  can be proved i n  a 
s i m i l a r  way. We t h u s  see  t h a t  th e  a r c s  X = A (y ,  y )  and y = y Q(A, y )  ,
which a re  d e f in e d  i n  th e  i n t e r v a l s  max(A_, A^} < A < min{A+ , A^_}
and max{y_, i i |}  5  y 5 min{y+ , y | )  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  have e x a c t l y  one
p o i n t  o f  i n t e r s e c t i o n ,  namely (A(y) ,  y(z/)) . We have j u s t  
e s t a b l i s h e d  t h a t  t h e r e  a re  t h r e e  subcases  o f  th e  case where (a + b ) < 0 
d i s t i n g u i s h e d  by t h e  l o c a t i o n  of  U(y)  and t h r e e  subcases  o f  th e  case 
where (c+ J )  < 0 d i s t i n g u i s h e d  by the  l o c a t i o n  o f  A( y)  . We now 
want t o  f i n d  how many of  th e  l o c a t i o n s  of  th e  p o i n t  (A( y ) ,  U(y) }  a re  
p o s s i b l e .
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We saw earlier (eq. (4-28)) that Z-^ Cu, y ) > 0 if $^(y, y ) 5 0 
or (y, y ) 5 0 . Similarly l^iX, y )  > 0 if «^(y, y )  - 0 or 
^^(X, y) < 0 . Next, we consider the case where
max(y , yf } < y < min{y,, y'} and as well max{A , A'} < X < min{A , A*'} . - -  + +  - -  + +
From eqs. (4-31) and (4-26) it follows that
l
Z1(y, y) - p12(tanhK(y, y )+tanhK'(y, y)}
where
q M . y )  q ' A v , y )sinhK(y, y )  - - - , sinhic' (y, y) = ■■
v/p1$1(y,y) /p^ty,#)
Thus ^(y, y) < 0 if and only if
sinhK(y, y) + sinhK'(y, y) < 0 .
Also from eq. (4-25) we see that
l
p (y,2y)/i' (y,zy) (sinhK(y,y )+sinhKr (y ,zy)}
X0(U, »> = - ----- - ......;...— ---------  ,
pp/jyn.ywyu,!,)]
so that Z1(y, y )  < 0 if and only if A (y, zy) > 0 . In particular
Z1(y(z/), y] < 0  if and only if A(z/) > 0 and hence from eqs. (4-46)
and (4-47), y(z/) < y^ and X(y) > 0 if and only if h^(y) > 0 .
Similarly X (y ) < X^ and y(z/) > 0 if and only if h ^ i y) > 0 .
Thus we are left with just three subcases of the case (a+b) < 0 ,
(a + d ) < 0 :
(i) h ^ y )  > 0 , h 2 (y) > 0  or 0 < A(z/) < A^  , 0 < y(z/) < y^ ;
(ii) h ^ y )  < 0 , h ^ i y ) > 0  or 0 < A^  5 A(y) , y(p) < 0 ;
(iii) h ± (y) > 0 , h 2 (y) < 0 or A(y) < 0 , 0 < y^ < yQ/) .
Different methods of showing that the subcase h ^ i y) - 0 , h^iy) < 0
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is not possible when y < -1 are given in our paper,Frederiksen and 
Woolcock (1972).
Next we want to establish some further results for the subcases 
(i), (ii) and (iii). Firstly we find a relationship between y^ and
Pq (0, y)  . By analogy with eq. (3-37) we see that
. -v k2t) V V ”. »» ■
O
where from eqs. (4-18) and (4-43), v (?2+) > C#-F) 
holds for r^(yQ(0, y) ) and hence from eq. (4-31)
A similar equation
zi^o(0, y)i y)
SPG((-Ä0)2+(-Äi)5)Ä0 Qy)2J J 2
~ r
and y^ < yQ(0, zy) if and only if h^(.y) > 0 . Similarly
A.^  < AQ(0, y ) , if and only if h^ ( y ) > 0 . For subcase (i) we see
that h ( 0, y, y )  strictly decreases as y increases from 0 to 
y CO, y ) and h ( A, y(zy), zy) strictly decreases as A increases from
0 to A ( y) . Here 0 < y(zy) < y^ < yQ(0, y) so that
1 > h [o, y(y), y) > g + iy) ,
where 9+ (y) is given by eq. (4-36). Also, from the properties of 
H (y, y) (subcase (la)) and y) (subcase (lb)) we see that
min{A(A, y, y ) | A > 0, y > 0} = min{£1+, £2+) >
and
max{^1+, ^2+> < 0+Q/) .
For subcase (ii) we see from the properties of Ä^(y, y ) (subcase (2a)) 
and zy) (subcase (3b)) that
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g + (y) > ^1+ = Ä1(0, zy) > ^(y^, zy) = h {0, y^, zy) > £2+ .
Similarly for subcase (iii)
g + (y) - C2+ > Z1+ •
In appendix 4-A, some further results involving the quantities ,
^2± and g ± (y) are given.
Finally we summarize our results for the subcases (i), (ii) and 
(iii) of the case where (a + b ) < 0 , (c+d) < 0 :
(i) 7z (zy) > 0 , h^(y) > 0 . For this subcase
0 < X(zy) < \ z < XQ (0 j zy) , 0 < y(zy) < y^ < yQ(0, zy) ,
max{51+, ^2+} < g + (y) < 1 ,
min{/z(X, y, zy) | X > 0, y > 0} = min{£1+, £2+} ;
(ii) /z (zy) < 0 , 7z (zy) > 0 . For this subcase
0 < XQ(0, zy) 5 Xz < X (zy) , y (zy) 5 0,  0 < y^ < yQ(0, zy) ,
52+ < S1+ s g + <.y) ,
min{/z(X, y , zy) | X > 0, y > 0} = £2 + ;
(iii) /z (zy) > 0 , /z (zy) 5 0 . For this subcase
X(zy) < 0 , 0 < X z < XQ(0, zy) , 0 < yQ(0, zy) 5 yz 5 y(zy) ,
^1+ < ^2+ ~ 5
min{/z(X, y, zy) | X > 0, y > 0} = £ .
4-5. Solutions of [/(£, X, y, zy) = 0
In this section we study the behaviour of the zeros of 
£/(£, X, y, zy) , first when 5, y and zy are held fixed and then when 
X and zy are fixed. The approach is very similar to that used in 
sect. 3-5. From eqs. (4-21), (4-22), (4-16) and (4-17) we have
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where
^ ( S )  = ^ [ ( ^ ( y ,  zy)-q^(y,  z / ) )2- p i y ( 0 ]  
= 4 G2 [ ( E a - F b ) 2- v ( £ j } , (4 -5 0 )
b ^ z ,  y ,  y)  = 2 [ f o 1 ( y 9 z / ) - q [ ( y ,  zy)) ( z ^ C y ) - r [ ( y ) ) - ( ^ ( y , #)+<?[ (y ,  y j ) v {Z) \  
= 2[267Z{(£a-PZ>)(£c-Pd)+zyy(£)}y
+6 {(£a-Pb) (#2- F 2) - {Ea+Fb )v ( Z )}] , (4-51)
c-L(^s y) = (r1(y )-r|(y ))2 - 2y (£) (r^y )+r^(y)) + (v(Z))2 
= 4 H 2 [_(Fc-Fd)2-v(Z)Ju2
t 2n [ ( E c - F d )  (E2- F2) - ( E c + F d ) v ( Z ) ] v + 4£2P2(£2-l) , (4-52)
and vCZ) is given in eq. (4-18). By analogy with eq. (3-53) we see 
that
(2^(5, U, y ) ) 2 - a1(5)c1(5, U) > o for 5 > -(2EF)'1(fi2+F2) 
if $ (y, zy^ty, y ) < 0 where ^(y, y ) and ^(y, y ) are given by
(4-26). For cases where $_^ (y, y)^l^(, \ i ,  y )  -  0 ,
(2>1(5, u, y))2 - a1(5)c1(5, P) = i6F2F2C2y(5)(5-F1(y, j/)} y)) ,
Note t h a t  # . ( y ,  zy) i s  j u s t  the  q u a n t i t y  d e f in e d  in  eq.  ( 4 - 2 9 )  f o r
(4 -5 3 )
where
= P11| p 1 ( ^ i ( y ) + 2, | ( y ) } - 2q 1 ( y ,  y ) q [ ( v ,  y)
t h e  case  when $ ^ ( y ,  zy) > 0 , ^ ( y ,  zy) > 0 . When $-^(y, ^ ^ ( y ,  y ) -  0 ,
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f i ^ u ,  y )  f
-  M o ,  y ,  iy) -  ( 2EFp ) 1 l /  [q ( y,  yHv ' pTr  ( y) )  (M ( y,  y  ) +y£7r !  ( y ))  
^ ( y ,  y )  i l l  i l l  l i
+ / f e i Cy,  i / ) - / p 1r 1 (y )J  ( q | ( y ,  2 / ) - / p 1r^(y"5}|
and hence
K ^ M ,  y )  < ^ ( y ,  zy) 5  MO, y ,  zy) . ( 4 -5 5 )
The two e q u a l i t y  s i g n s  i n  eq .  ( 4 - 5 5 )  c a n n o t  o c c u r  t o g e t h e r .  When 
4>^(y, zy) > 0 , ¥ ( y ,  y )  -  0 , t h e r e  i s  a n o t h e r  form f o r  # ^ ( y ,  zy) ,
A l ( y ,  y )  , namely
t f - ^ y ,  zy)  ^ ^ _____________
= M O , y ,  zy) + ( 2 5 ^ )  X| / ( / p 1r 1 ( y ) + q 1 ( y ,  y )) ( V £ ^ ( y  ) - q ^ ( y ,  zy)) 
y ) 1
± / ( / p 1r 1 ( y ) - q 1 ( y ,  zy)) ( / p ^ T y T + q ^ ( y , zy)}j , ( 4 -5 6 )
where MO, y ,  zy) i s  g i v e n  i n  eq .  ( 4 - 2 2 ) .  Thus ,  f o r  t h i s  c a s e
- ( 2 £ 'F ) ‘ 1 (e 2+F2) < u o ,  w, y )  s  ^ ( y ,  y ) < f l -^y ,  y ) s  0 ,  y ,  t/) . ( 4 - 5 7 )
Eqs. ( 4 - 5 7 )  and ( 4 - 5 3 )  show t h a t  when (a +b ) < 0 and 0 < y 5 y^ ,
(^1 (C S y ,  zy))2 -  a 1 (C )ö1 ( ^ ,  y )  > o f o r  £ > ^ ( y ,  zy) ,
e q u a l i t y  o c c u r i n g  i f  and o n l y  i f  t, = # ^ ( y ,  y )  . A l s o ,  f rom e q s .  ( 4 -5 5 )
and ( 4 - 5 3 )  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  when (a +b ) > 0 and y > 0 o r  when 
(a+b)  < 0 and y > y^ ,
( ,  y ,  y ) ) 2 ~ a 1 (^)c?1 ( ^ ,  y )  > 0 f o r  £ > M O,  y ,  y )  .
We have now shown t h a t  f o r  e ach
£ > m in ( M A ,  y ,  y )  | A > 0,  y f i x e d  and > 0} , 
t h e  q u a d r a t i c  e q u a t i o n  i n  A ,
A, y,  y )  = 0
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has two real roots A+(£, y, zy) given by
M$> ^  2/) t x(5)]n -i -MS, Vi, M ((M S , y, y))-a1W o 1 (€, u)j
(4-58)
A.,2
except for the one point at most where a^(£) = 0 .
From eqs. (4-51), (4-22), (4-16) and (4-17) we see that 
M?2(0, V*» y )» U, 2/) = -4(/r»1(y)+/r^(y)J»/5*i(y)»/r^(y)Z1(y, zy) , (4-59)
where Z.(y, zy) is given in eq. (4-31). Consequently
X+(fc(0, y, zy), y, y) - 0 * X_(^(0, y , zy), y, zy) when Z-^y, zy) > 0 ,
X_(h(0, y, zy), y, zy) = 0 ^ X+ (h(09 y, zy), y, zy) when ^(y, zy) < 0 ,
and
X+ (M0, y, zy), y, zy) = Xj/i(0, y, zy), y, zy) = 0 when ^(y, zy) = 0 . 
Notice too that as £ -► +°°
X+(5. u, y)  ^± —  G 1(BF)J55 .
When (a+b) < 0 and 0 5 y $ y^ , we see from eqs. (4-50) and (4-29) 
that
l l
*lv 1( M y ,  = ~4 (pi^1(y)-fa1Cy, zy))2| +[p M ( y ) - (y, y))r  i
r
-
< o
and since a^(£) is linear in 4 ,
a1(C) < 0 for  ^ (y, zy) . (4-60)
Also
l
2F2
p), u, y) = j/))2]2+^p1r|(u)-(<7|(u, p))2|
1 1
• q x ( y ,  zy)[^p1r [ ( y ) - ( q | ( y ,  y )) 2|  % M y , y ) ^ ^ ^ ) -  [ ^ ( y ,  zy)) 2|2 ,
so that
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A+ ^ i ( y ’ = , y ) ,  u, y) = XQ(y ,  y)  (4 -61)
where X (y ,  y )  i s  g iven  in  eq. (4 -25 ) .
Thus, when Z () i , y )  < 0 , X_(£,  y ,  y )  i s  th e  i n v e r s e  of  the
s t r i c t l y  d e c r e a s i n g  f u n c t i o n  /z(X, y ,  y )  on jo ,  X ( y , y) \  ; th e
f u n c t i o n  X_(£,  y ,  y )  t h e r e f o r e  s t r i c t l y  d e c re a s e s  from X (y ,  y )  t o
0 as £ i n c r e a s e s  from t f ^ y ,  y)  (= 7i(X (y,  y ) ,  y ,  y ) )  t o  h i 0,  y ,  y )
S i m i l a r l y  X+ (£ ,  y ,  y )  i s  the  i n v e r s e  of  t h e  s t r i c t l y  i n c r e a s i n g
f u n c t i o n  h( \ ,  y ,  y )  on [XQ(y,  y ) ,  +°°) and t h e r e f o r e  s t r i c t l y
i n c r e a s e s  from XQ(y,  y )  to  +°° as £ i n c r e a s e s  from tf (y ,  y )
t o  +«> . When Z ^ y ,  y )  > 0 we see t h a t  X + (£ ,  y ,  y )  i s  a con t inuous
f u n c t i o n  o f  £ on [hi  0 ,  y ,  y ) ,  t°°) excep t  f o r  the  one p o i n t  a t  most
where = 0 . Thus X+(£ ,  y ,  y )  i s  the  i n v e r s e  o f  th e  s t r i c t l y
i n c r e a s i n g  f u n c t i o n  7z(X, y ,  y )  on [0 ,  +00) and X+(£,  y ,  y)
s t r i c t l y  i n c r e a s e s  from 0 t o  +°° as  £ i n c r e a s e s  from h(Q, y ,  y )
t o  +°° . We deduce f u r t h e r  t h a t  i f  > h(Q,  y ,  y )  , where ^ i s
t h e  s o l u t i o n  o f  a ^ ( £ )  = 0 , th e n  from eqs .  (4 -49)  and ( 4 - 2 2 ) ,
U) -  0 , Z>1 (?a , y,  y )  < 0 and
X+(£a , y ,  y)  = - 0 l (5a , y ) / 2 ^ 1 (Ca , y ,  y)  •
We can a l s o  w r i t e
4 E2F2U ( Z , X ,  U, y ) = a2 (5 )u2 + 2b2^ , X , y ) M  + o2(5 ,  X) , (4 -62)
where
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a2(£) = 4 H 2 [(Ec-Fd)2-v(^i\ , (4-63)
b2(£, A, z/) = 2[>^ {(Sa-Ffe-)(£’c-JP(i)+^(e)}y
(£2-F2}-(&M*tf)i>(£)Q , (4-64)
<?2(£, A) = 4G2[(£a-Fb)2-i;(5[[y2
+ 2G[(Ea-Fb) [e 2- F2) -  (Ea+Fb)v + 4£2F2(^2-l) . (4-65)
For each £ Ü min{b(A, y, y )  j y > 0, A fixed and - 0} , the 
quadratic equation in y ,
U(£,, A, y, 2/) = 0 ,
has two real roots y+(£, A, y )  given by 
y+C?, A, y )  - [a2(£)] 1 •
-Jb2(5, A, y ) ± { ( b 2 (Z, A., y))2-a2(^)c2(C, A )}2 (4-66)
We can also write statements about the behaviour of y+(£, A, y )  
analogous to those for A+(£, y, y )  . These results are sufficient to
reverse the order of integration in eq. (4-20) and perform the required 
integrations for all cases except the case where (a+b) < 0 , 
i a+d)  < 0 .
Now we look at the case (a+b) < 0 and consider the function 
i/(£, AQ(y, 2/)> y, y)  f o r 0 5 y 5 y^ . From eqs. (4-21), (4-22),
(4-25), (4-29) and (4-26), we have 
4E 2F 2U{Z, AQ(y, y), y, y)
- 4F2F2[5-^(A0(y, y ) ,  y, j/J] [£-k(A0(y, y ) ,  y, y)]
( /$ ,  (y ,  y )+ / ' l '1(y ,  y ) J 2-u ($ )+ (E a -F i>)2
(/^(y, y)-Ax(y, y)}2-u(5)t(£h-Fi):
= 2/)y + 2S1(^J y)\± + C-L($) , (4-67)
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where
4-, (5, y) = 4[($1-^)2-P1{(£'a-Fi)2-y(S)}] ,
B1(S, y) = 2 (ä x-ä[)- Oq+q) {(Fa-F2>)2-y(5)}
q(S) = (q-ÄlJ}2 - 2(i?1+Ä^)[(Ea-F&t-y(5)] + [(Ea-Fi)z-y(£)]
(4-68)
(4-69)
4F2F2 (5-5. ) (5-5,) ,'1 + (4-70)
and P1# R^ , are given by eq. (4-27) and £1± by eq.
(4-32).
The discriminant of the quadratic function of y in eq. (4-67) is
[B1(5, J/)]2 - 4,(5, y)C,(5) = 4[(Fa-FZ>)2-y(5)] P1{(Fa-FB)2-u(5)}2
+2{2ei$^ -P1(P1+B|)H(Fa-FB)2-y(5)}+P1(B1-Bh+4( V e^
and the second factor vanishes when
2EFK + E2 + F2 - (Ea-Fb) 2
= P-1 2«1fli-P1 (B1«i)±2[^-P1H1 2(«i2-PiJ?i _ ,
1r
giving £ = g + (y) , with g + (y) defined in eq. (4-36). Thus
p)]2 - ^(5, y)c^K)
- 16E2F2H2\{Ea-Fb)2-v^)\ (y2-i) [Z~g+ (y)) (Z~g_(y)}
= 4E2F2G~2H2a1(Z)F(£i y) , (4-71)
using eqs. (4-50) and (4-A3).
Since u(%, X (y, y), y, y) - 0 when
£ = /z(A0(y, y ) 9 y, y) (= ^ (y, y)) ,
we see that, for
min{#^(y, y) \ 0 < y < y^} 5  ^< maxiP^y, y) | 0 < y < y^} ,
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the quadratic equation in y ,
M U »  2/)> 2/) = 0 » (4-72 )
has one real root, satisfying 0 5 y < y^ . Thus, for this range of
£ , the discriminant is non-negative and there is a second real root.
From eqs. (4-A8) and (4-A9) we see that F (£, y ) < 0 for
min{£ , ^2 + ^ - £ < ö'+(^) s 1/ < -1 . Then from eqs. (4-60) and
(4-71) it follows that 2/)]2 - A ^ i i ,  y ) C ^ ( £ ) is in fact positive
for min{^1(y, y ) | 0 5 y 5 y^} < £ < max{#^(y, y ) | 0 5 y 5 y^} . The 
two roots of eq. (4-72) are given by
u„(s> y') - D4!(5>»>] 1-Bys, y)+{ (sn (5, y ) ) -4,(5, j/)Cn(e)
r
j,)]-1 -B1(5, y)T2£TO"1fl(-a1(5))J(-i?(5, J/))5 ,(4-73)
using eqs. (4-67) and (4-71).
Now from eq. (4-68) we see that
/
y) = 4 « r plBl
1
2 t ,2 tn « I  -PlBi; J > 0
and since A (£, y ) is linear in £ , it follows from eqs. (4-A8) and
(4-A9) that
ya(^ , y ) < yß(^ , y )
for
min(#^(y, y ) | 0 < y 5 y^} < $ 5 maxtfl^y, y ) j 0 < y < y^ } ,
equality occuring if and only if £ = g + ( y ) • Then
B > + 4 ) .  » )  = I f  1 _ p iB i j * + ® i  1Ö 1 ' P 1Ä 1  j *J L l e i ' p iÄ i  J * + 'p iB iJ *.
and consequently
y) = 2/) = w(2/) (4-74)
„2
1n  r.r „2
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where p(i/) is given in eq. (4-34). Also, from eqs. (4-69), (4-70 ) 
and (4-32) we see that
q ( £ 1+) = o , B1 ( q + , y) = -4 -<22+f / ) .
Thus if h , ( y ) > 0 then p (E, , y} = 0 , if h,(y) < 0 then
X UC J_T X
p£(£1+, y) ~ 0 and h ^ y )  - 0 then
yJ5i+> ^  = M 5i+’ b) = o .
In a similar way we may write
4 E 2F 2u{g, X, u0(X, y), y) = 42(5, J/)X2 + 2 B2(€, y )X + C2(S) ,
with 4^2 CC, z/) s S2 (£»*/) s obtained from the right hand
sides of eqs. (4-68), (4-69 ), (4-70) by the replacements 1 -*■ 2 , 
a -*■ <? , b +  d where these quantities appear explicitly. The roots 
of the quadratic equation in X ,
z/(£, w0(X, y)> y) = o ,
will be denoted by X^(£, z/) , for £ € y) | 0 < X 5 X^} .
3
They are obtained from the right hand side of eq. (4-73) by replacing 
1 by 2 and interchanging G and H where these quantities appear 
explicitly.
We now give the behaviour of X^(£, y ) and y) for the
3 3
three subcases (i)-(iii) of the case (a + b ) < 0 , (o + d ) < 0 detailed
in the last part of section 4-4.
(i) The function X^(£, £/) strictly increases from 0 to X(zy) 
as £ increases from + to g + (y) > while X^(£, y ) strictly 
decreases from X^ to X(y) as £ increases from y] to
g + (y) • Similarly the function p (£, £/) strictly increases from 0
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to y(z/) as £ increases from £^+ to g + (y) , while y^(£, y)
strictly decreases from y^  tc> y(zy) as £ increases from Vv 2/,
to g + (y) .
(ii) The function A^(£, y) strictly increases from 0 to A^
as £ increases from £^+ to H 2 ^ l ’ y) ’ while y^(£, y) strictly
decreases from y^  to 0 as £ increases from £^(y^, y) t0 *1+ •
(iii) The function y (£,, y ) strictly increases from 0 to y^
as £ increases from £^+ to y) » While A^  (£, zy) strictly
decreases from A^  to 0 as £ increases from ^  £/) t0 52+ '
We also note from eqs. (4-■58), (4-53) and (4-61) that
A+(£, y, zy) = A_ (£, y, y ) , in the region y > 0 ,
£ 6 {7z(A, y, zy) I A > 0, y > 0} , if and only if 0 < y < y^ ,
£ - h (Aq (y, zy), y, y) = ^(y, zy) . Similarly y+(£, A, y) - y_(£, A, y)
in the region A > 0 , £ € { 7 ? ( A , y , z y ) | A > 0 , y > 0 }  if and only if
0 5 A < A^  , £ = h [A, yQ(A, y ) 9 y) E A, zy) . Thus, using eq. (4-67)
and the statements made in the preceding paragraph, we may make the 
following assertions concerning subcase (i) of the case (a + b ) < 0 , 
(c-td) < 0 :
ya(^ ’ y ) * ^  = Ua(^ ’ y ) ’ ^  for ^i+ 5 S 5 y ^ y) »
y^(C, y), y) = A_(£, y^(£, zy), y) for ^(y^, zy) 5 £ 5 2+(zy)
A+(£, y} 2/) 5* A_(£, y, zy) for 0 < y < y^ , £ > ^(y, 2/) and
for y > y^ , £ > /z(0, y, y) ,
y+ (?» Aa(^ ’ y)i y) = u- ^ ’ Aa ^ ’ 2/) for ^2+ ~  ^ S + >
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U+ (S, A^(£, y ) 9 y) = y_(€, x^(5, 2/)> y) for ^  ~  ^ ~  ö'+^) 9
y+(£» A, y )  * P_(£, A, y) for 0 < A < A , E, > H ^ ( X 9 y ) and 
for X  > A .  , £ > 7 i ( A 9 0 , z y ) .
In particular, from eqs. (4-74), (4-35), (4-51) and (4-48) it follows
that
f \ f \
x± ^ +(zy), v ^ l g ^ y ) ,  y ) , = x± [^+(2/)5 ^ f o +(2/)» z/}> 2/j = X Q/)
and similarly
y±(ö,+ ^ ), xa^+(2/)’ v)> y , = ^±(^+(^ )> \ { s + W >  y)> y\ = wCjy) .
For subcase (ii) of the case ( a + b )  < 0 , (a+ d) < 0 we find
that
X + (S, P g C S ,  y), 2/) = x _ ( £ ,  y 0 ( € »  y^ » 1/) f o r  ^ 6 ^ »  2/) -  5  -  £ 1 +  »
x+(£, y5 2/) * x_(£> ’U» 2/) for o 5 p < , £ > ^(y, #) and
for y > y^ , £ > MO, y, jy) ,
y+(C, Aa (S, zy), zy) = y_ (?, xa(^s 2/), 2/) for ^  ^ < H 2 ^X l i y ) »
y+(£» A, y ) * y_(£, x > 2/) for o < X < X^ , 4 > #2(X, zy) and 
for A > A^ , ^ - ?2 (X , 0, zy) .
Similar relations can be deduced for subcase (iii). The results for 
subcases (i) and (ii) discussed in this section and in sect. 4-4 are 
summarised in figs. 4-2 and 4-3 respectively. These figures show the 
contour map of the- surface defined by E, ~ h ( X 9 y, y ) for X > 0, 
y > 0 .
In the next two sectionswe start with eq. (4-20a) or eq. (4-20b) 
and manipulate I ( x 9 y) into the form of a spectral representation. 
The various cases to be considered will be denoted as follows:
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X \-feWy) M£y) H y ) Xt *oM  X*(Ctf.y)
Fig .  4-2.
Contour map o f  th e  s u r f a c e  d e f in e d  by £ = 7z(X, y ,  i/) f o r  X > 0 , 
y > 0 i n  case  I I I  ( i ) .
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k A«(^ y) \Jb.y)
Fig. 4-3.
Contour map of the surface defined by £ = ?z(A, y, z/) for A > 0 , 
p > 0 in case III (ii).
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I (a+b)> o , (o+d) > 0 5
II (i) (a+b) > 0 , (c+d) < 0 5
II (ii) (a+b) < 0 , (o+d) > 0 5
III (i) (a+b) < 0 , (o+d) < 0 , subcase (i) ;
III (ii) (a+b) < 0 , (o+d) < 0 , subcase (ii) ;
III (iii ) (a+b) < 0 , (o+d) < 0 , subcase (iii)
4-6. Evaluation of l [ x , y) : Cases I and II
We now reverse the order of integration in eq. (4-20a) and obtain 
spectral representations of I ( x 9 y) for cases I and II defined at the 
end of sect. 4-5. When (a+b) > 0 , we see from sect. 4-4 that 
h y (0, y, y ) > 0 (or Z^(y, y) > 0 ) for all y > 0 and so from
sect. 4-5, A+(£, y, y) is the inverse of the strictly increasing
function h ( X , y , y ) on 0 < A < 00 , for each y > 0 . Thus eq. 
(4-20a) can be written as
I(x, y) - 2EF
r
d\± lim 
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-1 JL
dy
r
h(6 ,y,zy) (5-a:)
A(C, 6, y, y)
(4-75)
where
\(5 ,V,y)
A(5, 5, U, y) = f --------5-----— ------------ TT ('+-76)6 X |a 1 (€)X +2fc1 (5,u,y)A+c1 ( 5 , p ) y
and a^(5) , i (^, y, z/) , y) are defined in eqs. (4-50),
(4-51) and (4-52). We now use the approach described in sect. 3-5 to 
evaluate A(£, 6 , y, y) . From eqs. (4-21) and (4-49),
o 1 ( e ,  U) = W 2F2 (5-^ (0 ,  V, y))(Z-k(  p,  y ) )
and so, since h(X, y, y)  is strictly increasing on 0 5 Ä < “ , we
have
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o ( £ 9 u) > 0 for y > 0 , £ > ?z(0, y, zy) .
Also, from eq. (4-58),
^1(C, y)|A±(£, y, zy )J 1 + y, y)
(i1 (5, U, i/)}2-a1 (C)c1 (S, u)
Thus
A(^, 6, y, y)  - — ----- — r *
Oye.i-o]2
c1(S,p)+6i1(5,U,i/)+{Cl(5,U)}^{4E2F2£/(5,6,u,i/)}^
• l,Yi --- — - - - - -
L S£(i1(S,U,y)}2-a1(5)fl1(S,li)}J
using eq. (4-77) and the fact that £/(£, A+(£, y, y ) 9 y, y) = 
see from eq. (4-77) that c^(£, ^  + y, y) > 0 for
0 < 6 s A +(£, y, zy) so that the argument of the logarithm is 
Now
dy j (E - x ) ^ 9 y'*y J/z(6,y,zy) U
\ y X' y )  { h ( ö9u , y ) - x )  A ^ ( 6 j  u ’ y ) ’ 6 ’ y ’ ^
d t a A(£» 6, y, *y)
Ä(6 ,y,i/) (5“Ä) ^
From eq. (4-21), i/(?z(6, y, zy), 6, y, zy) = 0 and since 
A+ (/z(6, y, zy), y, zy) = 6 , eqs. (4-77) and (4-78) show that
A (7z(6, y5 zy), 6, y, zy} = 0 . Also
Zh(6,u ,.y ) = _ M  . 6yf/(jK 6 ,p ,a )~+ .>W ,U ,i/))2 
3y £F C*(6,P,S/)<K6,U,!/)]^
(4-77 )
(4-78)
0 . We
positive. 
(4-79)
is finite and hence the first term on the right hand side of eq. (4-79) 
vanishes. Differentiating the right hand side of eq. (4-78) with
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respect to y , we have
vf1 ~  HZ,  &, U, y)
4GHy(5)[6a1(5)+i1(?,u,!/)]
[(i>1(5,U^)}2-a1(5)e1(5->y)}[>£'2F2y(5,6)y,r )3i
(4-80)
To take the limit 6 1 0  in eq. (4-75), we treat separately the terms 
involving 6a^(£) and b^(£, y, y) in the numerator of eq. (4-80).
2
First we recall from sect. 4-5 that the function (&^ (£, y, y ) )  - a^(£)e^(£5 y) 
cannot vanish for £ > h (0, y, y ) , y > 0 . Also, for fixed y - 0 ,
-r-1
(&-,(£, y, y)) -a,(£)c,(£, y)1 5 l l
is bounded by a constant as £ -*■ -+°° , and hence it has a finite 
maximum value for h( 0, y, y )  'S. £ <°° . Thus, we can find a finite 
M  (> 0) such that
r  dC(-4Gffy(^)6a1(5)}
^(6,u,y) (?-x)[(i1(C,U,j/))2-a1(?)c1(5,u)] [4E2F2F(S,6 )]2
< a/6 fycur-bs l * (4-81)
h( .&,V,y) [(5-^ (6,u,y)) (S-fe(6,u,i/))]2
The last integration can be carried out, (see for example eq. (3-74) 
or eqs. (4-91) and (4-92)), and we find that the above expression 
vanishes as 6 1 0 . Similarly, for fixed y ^ 0 ,
-1
y, y ) (&-]_(£> y ) ) -a1(^)c1(C, y)
has a finite maximum value for h ( 0, y, y )  S £ <°° and we can find a
finite M 1 > 0 such that
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r d£4Gtfy (O&^^y ,y )
’ h i &9\ i , y ) (^ -a:)[_(Z?1(^ ,ii,2/))2-a1(^)c1(5,u)]
• {[4E 2F 2V(Z, 0, y, y)]'5-[4E2F2£/(5, 6, V, y )] ~ U
The last integration can be carried out and we find that the above 
expression vanishes as 6 1 0 .  Using these two results and eqs. (4-80), 
(4-79) and (4-75) we have 
I Or, y) = -8 E F GH •
Note that, if |a| < 1 , |b| < 1 , (a+b) > 0 , eq. (4-83) has been
shown to hold for y < -1 . If, however, max{a, b) > 1 , we have
imposed a stricter restriction on y , as discussed in section 4-4.
We now consider case I, where (o+d) > 0  in addition to 
(a + b ) > 0 . Then h (0, y, z/) (which is independent of y ) strictly
increases from 1 to +00 as y increases from 0 to +°° . From
section 4-5 it follows that y+(£, 0, y ) is the inverse of the
strictly increasing function h (0, y, y) and so
r d&Mb^Vty)
M 0 , y , y ) (C-a?)[p1 (5»y)]  2 Itb^ytf-aJUo^n
(4-83)
(4-84)
where
ry+(5,o , y ) dvb±^ 9\x9y)v^)
0
(4-85)
On making the change of variable
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a  = y  1  ,
we find that
X U ,  y ) = -QEFGHvU)
da(3(4,2/ )+i?1(5,0 ,zy )a}
U ) [a9(U+2i>o(^ ,0,z/)a+C-(C,0)a2]i
(3(4, 2/)+i>1(C9 0, y)cL)2-a1U)\a2U ) Jt2b2U, 0, y)cL+o2U, 0 )a2Ji
-1
where
a±(4) = [h±(4, 0, y ) \
= &o<£, 0)] 1
-1
, (4-86)-b2U, o, z/)±|(d2(4, °j yj)2-a2U)c2Ui o)|
and the quantity 3(4, y ) is the coefficient of ]i in b^(4, N, y)
(or A in b2U ,  A, y) ), that is
3(4, 2/) = 4ddC(£’a-F2?)(Ec-Fd)+yD(4)] . (4-87)
Next we make the change of variable
u 2 - [a-a+(4)] [a-a_ (4)] 1
with the inverse
and
Then
where
a = a_ (4) + (a+(4)-a_(4))[l-^2] 1 ,
= 2(a+(4)-a_(4))w[l-w2] 2 .
xu, y) 16EFGtiv(4) f1 d u [ l u2-m)
[ <?2(4,0 ){ 2 J 0 [lu2-m)2+^nu2
(4-88)
I = 3(4, y) + 2^(4, o, y)a_(4) = (y_(4, o, y))~1b1 (4, u_(4, o, y), y) ,
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m = ß(S, y) + 0 , y ) a +CO = (u+(5, 0, )}‘1&1(5, u+(5, 0, y ) , y) ,
” = ~al(5)lc2(5’ o)]'1 (fc2(5, 0, y))2-a2(£)c2(S, o)
To carry out the integration in eq. (4-88), we need to know the 
sign of lm - n where
lm -» = &,(£, °3 2 (e(£, y ) o„(?, 0)-fc (5, o, ^ )2> (£, o, j,))
0, y)) - a A O c ^ Z ,  0)jj(Z>2(C 0, y))2-a2 ( O c 2 a ,  0)
In deriving this expression we use eq. (4-86) and the fact that 
c^(5, 0) ~ ^  * ^e also find that
3(5, 2/)ö 2(5, 0) - 2^(5, o, z/)2?2(5, 0, 2/) = -16E2F 2GHv(£)G(Z, y )
where £(5, y) is given in eq. (4-A5) and from eqs. (4-53), (4-54) 
and (4-32), (or eq. (3-54)), we see that
(2^(5, 0, y ) ) 2 - a1 (5)c1 (5, 0) = 16£’2F 2G2y(5)(5-51+} (5-5x_} .
Similarly
(i2(£, 0, y ) ) 2 - a2(£)c2(€, 0) = 16E2F 2H2v ( 0  (?-£2+) O q J
where 52+ a^e given in eq. (4-42). Using the above three equations
together with eq. (4-65) we find that 
lm - n = 16G2H2(£2-l)_2[y(£)] 2 •
• [{G(£, y ) } 2 - (£2+2ai£+a2+i2-l) (£2+2ed£+c2+d2-l)]
= 16G2S2 (£2-l)‘1Cu(§)]2F(5, y ) , (4-90)
where f(5, y ) is given in eq. (4-12). In deriving eq. (4-90), eq. 
(4-A4) was also used.
if f(5, y) > 0 , then since 5 > 1 , (Im-n) > 0 and in this
case
(4-89 )
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( l u 2-m) _ 1
[ l u 2- m) 2 +i\nu2 2lpl
u- p u+p
2 2■(u-p) +q (u+p) +<r
where
- 1 , ,-2p -  l (Im- n)2 , q - n l
The integration in eq. (4-88) can now be carried out to give
x(Z, y ) 4EFGHV(g)
& ,< W > ]4P*
l■n (1-p) +q (1 +p)+q
where In refers to the natural logarithm and
l [ l + p 2+q) = l + m = -QGHv(Z) (£2-l) 1G(£, 2/)
Then using eq. (4-90) we find that
* ( 5 ,  y)  =
2VF(t,y)
In g(s.a)t/ fs2-4m,.v) (4-91)
irrespective of the sign of Z . Since are either complex
conjugates or satisfy (3-57), and similar results hold for £ + » it
follows from eq. (4-A4) that the argument of the logarithm in eq. (4-91) 
is positive for £ > 1 .
Next, we show that
J20
x ( Z,  y )  = I (4-92)
Jf+(0 (n-z/)/.m,n)
when y < /_(£) , where /+ (£) are given in eq. (4-11). In fact,
since y < -1 and, as we show in sect. 4-8, / (£) > -1 for £ > 1 ,
eq. (4-92) holds for F(£, y )  > 0 . The right hand side of eq. (4-92) 
is equal to
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SF(Z,y)
m,;/)-(n-v)g(S,.v)-/g’(g,?/)F(S,n)
(n-y)
n-*x>
n=/+ (S)
C(S,.v)+/ fS2-i)fC£,.v)
f(5,2/)(t/-/+ (5))'1+G(S,j/)
where, from eqs. (4-A5), (4-11) and (4-12),
n$, j/) + C(E,
= fe-/+(0 ) [ (5 2- i)fe - /.(5 ))  + {52- i)( - i/+ |/+(5 )4 /.(5 ))]
= (y-/+ (5)) [S2-l+2ai(5-l)+(a+fc)2]5 • [J2-l+2ad(5-l)+(e+d)2]2 .
Finally, using eq. (4-A4) we see that the right hand side of eq. (4-92) 
is equal to the right hand side of eq. (4-91).
When F(E,, y ) < 0 , we use different methods to carry out the 
integration in eq. (4-88). First we recall from sect. 4-4 that 
Z,(y, y ) > 0 for all y > 0 if (a+h) > 0 . Then we use eqs. (4-59)
and (4-89) together with the fact that y (£, 0, y) > 0 for £ > 1
to show that m < 0 for £ > 1 . If in addition n < 0 , then it 
follows from eq. (4-90) that Z > 0 . In this case we find that
lu^-m
2 2 2 2 4 ' 2  1 *(Zu -m) +4nu Zu -m+2(-n)2u lu -m-2(-n)2u
Thus
U Z ,  y )
QEFGHv(£)
G?o U ,0)] 2v'-(lm-n)
1 1
l+(-n)2 , A Z-(-n)2arc tan --------- + arc tan --------
1
✓-F(C,2/)
1
S - F t t , y )
—  - arc tan
/- (Ztf?-n)
-(Z+m)
/- (Zm-n r
—  - arc tan 2 /
2/- (Zm-n r
/ f - i / - F ( 5 , y )
(4-93)
If n > 0 we have
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lu^-m 1
(lu - m y + ^ n u UP+Q) 2 2 ■u +P 2 ^2 ju +Q J
where
P
Q
/ -(lm-n)l ^ ± / nZ
Thus
2/) 8EFGHv(£)
[c2( g , o ) \ n / - -2
. rLcarc tan m + arc tan m/- (Im-n)+Jn /- (Im-n)-
and again X(£, y ) is given by eq. (4-93) irrespective of the sign of 
l . By using an argument similar to the one that led from eq. (3-65) 
to eq. (3-72) we can show that X(£, y ) given in eq. (4-93) can also 
be written in the integral form in eq. (4-92).
Combining eqs. (4-84) and (4-92), we have shown that, for case I 
((a+b) > 0 , (c + d ) - 0 ) ,
I ( x , y) - f  ,d}  ' f  dn _'l (S~x) >f+( 0  (n-j/)^(5,n) (4-94)
1 o oEq. (4-94) has been established for x < -(2EF) [e  +F ) and y < -1 
if |a| < 1 , |b| < 1 . If max{a, b) > 1 , a further restriction on
y is required, as discussed in section 4-4.
For case II (i), (a + b ) > 0 but (o + d ) < 0 . From section 4-4 
(or section 3-4) it follows that h(0, y, y ) decreases strictly from 
1 to £ on fo, yn(0, y)\ and then increases strictly from £z i" U z t
to +°° on [yQ(0, z/), +°°) . From section 4-5, y_(£, 0, y) is the
inverse of /z(0, y, 2/) on [o, y (0, 1/)J and y (£, 0, zy) is the
inverse of /z(0, y, y) on [yQ(0, y ), t°°) . Thus
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Iix' y) = f x(i’ y) + I W F > ia’y)’ (4_95)
1 52 +
where X(E)i y) is again given by eq. (4-85) and hence by eq. (4-92) 
as well, and
y(5, y) = -8EFGH
,y)r +
■u_(C,o,y)
dyi)1 (4,usy )v(5)
[a1(5,y)]^ L(fc1(C,u^))2-a1(£)a1(5,y)]
(4-96 )
Now we make the change of variable
a = u 1 ,
and then the change of variable
u2 = [a-a+(£)] [a_(^)-a] 1
with the inverse
a = a_(£) - (a_(^)-a+(4)) [l+w2]”1 ,
and
2w(a_(£)-a+(£)) [l+u2] 2 . 
Here 0t+(£) are given in eq. (4-86). Then
HZ, y) = 16£’FG!#u (^ ) f° (Zu2+m) 
[-o (5,0)] ^ 0 (Zu2+m)2-4n^2
(4-97)
where Z9 m, n are defined in eq. (4-89).
From eqs. (4-43) and (4-90) it follows that (Zm-n) has the 
opposite sign to £*(£, y) when + - £ < 1 » while eqs. (4-A3),
(4-A9) and (4-A10) show that F(£, y) < 0 . Thus (Zm-n) > 0 for 
- Z < 1 , y < -1 • Next we recall from sect. 4-4 that
Z.^ (]i, y) > 0 for all p > 0 if (a+b) > 0 , and then we use eqs. 
(4-59) and (4-89) together with the fact that p+(£, 0, y) > 0 for
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- £ < 1 to show that
l < 0 , m < 0 for ^2+ - £ < 1 •
The,integration in eq. (4-97) can now be carried out. 
we use the fact that
If n > 0 ,
l u 2 +m
l l u 2+m)^-^nuZ l u Z +2rd-u+m l u Z- 2 n*2 „ T u+m
to show that
nt, y) =----- ,
S-F(Z,y)
using eq. (4-90). If n < 0 we have
-7 2 lu  +m 1
r .7 2 \ 2  , :[ lu  +m) -i+nu l (P'+Q' )
P*
lu 2+P’2
Q'
2 2
u +Q' J
(4-98)
where
P , = (/ ml 1- n l  2± / - n l  2) .H
and again J(£, y ) is given by eq. (4-98).
Combining eqs. (4-95), (4-92) and (4-98) we have, for case II (i) 
( (a+b) > 0 , (c+d)  < 0 ),
r
K x ,  y ) dK(X-x) dr\ dK/+(5) (n-i/)/F(5,n) JS2+ (5'x)
.(4-99)
Eq. (4-99) has been established for exactly the same values of x and 
z/ as those given after eq. (4-94). In a similar way, for case II (ii) 
where (a+b) < 0 , (c+d) > 0 , I ( x , y )  is given by eq. (4-99) with
*2 + replaced by £1+  *
4-7 Evaluation of l { x 9 y) : Case III
In this section we obtain spectral representations of I ( x 9 y )  
for case III for which (a + b ) < 0 and (c+d) < 0 . Firstly we consider
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case III (i) for which, in addition (z/) > 0 and h^(y) > 0 where
h A y )  and h^i y) are defined in eqs. (4-38) and (4-47). The results 
of sects. 4-4 and 4-5, summarised in fig. 4-2, enable us to reverse
the order of integration in eq. (4-20b), giving
I (x, y ) = 2EF lim
64-0 ,£4-0 dy
r
u h( &, e , y )
dZ
Z~x
V-AZA.y)r +
£
d\i A(S, 5, y, y )
di
g ^ y )
Z~x T &i(e* y) +
U+(S, 6 , y )
V j Z , 6 , y )
du ACS, ä, v ,  y )
3  A y )  y ^ Z , y )  
r  dZ
H ^ . y ) Z~x
t a
£
T V 5’ U) +
a j  y )  M , y )
r +  dZ f a dX
H2 ( S, y ) Z-X X  V 5’ X).
(4-100)
where
A1(g, y)
*+(59p ,2/)
d\
A_CS , U, y) A[a1(5)A2+2Z>1(S,W,t/)A+c1(S,U)J! [-o1(S,U)3i
X »
(4-101)
a 2U, X)
y+ (5A,z/)
dy
U_(S,A,y) u[a2(S)w2+2&2(5,A,;/)u+e2(£>A)]? [-o2(5,U)]5
1 »
and A(£, 6, y, z/) is defined in eq. (4-76). Applying Leibnitz's 
theorem to eq. (4-100), we obtain
I ( x , y )  - 2EF lim
640,£40 LJ/z(6,e,y)
dZ
Z-x
U+(5,6 , y)
f dy 8 t .
~  dy A 6 5 ^
fh( . 6, z , y)  d l
0+(2/) J U_(C,S ,y) U ^~  4- A(S, «, U, t/)
dS 9y (Z, y)Jfl <e,*) &  V 5’ V 5’ »>)
^ C y )
H2 (&, y)
M a t t , y )
l - x  Xa a , y )  3y M 5> V 5’ 
+ e7(x, y )  + A(x, y ) , (4-102)
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where J ( x , y) and K ( x , y ) are defined and shown to be zero in 
appendix 4-B. The details of the limiting procedure are also given 
in appendix 4-B and the final expression for I ( x , y) is
I  (x , y ) dKi-x n z ,  y)
+ 2 EF dt 1
£1+ ^ V a(i,y) 8» C-0l(5.ya(5,»))]i
ßjy)
+ 2 EF dl
s2+ *« [-<, (5 ,xa ( e * ) ) ] *
T , ( 4-103 )
where Y(£, y) is defined in eq. (4-85) and J(£, y) in eq. (4-96). 
The argument of section 4-6 shows that Y(£, y) is again given by eq.
(4-92).
The function Y(£, y) may also be put in the form given in eq. 
(4-97). To carry out the integration we need the signs of Z, m, n 
(eq. (4-89)). Now
0 < U_(£, 0, y) < \il < y+(£, 0, y) for g + (y) < £ < 1 
and so Z (y_(^9 0, y), y) < 0 and ^  &*+(£» 0, y ), y) > 0 , where
Z^(y, y) is given in eq. (4-31). From eq. (4-59) it then follows 
that
1 > 0 and m  < 0 for g + (y) - £ < 1 •
Next note that, from eqs. (4-60) and (4-32), a^(£) < 0 for £ >
when (a+b) < 0 . Also
c 2(£, 0) < 0 for I £| < 1  and (&2(£, 0, y ))2 - a2(5)<?2(£, 0) > 0 
for £ > $2+ . Remembering the characteristics of case III (i) given 
at the end of section 4-4, it follows from eq. (4-89) that
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n < 0 for g (y) - K <  1 •
_l 1 _2
With the definitions r - l 2(-m)z(> 0) , q - nl (< 0) , we see that
f° du[u2-r2 } r Hcn" '1Csl du[u2-r2) _  q
0 (u2-r2) 2-4qu2 J o r 2 2\2 , 2 ’ I(y -r ) - 4q,i> ; r r 2 2^2 . 2(w -r ) -4q^
on putting u =  r 2y b in the integral over [0, r] . Thus
zy) = 0 for g+(y) < z < 1 .
Next we evaluate the third term on the right hand side of eq. 
(4-103). From eq. (4-73) we have
ZAA£9y) 9BA^y)
1 3^  + iy
[(B1(C,j/)2-41(5,i/)C1(5^2
and it follows from eqs. (4-68), (4-69), (4-27) and (4-51) that
M (5,y )  3B A l , y )
2y dy + dy = HG U’ ^  *
Thus, using eq. (4-71), we have
2 EF 3pq 1
U“(S,2/) äy [-o1 (?,ua(5,J/))]2
&l ^ ,ya(^ )s ^
C -a^S)] (i,vaa,y ))'J * [-F (€ ,y  3 1 ’
since, from eqs. (4-60) and (4-32), a^(£) < 0 for £ ^ £ and
from eq. (4-A8), jF(£, y ) < 0 for 5 £ < g+(y) • By using eqs.
(4-67) and (4-53) we established at the end of sect. 4-5 that for case 
III (i)
j f c q t e *  W a ( S ,  y), y)
2
= ai(Oc1(c, wa(£, y))
and
ya^* ^  = ya (^ 5 ^  > 0 for ^i+ <  ^~ *
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Thus
M s ,  V 5 ’ tf) = - & 1( S ) ] ' \ ( S ,  ua (S, y) > o
and hence
bl ^ i ya(^5 ^ }’ ^  = ya(^5 y)T\2 > 0 *
This completes the evaluation of the third term on the right side of 
eq. (4-103). The fourth term may be evaluated in the same way, so that
H x ,  y)
r  dt r
K-x
dr\
f +(K) n ^ *m,n)
9+(y)
dK
K~x S-F(K,y)
g+(y)
dK
K-x S-F(K,y)
. (4-104)
M +  ' * ' 2 +
Eq. (4-104) has been established for case III (i), for which (a+b) < 0 , 
(o+d) < 0 ,
y < mini -i , _ (4-105)
{ -a/ 1 -b2-b/ 1-a2 - a / 1 -b2-b/l-a2|
We use eqs. (4-38) and (4-47) together with the fact that
[aS1 -b^-+b/ 1-a^ ) < 0 when (a+b) < 0  to obtain eq. (4-105). As
i o o
usual x 5 -(2EF)~ [E +F ) .
For case III (ii), h^ ( y )  < 0 and h^ ( y )  > 0 in addition to
(a+b) < 0 , (o+d) < 0 . Using the results of sections 4-4 and 4-5, 
summarized in fig. 4-3, one can show, in a similar way to the above, 
that
l°° flK x ,  y )  = j f % * ( S ,  y )  +  j H S ,  y )
1 ^1 +
+ 2EF >1+ dK dXoL(^ ’y) 1
’2 +
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We find that Y(£, y) - 0 for C]+ - £ < 1 and that
I(.x, y)
r dK r dr\
i Z'x ‘f+<-0 n~y /f(5,n) JS2+ 5_x /-f cZ,y)
’1 + dK . (4-106)
We showed in sect. 4-4 that when (a+b) < 0 , (a+d) < 0 , the case 
h^(y) < 0 , h^(y) S 0 is not possible for any y < -1 . Thus, for
case III (ii) where h^(y) - 0 , h^(y) > 0 , it follows that
-1 < :/1 -d2+b/ 1 -c2
-a/ 1-d^-d/l-o
Thus the function I(x, y) is given by eq. (4-106) for 
x < -(2EF)~1{e2±F2) and
c/l-b2+d-/1 -a2 _ y < -1 . (4-107 )
-a/l-b2-b/ 1-a2
Finally, for case III (iii) where h^iy) > 0 and h^(y) - 0 in addition 
to (a+b) < 0 , (o+d) < 0 , T(:r, y) is given by eq. (4-106) with
C2+ , for X < -(2£F) 1(£,2+F2) and1+
av 1-d*+br/ 1-g2
-c/l-d2-d/ 1-c2
5 zy < -1 .
4-8. Spectral representation of the box diagram amplitude
In this section we study the set of points {(£, r)) | ^(5, n) = 0} , 
which we call the curve V , and then give the explicit form of the 
spectral representation of I(x, y) for all mass configurations 
allowed by the stability conditions. The function F(£, r\) is defined 
in eq. (4-12); it is a quadratic polynomial in £ and r\ . One 
factorisation of F(z,, n ) is given in eq. (4-12), the functions /+(£)
being given by eq. (4-11) or, alternatively, by
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/+(?) = (S2-l) Nce-lKad+ioWa+fcHc+cO
±[(5-€1+) (5-5x.) (S-52+) (£-52_)l^} .
The quantities 5 defined in eq. (4-32), are complex conjugate numbers
when (l-a)(l-b) < 0 ; when (1-aKl-b) > 0 they are real and
d -  ~  H +  - 5
as given in eq. (3-57). A similar statement (with a o , b -+ d) 
holds for ^2+ defined in eq. (4-42). Thus the functions /*+(£) are
real for all £ if are complex conjugates and are complex
conjugates, while if at least one pair is real then /+(£) are real
for £ > £ , wherea 9
fmax{^1+, £2+) if both ^1+, £?+ are real,
V«2+
if £ is real and as complex, (4-108)
if is real and is complex.
Note that one of the numbers f+(1) is indeterminate.
From eq. (4-A3) we have an alternative factorisation of F(£, q ) , 
the functions ^+ (q) being given by eq. (4-36) or, alternatively, by
g+( n) = (n2-l) 1|(n-l )(ad+bc)+ia+c)(b+d)
± [Cn-n1+) (n-n^) (n-n2+) (n-n2J ] 5j .
The quantities q^+ , defined in eq. (4-A2), are either complex conjugate 
numbers or are both real, with
V  £ 1 +  5 1 •
and similarly for q2+ (also defined in eq. (4-A2)). Thus the functions 
g+(j\) are real for all q if q^+ are complex conjugates and are
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complex conjugates, while if at least one pair is real then g+(q) are 
real for q > ria , where q^ is defined in a similar way to £^ Ceq. 
(4-108) with £ q ).
The curve T has several branches (Tarski 1960), but for our 
purposes it is sufficient to examine only one, namely the branch
for which q -*■ +°° either as £ i 1 or as £ i 1 and for which 
£ -*■ +°° either as r| 1 1 or as T] 4 1 . Using eqs. (4-11) and (4-36) 
we obtain the following properties of /+(£) and g+(q) which we need
to determine the behaviour of .
When (a+b)(o+d) > 0 ,
/+(£) ^ (£-1) (^a+b)(o+d) for £ 4 1 ,
so that / (£) -► +00 as £ 4 1  . Also,
g M  ^ 1 + q 1(a+2>)(c+<i) for n -+ +°° ,
so that g+(q) 4 1 as q -*■ +°° . Similarly, when (a+c)(b+d) > 0 ,
/+(£) 4 1 as £->+°° and g+(n) ^ +°° as q 4 1 .
When (a+b)(c+d) < 0 , g (q) 4 1 as q ■> +°° , / (£) -* +°° as
i +
£ 4 1 , and
/+(1) = 1 + [2(a+b)(o+d)l \^Xad-bc)^ - (a+b+c+d)^ ] .
We also note that, in this case, either (a+b) < 0 , and then 
[a I < 1  , IbI < 1  and
/+ (5 ) = e/±td/ l-g_ ' (4-109)
-a/ 1 -b2-b/ 1 -a
or (c+d) < 0 , in which case |cj < 1  , \d\ < 1  and
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/hS„,) = . (4-110)
-  2 +  -c/T^-d/T^
Similarly, when (a+o)(b+d) < 0 , / (£) 1 1 as £ -*• +°° , ^_(n) ^ +°°
as n + 1 » and
<7+(l) = 1 + [2(a+o)(b+d)2 ^\\ad-bo)^-(a+b+o+d)^\ .
We also note that in this case, either (ate) < 0 , and then \a\ < 1  ,
Io I < 1  and
\ b/ 1 -o'0 + ( O  = -- —
" 1 /T 2 / 2-av l-o -cv 1 -a
or (b+d) < 0 , in which case \b\ < 1 , \d\ < 1 and
* > 2+) - a- ^ 3  ,__
-b/ 1 -d2-d/ 1 -b2
When (a+b)(o+d) > 0 and (a+o)(b+d) < 0 , we find that
<7/1) > 1 .
For, if (a+o) > 0 , (b+d) < 0 , then \b\ < 1 , \d\ < 1 , and
(a+b+o+d)2 - (ad-bo)2
= C(a+i)(l+d) + (ö+d)(i-ib)][(a+ib)(i-d) + (ö+d)(l+2?)] > 0 , 
and similarly if (a+c) < 0 , (b+d) > 0 . In the same way, if
(a+b)(c+<f) < 0 and (a+o)(b+d) > 0 , then
//l) > 1 •
When (a+b) (o+d) < 0 and (a+o) (b+d) < 0 , / (1) and g+(l) are
either both greater than 1 , both equal to 1 , or both less than 1 . 
We are now in a position to sketch the required branch 1/ and
the region R above and to the right of it for which q ) > 0 .
We do not consider the degenerate cases for which at least one of the 
quantities (a+b) , (o+d) , (a+o) , (b+d) is ,zero; these can be
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obtained by modification of the above analysis. There are then four 
cases:
(la) (a+b)(c+d) > 0 ,
(lb) (a+b){c+d) > 0 ,
(2a) {a+b)(o+d) < 0 ,
(2b) (a+b){o+d) < 0 ,
{a+c){b+d) > 0 ; 
ia+c){b+d) < 0 ; 
(a+c)(b+d) > 0 ; 
(a+c) (b+d) < 0 .
The branch I* and the region R (subscripted according to the case
under consideration)are sketched in fig. 4-4 for these four cases. In 
case (2b) the intersections of with the lines £ = 1 , n = 1
2 2depend on the sign of (a+b+o+d) - {ad-bo) . Regions R and R ^
are subcases of the region
R1 = {(?, n) I € > l, n > /+(5)> , (4-111)
while regions R^a and R^  are subcases of the region 
R2 = {(c, n) I 5a < £ < l, f+(£) < n < /_(£)}
u {(£, n) I 5 > 1, n > f +(£)} • (4-112)
We now give the arguments used to establish the behaviour of .
For case (la), we note that the functions /+(£) are defined and
differentiable for £ > 1 , and /_(£) < / (£) ; a similar statement
holds for the functions ^+ (ri) • Knowing the asymptotic behaviour of
/+(£) , we deduce that / (£) > 1 for £ > 1 ; for otherwise there
would be two real values of £ for which F(£, 1) = 0 , which is 
impossible. Next, / (£) cannot take the same value for two different
values of £ . For if f+ (^) = f+ » with 5^ < 9 then /^(O
vanishes at least once in the interval , at say; but
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(-V1) S
Fig. 4-4.
The branch V^ of the curve T for which F(£, n) = 0 , and the
corresponding region R for which F(£, n ) > 0 , in the four cases 
(la), (lb), (2a), (2b) of sect. 4-8.
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then g + [f+ {Zm}} = g_[f+ i^rn)) » which is impossible. Thus /+(£) is
monotonic decreasing on (1, +°°) , and similarly ^+(n) is monotonic
decreasing on (1, +°°) and they are inverse functions. The 
arguments used to establish the behaviour of for the other cases
are similar but slightly more complicated. For case (lb), we use the 
additional facts that ^+(1) > 1 , 0'+ (rla) = 9_ (n ) together with the
asymptotic behaviour of (ri) and the behaviour of g_(.r\) as r\ i 1
Further, we use the fact that (/+(£)-na) - 0 for £ > 1 , which
follows by analogy with eq. (4-A7). The arguments leading to the 
behaviour of for case (2a) are similar to those for case (lb).
For case (2b) we use the additional facts that (ö'+(n)-C ) - 0 for
r) > 1 and (i7+ (ri)-£ ) - 0 for r)a - >1 < 1 . These relations follow
from eqs. (4-A7) and (4-A12). Further, we use the relations
(/+ (£)~na) - o for £ > 1 and (f± (?)-na) - 0 for 5 £ < 1 which
I
follow by analogy with eqs. (4-A7) and (4-A12). In this case the exact 
ordering of the points 1 , <7+(l) and g+ (ri ) and also of 1 ,
/+(1) and f + (na) varies depending on the values of a, b, a and d
Our object now is to express I(x, y) as a double integral over 
the region R or R^ or, when this is not possible, as a double
integral over the region R^ or R plus a single integral. To do
this for the case when (a+b)(o+d) < 0 requires some additional 
results. When (o+d) < 0 , (a + b ) > 0 and, in addition, a > 1 , 
b - 1 , we have
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£2+ = -1 + j[(l+ö)2(l-<i)2 + (l+d)2(l-c)?]2 > -1 ,
?1+ = - 1 - |[(l+a)^(i-l)^-(l+i)2(a-l)tl2 £ -1 ,
and thus £ > * Hence, if (a+d) < 0 and max{a, b} > 1 , it
follows from eq. (4-108) that = £2+ . If (a+d) < 0 and
(a+b) > 0 , but max{a, b) < 1 , it is convenient to define angles 
a, 3 , Y , (S by
a = arc cos a , 3 = arc cos b , Y = arc cos a , 6 = arc cos <2 ,
(4-113)
where
0 < a < tt , o < 3 < tt , o < y < t t s 0 < 6 < tt .
(These angles are similar to those used by Karplus, Sommerfield and
Wichmann 1959.) Then
£1+ = -cos(a±3) , ^2± -c o s (y ±6) ,
n1+ = -cos(a±Y) , ^2± = -cos(3±(S) .
The condition (o+d) < 0  is equivalent to tt < (y+<5) < 2tt , while
(a+b) > 0  is equivalent to 0 < (a+3) < tt . If, in addition,
(a+3+Y+6) 5 2tt , then 0 < (y+6-tt) < tt - (a+3) < tt , and so 
cos(y+<5) - cos (a+3) and 5 • If » however, (a+3+Y+($) > 2tt ,
then < £1+ • particular, when a + 3 +  Y +  ö = 2TT, then
^1+ ~ ^2+ and ^±^1+) " -f±^2+^ = ni+ = n2+ *
We have now shown that, when (a+d) < 0 and (a+b) > 0 ,
^a = ^2+ ^  max(a, b} > 1 or if -1 < a - 1 , -1 < b - 1 and
(a+3+Y+ß) - 2tt . However, = £ if -1 < a 5 1 , -1 < b < 1 and
(a+3+Y+ö) > 2tt . Also, when (a+d) < 0 , (a+b) > 0 and y < -1 ,
/_(£)
______b _ ___  ^  ^ (4-114)
>f + (?) /-F(?,y) ’
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for < £ < 1 • To prove eq. (4-114), note that /+(£) > -1 for
K - K < 1 , so that, from eq. (4-12), F (E,, y ) < 0 for E, 5 E, < 1 oc cx
and y < -1 . That /+(£) > -1 for 5 E, < 1 may be seen as follows.
The argument above shows that £ > -1 . Similarly for case (2b),
ria > -1 , which shows that for this case /+(£) > -1 for E,^  5 E, < 1 .
For case (2a) this result follows directly from the properties of 
f + (E,) summarized in fig. 4-4.
We are now in a position to give the explicit form of I(x, y) 
for the various mass configurations.
I: (a + b ) > 0 , (a+d) > 0 . From eq. (4-94) it follows that
dE,dr\ 1rrI(x, y) =
i?x ^)(n y) /F(4,n) ’
(4-115)
where F(E>i q ) is given in eq. (4-12) and H in eq. (4-111). Eq.
(4-115) has been shown to be valid for x < -(2EF) 1 (£’2+i?2) , y < -1 
if I oz I < 1  , | b | < l  or if |c| < 1 , |<i| < 1 . In other cases we 
have had to restrict y to a smaller range (section 4-4). Once the 
double spectral representation (4-115) has been obtained, however, we 
see that I(x9 y) is defined by it for x < 1 , y < 1 in case (la),
and for x < 1 , y < in case (lb). Note, too, that the
representation of I ( x, y) given by eq. (4-115) is exactly that 
obtained heuristically in section 4-2 (eq. (4-13)).
II (i): (a+b) > 0 , (a+d) < 0 . From eqs. (4-99) and (4-114)
and from the discussion of the preceding paragraph it follows that
I ( x , y) - dE,dr\________ 1
r 2
(4-116)
if max{a, b] > 1 or if -1 < a < 1 , -1 < b < 1 and (a+ß+y+6) < 2tt .
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However, if -1 < a 5 1 , -1 < i 5 1 and (a+3+Y+ö) > 2tt , then
-TOc, y) d^dr] 1ii-x){x]-y) J (Z-x) /_m ^) ’
;i+ dK (4-117)
'2 ” 2+ 
and I(,xt y) no longer has a double spectral representation. In 
eqs. (4-116) and (4-117), R is given in eq. (4-112), £ in eq.
(4-32), in eQ.’ (1+“1+2) and a, 3, y, 6 in eq. (4-113). Eq.
(4-116) has been shown to be valid for x < -(2EF) [e +F ) , 
y < -1 if \a\ < 1 , \b\ < 1 . In other cases we have had to restrict 
y to a smaller range as discussed in sect. 4-4. However, once the 
double spectral representation in eq. (4-116) has been obtained, we 
see that I(x, y) is defined by it for x < , y < 1 in case (2a),
and for x < , y < in case (2b). Eq. (4-117) has been shown to
be valid for x 5 -(2EF) 1 [E^ +F^ ) , y < -1 . In fact we see from eq. 
(4-117) that J(ic, y) is defined by it at least for x < j
y < -1 . A detailed discussion of I(x, y) as a function of x and 
y is given in chapter 5.
II (ii): (a+b) < 0 , (o+d) > 0 . The results for case II (i)
apply, with the replacements a -*• a , b ■+ d , •
III: (a+b) < 0 , (c+d) < 0 . Thus (a+3) > it , (y+6) > tt and
(a+3+y+6 ) > 2tt . There are three subcases to consider.
(i) h^(y) > 0 , h^(y) > 0 . It follows from eq. (4-104) that
Ite> y) j L  (€-*)(n-y)
3+(y)
dt,
(5-x)
’i+ /-F (S ,y)
dz
(Z-x) (4-118)
2 + S - F t t , y )
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The functions h (y ) and h ^ { y ) are given in eqs. (4-38) and (.4-47),
F(£, n ) in eq. (4-12), R in eq. (4-111), g + ( y ) in eq. (4-36),
in eq. (4-32) and £ i-n ecl* (4-42). Eq. (4-118) defines
J(^, y ) for x  < min{C1+, £2 + ) and for
y < min{/± (£1+) , f+[Z2 ) » -l) , (4-119)
where /+ (?1+) , / + (£2+) are given in eqs. (4-109), (4-110) respectively.
The restriction on y comes directly from eq. (4-105).
(ii) h-^ (y) < 0 , h (^y) > 0 . From eqs. (4-106) and (4-107) we
have
dice, zy) d^dr\_____ 1 dZ 1 
a ' x )  S - F ( Z , y )  ’
(4-120)
for x < ^2+ and for
f±(51+) s < -l . (4-121)
(iii) h^(y) > 0 , h^(y) < 0 . The result in (ii) applies, with
the interchange 42+ •
We thus see that for the range of x and y considered above,
I(x, y) cannot be given as a double dispersion integral over the real 
domain R or i?2 if and only if -1 < a 5 1 , -1 < i < 1 , -1 < c 5 1 ,
-1 < i 5 1 and a + 3 +  y + S>2TT.
In conclusion, we see that our method of establishing dispersion 
relations for the box diagram amplitude is very similar to that used 
in sects. 3-3 to 3-6 to establish dispersion relations for the triangle 
diagram amplitude. This is particularly so for the cases where 
cl + b > 0 (or (o+d) > 0) ; for then /z(A, p, y ) is strictly 
increasing with A for all fixed p > 0 , and A (£, p, y ) is the
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inverse of fo(A, y, y) on [0, +°°) . The order of integration in 
eq. (4-20a) can then be reversed to obtain eq. (4-75) and (4-76), in a 
way similar to that leading from eq. (3-30) to eqs. (3-63) and (3-65). 
Further, the integration in eq. (4-76) can then be carried out in the 
same way as that in eq. (3-65). Once the limiting procedure has been 
carried out, I(;r, y) takes the form in eq. (4-83) with the region 
of integration the same as that used to define I (Tq) in eq. (3-30),
with the replacements A y , a ■+ a , b d  , G -+ H . Thus, the 
order of integration in eq. (4-83) can be reversed in exactly the same 
way as for eq. (3-30), and J(a;, y) is given by eqs. (4-84) and (4-85) 
when (a+d) > 0 (similar to eqs. (3-63) and (3-65)) and by eqs. (4-95), 
(4-85) and (4-86) when (a + d ) < 0 (similar to eqs. (3-64), (3-65) and 
(3-66)). The integral representations of the weight functions 7(5, y) 
and 7(5, y ) in eqs. (4-85) and (4-96) are, of course more complicated 
than those for 7(5) and 1(C) in eqs. (3-64) and (3-66). However, 
we find that the integrated forms of 7(5 s y ) given in eqs. (4-91) and 
(4-93) are similar to those for 7(5) in eqs. (3-76) and (3-72).
Also, the form of 7(5, y) given in eq. (4-98) is similar to that of 
J(^) given in eq. (3-68).
For case III, where (a+b) < 0 , (a+d) < 0 , the similarity
between the method used for the box diagram amplitude and that used 
for the triangle diagram is less apparent. Now the properties of the 
functions (y, y) (eq. (4-29)) and H^(X, y ) (eq. (4-41)), and of
the inverses ya(5, y)  , Ug(5» y)  (eq. (4-73)) and Aa(5, y)  ■>
^(£5 y)  » are needed. However, the transformations leading to eq.
(4-15) have been chosen in such a way that the properties of H^(\i, y)
and # (]J, y) can be established in a similar was to the properties
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of h ( X ) in eq. (3-28). Further, hQ(?, y ) , y ) and y ) ,
y ) can be written in a form similar to that of A+ (£) in eq.
(3-60). The method of obtaining the spectral representations for case 
III, once the properties of the surfaces in figs. 4-2 and 4-3 have been 
established, is, of course, more complicated than that leading to the 
spectral representations for the triangle diagram amplitude.
In the next chapter, the other method used in chapter 3, namely 
analytic continuation, is applied to the box diagram amplitude.
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APPENDIX 4A
We collect here a number of results involving the quantities 
, ^2 + and £7+ Q/) introduced in eqs. (4-32), (4-42) and (4-36).
From eq. (4-36) we see that g+(y) can be written in the form 
g+(y) = fiy2"1)-1 (y-l)(ad+bc)+(a+o)(b+d)
(4-Al)±’/l^ -n1+J ürn-, J ürn0J ürn9_j
2 +'
where
n i± = ~ a o
n2 + are similar to those of £ , •
± / (l-a2) (l-c?2) , n2+ = -bd ± / (l-ip2) (l-c?2) . (4-A2)
The properties of ri^ +
The quantities r|^ + are complex conjugate numbers when (l-<2) (l-c) < 0 
and when (l-a)(l-<?) > 0 they are real and
V s V 5 1 •
The two equality signs in the above equation cannot occur together.
In particular, when |a| < 1 , [c| < 1 ,
-i s nx_ < n1+ < i ■
Similar statements hold for q 2+ (with a -*■ b , a -*• d ) • Thus, the 
functions g+(y) are real for all y if q^+ are complex conjugates 
and n2+ are complex conjugates, while if at least one pair is real, 
then g + (y) are real for y > r| where r)a is defined in a similar 
way to (eq. (4-108) with £ + q ). Also, when \a\ < 1 ,
\b\ < 1  , \o\ < 1  and \d\ < 1  , g+(y) are real for
y 5 min{r|^_, and in particular for y < -1 .
Using eq. (4-12) we find that
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(y2-1) (£-ff+(y)}
- [y2-l} (£2-l) + 2 (±-y )(£-!) (ad+bc) + 2(1 -y) (a+b) (c+d)
- 2(5-1) (a+g) (b+d) + (ad-bo )2 - (a+£>+g+<i)2 
= F(5, y) . (4-A3)
Also,
(S2-i}F(£, y) = [G(5, y)]2 - (52+2aiS+a2+i2-l) (C2+2cd5+e2+(i2-l}
= [G(S, y ) l2 - (c-51.) (5-51+) (C-C2J (S-S2+) , (4-A4)
where
£(5, #) = -y(52-l) + (£-l)(ad+bc) + (a+b)(c+d) . (4-A5)
From eqs. (4-32), (4-36) and (4-A1) we see that when \a\ < 1 ,
a| < 1 , \b\ < 1 , |g| < 1 ,\b\ < 1  and y > 1 and also when
\d\ < 1  and y < -i »
9 ± (-y) - 5i+ = /  (l-a2)(l-i2} -1 +
+ I1 +
(ya+o)(yb+d)
(y2-l)/(l-a2)(l-Z>2)
2 a -(zya+g) *2
6 2-i) (1-a2)
1 + (yb+d)‘
6 -1) (1-fc2)
We now define the quantities X ^ y )  and X2 (2/) by
sinhX-,(zy) = — . . ■ , sinhx?(z/) = — — ----  . (4-A6)
/  (i/2-l) (l-a2) /  [y2-1) (l-fc2)
Then
g+iy ) - C1+ = /  (l-a2} (l-b2) L-l±cosh (x1 (2/ )±X2 Cy ))] (4-A7 )
and )“£^+) - 0 , equality holding if and only if
(x1^ ) +X2^)} = 0 or h^(y) = 0 , where h^(y) is defined in eq. 
(4-38). Similarly
g_(y)  - ?1_ = S (i-a2) (i-£2) [i-cosh(x-l(y )-x2 (y ))J 5 0 »
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so that, combining this relation with eqs. (4-A7) and (4-33), we have
g _ ( y )  - h - < q + s ?+(»> (4-A8)
when kl < 1 . hi < i and y > 1 and also when i—1V
hi < i , M < i , hi < 1 and y  < -1 . In the same way
VISi1 « 2 -  < C2+ s g + ( y ) (4-A9 )
when M < i . hi < 1 and y 1 and also when \a\ < 1 ,
hi < i , M < i , hi < 1 and A 1 H
From eq. (4-12) 5
F( 1, y) - 2 (-y+1) (a+b) (c+d) + (ad-bo)2 - (a+b+c+d)2 .
If, then, (a+b)(c+d) < 0 and y < -1 , we have
F(l, y) < (ad-bo)2 - (a+b-c-d)2
= -[(<2+b)(l+<i)-(2+<i)(l+b)][(a+b)(l+e)-(c2+£?)(l+a)] < 0 . 
But from eq. (4-A3)
^(i, */) = fo2-i) (i-g+(y)) [b-g_(y)) ,
so that, since g _(y ) K g + (y ) » we have
g_(y) < 1 < g (y) when (a+b) (c+d) < 0 , y < -1 . (4-A10)
Next, we establish some results needed for case (2b) of sect. 4-8 
for which (a+b)(c+d) < 0 , (a+c) (b+d) < 0 . We suppose that 
(a+b) < 0 , (c+d) > 0 , (a+c) > 0 , (b+d) < 0 ; then \a\ < 1  ,
\b\ < 1 , \d\ < 1 . For q^ 5 y < 1 , where q^ is defined in eq.
(4-108) with £ + q , we see from eqs. (4-32) and (4-36) that
g±(y) - £1+ - l (ya+c)(yb+d)
(l-y2) / 1  -a2/  1-b2
- /  (zya+g)2 i /  (yb+d)2
J (l-a2)(l-a2) /  (l-y2) (l-fc2)
Now, (a+ö) > 0 , (b+d) < 0 and since
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( y a + o ) 2 - (l - y 2 ) [l-a2 ] > 0 , (y b + d ) 2 - [l - y 2 ) { l - b 2 ) > 0
for n < y 5 1 , it follows that
(y a + o ) > 0 , (y b + d ) < 0 for r| - y - 1 •
We then define the quantities K^ (zy) and K^zy) by
coshK A y  ) = ------------  , coshK0(zy) = - ----y b + d----  (4-All)
and thus
9 + ( y )  ~ S1+ = /  (l-a2) (l~ b 2 ) Q-l+cosh (^(zy )+k 2 (y ))] . (4-A12 )
APPENDIX 4B
In this appendix we give the mathematical details of the
limiting procedures carried out in section 4-7. The functions J  ( x , y )
and K ( x , y ) appearing in eq. (4-102) are given by
J  (x, y ) = 2E F  lim
640 ,e40
+
r  dzi aV s»i * )
U(6,e,y) ^  U+(5,6,y) 3y
rh(& ,£ ,zy )
}g + (y'>
d Z
Z-x
1 3 v + (.Z,S,y)
V+(Z,<5,y) 3 y
A ( Z , <S9 U + (Z, 6, z/), j/)
y+(£, 6, zy), zy)
1
,zy)
dV_(Z,<5 ,zy) f
- V - K- 6, U_(£, 6, zy), zy)-Ai (^ , y_(£, <5, zy)}
(4-B1)
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K U E, y) - 2EF  lim
640 ,e4o
1 8/2(6 ,e 9y)
'h(& ,e 9y )-x dy
- y+(€,6,2/)
^  A(5, «, U, 2/>
M+(£,6,z/)
u_ (5,5,2/) p 
x d g + (y)
U (5,5,2/)
*  A(5,6,u,y) + I (5, y)
Je M i
g + (y)-x dy
£=h(&9e,y)
M£,6,2/)y (£,6,2,)
i rAi(5’ p)-J ye P Ju_(5,«,y) y
A(5, 6 ,  u, y )
+ l IT Al(5> U) + L X A2(5> ^
£=#+C//)
9^  (e,2/) rrya(^ ,i/}
#, Ce ,y )-x dy f  Ai ( 5 > ^
£=#1(e ,2,)
1 dH2(S,y) r,V«.ii) 1
j6 TrV5’^ LH 2(&,y)-x dy 1
£=# (6,2/V
(4-B2)
We show first that 
follows that
x 3U±(C,6,J/)
P±<5,<S ,y)
e/(x, 2/) vanishes. From eq. (4-66) it
are finite for £ > g + ( y) > H (^6 , y)  .
From section 4-5 we see that, for sufficiently small 6 ,
A_(£, y_(£, 6, y), y) = 6  for g + (y) 5 £ < /z(6, e, y) ,
*+ (£, P+(£, 6, z/), y) = 6 for g + (y) < £ < +°° .
Also, from the definition of y+(£, A, y) we have
£/(£, 6, y±(£, 6, y )9 y) = 0 .
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Thus, using eqs. (4-77) and (4-78), it follows that
When <?^ (£, y) < 0 ,
A(£, u, y) -
1_ _ _ _ _  Itt arc sin ----±----- -^--- =-------rr CH-B3)
[(fc1(5,y,j/))^-a1(5)c1(5,P)]2j
i1(5,y)y)+6'1a1(S,u)
[-ClC5,u)]i 2
and again A(£, 6, y+(£, 6, y ) 9 y) = 0 for £ > g (y) . Also, from 
eqs. (4-76) and (4-101) we see that
A (£, 6, y_(£, 6, y ) 9 y ) = A1 (£, y_(£, 6, y))
for g + (y) < £ < A(5, e, zy)
and so J(.x, y) = 0 .
Next we show that K ( x , y ) vanishes. From eq. (4-22) and the 
lemma of section 4-3 we see that 3A(6, e, y)/dy is finite for
first term in eq. (4-B2) is zero. From eq. (4-A1), d g + (y)/dy is finite
for y < -1 and reference to fig. 4-2 shows that the term in square 
brackets multiplying d g + (.y)/dy is zero, being the difference of two
repeated integrals obtained from the same double integral. Thus the 
second term in eq. (4-B2) vanishes. From eq. (4-29) we see that 
o^1(e, y)/ty is finite and, since y = y (£, y) , and £ = ^(y, y)
are inverse functions when 0 5 y 5 y(zy) , £^+ S £ 5 g + (y) ,
y < -1 . Then, since y_ (M6, £, y ), 6, y] - £ for sufficiently 
small 6, e , and A (?z(6, e , y ), e) is finite, it follows that the
k01(»1(£ . y) = e •
Next we note from eq. (4-57) that
k ( o 9 y, y) < #x(y, y) < Mo, y, zy)
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for 0 5 y < ]i7 , the equality occuring if and only if y = y^ . Also 
from eqs. (4-21) and (4-49),
W) = 4£’2F 2 (£-fc(0, y, y))(S-ft(0, y, y)} . (4-B4)
Hence
ö1(ff1(e, y), e) < 0
and from eq. (4-101), A^(^(e, y ), e) is finite. Thus the third term
on the right hand side of eq. (4-B2) is zero. Similarly the fourth 
term is zero and thus K(x9 y) = 0 .
We now take the limits 6 4 0 ,  £ 4 0  in eq. (4-102). In the
third and fourth terms in square brackets we may directly take the 
limits £ 4 0  and 6 4 0  respectively, to give the third and fourth 
terms on the right side of eq. (4-103). Next we reverse the order of 
integration in the first two terms inside the square brackets in eq. 
(4-102) to give
f dy
r dy
>2/) y 0+0/) K-x ¥ A(5’
<5, y, y)
r dZ
MS.u.t,) 5 " x
A(£, 6, y, y)
r
+ ),6,y)
dy
y
r
,y,y)
<i£_ _9_
9y A(€, <5, y, y)
(see fig. 4-5). The infinitesimal £ now appears only in the first 
term and the limit £ 4 0 may be taken without difficulty.
The region of integration in the (y, £) plane divides into two 
parts, according to the sign of c^(£, y) . From eqs. (4-57) and
(4-B4) ,
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Mg*(y),6,y) M_(g+(y),o.y)
Fig. 4-5.
The curves £ = h(0, y, y) and £ = 7z(6, y, y) , with 6 small and 
positive, for y > 0 .
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c, ( £ , y ) “  0 i f  and o n ly  i f  £ = A(0, y, y)  .
t h e  f u n c t i o n  c ^ ( £ ,  1-0 b e in g  d e f i n e d  on t h e  r e g i o n  y > 0 ,
£ > min{/z(A, y ,  i/) j A > 0} . Thus we see  from f i g .  4-5 t h a t  t h e  
i n t e g r a l  o v e r  t h e  r e g i o n  i n  which c  ( £ ,  y )  < 0 i s
( y ) , 6 , y )  . .  \
1 du rK di a
h( 6 , y , y ) i - x  3y
A(5, 6,  y,  y)
dy
h_fo ,  (2/)9<S,i/)  y V  (y )  ^ x ^
>2/)
A  A(£,  6,  y,  y)  .
Now n o t e  t h a t  eq .  (4 -8 0 )  h o l d s  r e g a r d l e s s  o f  t h e  s i g n  o f  c (£ ,  y )  ; 
f o r  e ( £ ,  y )  < 0 , d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  o f  eq .  (4-B3)  a l s o  g i v e s  eq .
( 4 - 8 0 ) .  The f u n c t i o n  (& ( £ ,  y ,  O )  -  a^(E,)o^ ( £ ,  y )  c a n n o t  v a n i s h  
f o r  £ > g+(y) , w h i l e  f o r  & - g+(y) i t  v a n i s h e s  on ly  f o r  y = y ( y )  , 
and y ( y )  < y_ (y (y ) ,  6 ,  y) . Thus t h e  f u n c t i o n  has  a  p o s i t i v e
minimum on t h e  r e g i o n  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  and t h e  modulus o f  t h e  i n t e g r a l  
under  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  may be m a j o r i s e d  by
d\i
0
dt,
A(6,y ,y)  (£ - / z(6 ,y ,y) )2
j- -*• 0 a s  6 4 0 .
The i n t e g r a l  ove r  t h e  r e g i o n  i n  which c ( £ ,  U) -  0 i s
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W_ fe+ C^),0 ,zy)
d\i dZ 3
p j« o ,u,y) 5 'x  d y
M+[g+(y'> >y)
H Z ,  <5, u, y)
dv r dz 3
v_{g^y),v,y) y *g^y) Z-x 3y A(^’ 6’ y’ y)
C  d\i dZ 3 A / r x s
+  r n || F-x du A ^  5 ° ’ y ’ ^
^ Jft(6,y,2/) * y
u (£,6,zy)
r dZ dV 3 Arr * „ ^
l 5-x jo n 3i/ A(5’ 6’ P’ y)
/I
s + Q/)
U.(S,6,ä/)
dZ ( d\± 3 . (c x s37: 6, U, zy) .
. y ( Z, o , y ) y 3zy
When the limit 6 1 0  is taken in the above equation, we find that 
the first term on the right hand side gives, when it is multiplied by 
2EF , the first term on the right hand side of eq. (4-103). Similarly, 
the second term on the right hand side of the above equation gives, when 
multiplied by 2EF , the second term on the right hand side of eq. 
(4-103). The method of taking the limit 6 1 0  is similar to that
used in sect. 4-6, with the terms involving 6a^(£) and b ^ Z ,  V,  y )
in the numerator of eq. (4-80) again being treated separately. In this 
case, we note that a^(£) and b^Z, Ws are both linear in Z •
Further, from eqs. (4-53), (4-67) and (4-73) we see that
(i1(5, v ,  y ) ) 2 - a1C5)c1(5> u) = ‘*g2v (?M1(5, y)(u-va(S, i/))(u-ugC5, y) )
where 7l (£, zy) is linear in Z and positive for Z - <7+ (zy) and 
(|i-y^(^, zy)) (y-y^ (£, zy)) cannot vanish in the region of integration.
We also note that U(Z, 6 , y, zy) can be written as in eq. (4-62)
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(with A -* 6 ) where a^(^) is linear in £ and negative for
£ > g+(y) . By using these results, the limit 6 4-0 can then be
taken, when the theorem given, for example, in sect. 225 of Hobson 
(1957) is used.
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5. THE BOX DIAGRAM AMPLITUDE: ANALYTIC CONTINUATION
5.1. Introduction
In this chapter, we start with the double spectral representation 
in eq.(4-13) or (4-115) for the case (A+B) 5 (E+F) , (C+D) < (E + F ) , 
x  < -1 , y < -1 and continue in the external masses and in x and 
y . In this way, we obtain the spectral representation of TCr, y) 
for all masses satisfying the stability conditions A < (E + G ) ,
B < (F + G ) , C < (E+H) , D < (F+H) and for wider ranges of x and 
y . In particular, the spectral representation of T(ö, y + i ’O) is
obtained for all O in the upper half complex plane and for almost all
-°° < y < . This method of analytic continuation was originally
proposed by Mandelstam (1960) and subsequently used by Gribov, Danilov 
and Dyatlov (1961, 1962) (referred to as GDD) in their investigation 
of the general mass case box diagram amplitude. We find, however, that 
some of the expressions for I(x, y) , that we obtain by using this
method, disagree with those given in GDD. Further, many of the details
of the method, in particular details of the movement of singularities 
at the critical points and the precautions that need to be taken to 
ensure that the path of integration is not pinched between the 
singularities, are not given in GDD.
In sects. 5-2, 5-3 and 5-4, the spectral representations of 
IOr, y ) for cases I, II, and III (ii) and (iii), detailed at the end 
of sect. 4-5, are obtained by starting with the spectral representation 
in eq. (4-13) or (4-115) for the case when (A+B) S (E+F) ,
(C + D) 5 (E+F) , x < -1 , y < -1 and continuing in the external 
masses squared. Then in sect. 5-5, we start with the spectral 
representation for case I, given in eq. (4-115) for x < -1 , y < -1 , 
and continue in x and y to obtain the spectral representation for 
wider ranges of x and y , including both real and complex x and
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y . In particular, we obtain J(a, y+i90) for all ö in the upper 
half plane and for almost all -00 < y < +°° • Similarly, in sect. 5-6 
we start with the double spectral representation given in eq. (4-116), 
for x < -1 9 y < -1 9 and continue in x and y to obtain the 
spectral representation for wider ranges of x and y . The subcase 
of case II, for which eq. (4-116) holds when x < -1 , y < -1 , we 
call case II D. The other subcase of case II, for which the double 
spectral representation is not valid even when x < -1 , y < -1 , we 
call case II S.
To obtain the spectral representation for cases II S and III, for 
wider ranges of x and y than those given in sect. 4-8, the 
properties of the curve T , for which F(£, y) - 0 , are needed.
Thus, in sect. 5-7 we study the five branches of the curve T in the 
case \a\ < 1 , \b\ < 1 , \a\ < 1 , \d\ < 1 . In sect. 5-8, the 
spectral representation for case II S when x < -1 , y < -1 , is written 
as the sum of a double spectral representation over the region
(eq. (4-112)) and a single dispersion relation in x . The double 
integral part can be continued in x and y in exactly the same way 
as the spectral representation of I { x 9 y) in case II D. The 
continuation in x and y of the single dispersion relation is then 
carried out to obtain a single spectral representation for all O in 
the upper half plane and for almost all -00 < y < +°° . We, in fact, 
find a single formula which summarizes all the possible subcases. The
above separation into a double and single integral part when x < -1 ,
!
y < -1 is different from the one used in GDD. However, we find it 
more convenient, since it allows us to treat the single integral parts 
in cases II S and III in a unified way. For case III (ii) (or (iii)), 
J(x, y) can, for x < -1 , y < -1 , be written as the sum of a
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double spectral representation over the region R (eq. (4-111)) and
a single dispersion relation in x . The double integral part can 
then be continued in x and y in exactly the same way as the 
spectral representation of I(x, y) in case I. In sect. 5-9, the 
continuation of the single integral part is then carried out to give 
a single spectral representation for all ö in the upper half plane 
and for almost all -°° < y < +°° . It is found that the possible 
subcases can again be summarized by the same formula as that given in 
sect. 5-8. In particular, the continuation in x and y gives the 
spectral representation for case III (i) (eq. (4-118)) when the 
inequality in eq. (4-119) holds and when x < min{£^+, ^2 +^ *
Finally, in sect. 5-10, we compare our results with those given 
in GDD.
5-2. C o n t i n u a t i o n  in exte rna l m a s s e s :  C a s e  I
In this section and in the following two sections we obtain a 
spectral representation for cases I, II and III (ii) and III (iii) 
detailed at the end of sect. 4-5, by starting with the spectral 
representation in eq. (4-13) for the case when (A+B) 5 (E+F) ,
(C+D) < (E+F) , y < -1 , x < -1 and continuing in the external 
masses squared. We noted after eq. (4-115) that the double spectral 
representation given there or in eq. (4-13) was valid for wider ranges
-» r\ r\
of x and y than x 5 -(2EF) (e  +F ) , y < -1 . In this section 
and in sects. 5-3 and 5-4, it will, however, be convenient to restrict 
x and y to the intervals x < -1 , y < -1 . The internal masses 
E, F, G and H are arbitrary positive numbers which remain constant 
throughout the continuation procedure. We see from eq. (3-46) of sect 
3-4 that when (A+B) 5 (E+F) ,
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f [e2+g2-a 2) + e {f 2+g2-b 2) > 0 ,
that is,
a + b > 0
and when (C+D) < (E+F) ,
(5-1)
a + d > 0 . (5-2)
Consequently, as noted after eq. (4-115), the case from which we start 
the continuation is a subcase of case I. The stability conditions 
2 2 2 2confine A , B , C and D to the intervals 
0 < A2 < (E+G)2 , 0 < B2 < (F+G)2 ,
0 < C2 < (E+H)2 , 0 < D2 < (F+H)2 ,
or
-1 < a < (2EG)~1(e 2+G2) , -1 < b < t2FG)~1 [F2+G2) ,
-1 < a < (2EH)~1 {E2i-H2) , -1 < d < (2FH)~1 (F2+H2) . (5-3)
The method of continuation that we use is very similar to the one
2 2 2used in sects. 3-7 and 3-8. From eq. (4-10) we see that A , B , C 
2and D can be expressed in terms of the quantities a , b , c and d 
respectively, and hence T(ö, t ) 5 given in eq. (4-14), is a function 
of a. b, o and d . We begin by replacing ay b , a and d by the 
complex variables 2^, 2^, 2  ^ and 2  ^ respectively and define
formally a function
l(o, T, 2 1# 2 ? , 2 3 , 24)
= 2EFGH
J 0
+H2y2+2EGz
r l - a  f l - a - 3  9  9  9  9  9
I di[E‘ a +F‘ $ +G‘ (l-a-ß-Y)
J 0 •' 0
(l-a-3-Y )a+2FG22 (l-a-3-Y )3
2
+ 2 ^ 2 3ocy+2Fff2 3Y-2£’FGa3-2^T(l-a-3-Y)Yj 2 • (5-4)
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From eq. (5-4) we see that I (o, T, 2 , 22 , s3, 24) is an analytic 
function of (a, T, 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 ) at least in the Cartesian product_L Z o H-
of the open sets
5 : -00 < rea = a; < +» ImCJ > 0 ,ö
S ; -00 < ReT = y < +00 T ^ ImT > 0 ,
51 ’ -1 < Re21 a < (2EG) 1{e2+G2) , Im2^ < 0 ,
£ : -1 < Re22 = b < (2FG)~1[f2+G2} , Im22 < 0 ,
£ : -1 < Re23 = c < (2EH)~1 [e2+H2) , Im23 < 0 ,
£ : -1 < Re24 = d < (2FH)'1[f2+H2) , Im24 < 0 .
As was shown in sects. 4-3 and 4-8, I(x, y, a, £>, <2, d) is defined 
when (5-3) holds and x < -1 , y < -1 , and its value can be
(i = 1, 4) , Imö 4 0 , ImT \ 0 with a, b, a, d, x and y
held fixed. In fact, when a, b, o and d are such that eqs. (5-1)
and (5-2) hold, the continuation can be carried out with real 
2  ^ (= a) , 22 ( = b) , 23 (= a) and 2 ( = d) . It is only when
a + b 5 0 (resp. o + d 5 0) that we need to take 2  ^ and 22
(resp. 2 and 2u ) into the lower half complex planes and then back
v j  '
to the real axes. As mentioned earlier, in this section and in sects. 
5-3 and 5-4, we take O and T to be real and further restrict 
x - ReC , y - Ret to the intervals x < -1 , y < -1 .
The integration over q in eq. (4-13) (or eq. (4-94)) can be 
carried out and from eqs. (4-91), (4-92) and (4-93) we see that
obtained from I (o, T, 2^, z^, 2 , z^ ] by letting Im2 .^ * 0
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r(x> y) = ( i ^ x(5’ y) (5-5)
where, if zy 5 / (£) , that is, F(£, iy) > 0 (see the discussion after
eq. (4-92)),
*(€, 2/) =
m x j )
In £(£, y )
CC’ y) ‘ G{Z,y)-lUZ,y) 9 
G(£, y) - -(£2-l)zy + (£-l)(ad+2?c) + (a+b)(c+d)
(5-6)
(5-7)
(5-8)
(5-9)#(£, j/) = / i2-i SfTzTIö
and F(£, zy) is given in eq. (4-12). The function £(£, y ) is also 
given in eq. (4-A5). If, however, F(£, zy) < 0 ,
1W ,  2/)
S-F(Z,y)
tt £ ( £ , z y )—  - arc tan ,.,>--*-7 2 K(Z,y)_ (5-10)
where
K(5, y )  = / t 2-i /-?(?, (5-n)
At this stage, we examine some of the properties of the functions 
G(£, zy) and F(£, y ) and then establish the continuity of Y(C, zy) . 
We see from eqs. (4-12) and (5-8) that F(£, zy) and 6(5, y) are 
quadratic functions of 5 which are positive for large 5 when 
zy < -1 . The solutions of y)  = 0 are £ = g+(y) where Q+(y)
are given in eq. (4-36), and we denote the solutions of 6(5, y ) - 0 
by y+ (zy) where Y+(£/) are either complex conjugates or are real and
satisfy Y (zy) > Y_ (zy) • From eqs. (5-9) and (4-A4) it follows that
[G(S, y)]2 - [fi(S, y)]2 = [G(5, y)]2 - (S2-i)m, y)
= (£-51+) ( 5 - q J  (S-52+) ( 5 - q J  (5-12)
where the quantities 5-^ + are given in eqs. (3-55) and (4-32) and
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^2 + in eq. (4-42). As discussed in sects. 3-5, 3-7 and 4-8, when
(l-a)(l-2?) < 0 , £ + are complex conjugates and when (1-a)(1-b) > 0 ,
satisfy the inequality in (3-57). A similar statement holds for
^2+ Cwith a a , b + d ). Thus, = 1 if and only if
a + b - 0 , ^2 + : 1 if and only if c + d  - 0 and the right hand
side of eq. (5-12) is non-negative for all £ > 1 .
We shall need to know the sign of d[g+ (y), y) when g + (y) - 1
to establish whether Y(£, y) is continuous at £ = g + (y) for cases
II and III as well as for case I. We now list the various cases. From 
eq. (5-8) we see that
6(1, y) - (a+b) (o+d)
so that when (a+b) (o+d) > 0 , then G(£, y) > 0 for all £ > 1 if
Y+(y) are complex conjugates or if y_(y) 5: y ( y ) < 1 . If
1 < y _ ( y ) - Y+( y) 3 then it follows from eq. (5-12) that
g_(y) < Y_(y) - y + (y) < g + (y)
and G [g+ ( y ) , y ) > 0  . If (a + b ) ( o + d) < 0 , then y_(y) < 1 < Y + (y) 
and using eq. (5-12),
g_(y) < Y+ (y) < g + (y)
and d [ g + (y), y) > 0 . Also, from eq. (4-A10) it follows that
g_(y) < 1 • If (a+b) = 0  or (o + d ) = 0 then from eqs. (5-12) and
(4-A10) we see that G { g + (y), y) > 0 and g (y) < 1 < g + (y) » provided
that (a+ b ) and (o+d) are not simultaneously zero. Except for the 
degenerate cases, where some of the masses are the same, the continuation 
in the external masses can be carried out in such a way that (a+b)
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and Co + d) are not simultaneously zero. (We do not consider the 
degenerate cases here.) We have now shown that G{cj^(y),  y) > 0
(resp. G[ g_( y ) 9 y) > 0 ) when g +(y) - 1 (resp. g_(y) > 1 ). The
continuity of X( £9 y) at £ = g+(y) when g+(y)  - 1 » can now be
established by using an argument similar to the one that led to eqs. 
(3-81) and (3-82). We find that
2)/g± (y ) - Wg+ (y )+l
X{a± ^ ’ y) Cfe±(y).y)  C5'13)
when g± (y) > 1 .
Interpreting the logarithm in eq. (5-6 ) and the square roots in 
eqs. (5-6) and (5-9) in a more general sense we find that
c m  ,2/)]'T  lo§
~G(Z,y)+Hg9y)
^(5,2/)"#(£,2/ )_
arg ZGtt9y)+iiaZ9y n
J-F<iZ,y)
tt G(Z,y)
[2 arc tan m , y )_[ (5-14)S-F(Z,y)
when F(£, y) < 0 . With this interpretation of the logarithm and 
square roots, we see that the results in eqs. (5-10) and (5-6) can be 
summarized by eq. (5-6) when x < -1 , y < -1 . In particular,
I ( x 9 y) is given by eqs. (5-5) and (5-6) for all F(£, y) when 
(A+B) < (E+F) , (C+D) < (E+F) , x < -1 , y < -1 .
To do the continuation in the external masses, we replace a, b 9 c
and d by z , z ^ 9 2 3 and respectively in eqs. (5-5) to (5-12)
and in eq. (4-12), the logarithm in eq. (5-6) and the square roots in 
eqs. (5-6) and (5-9) being now interpreted in a more general sense. 
From eqs. (5-7) and (5-12) we see that J(£, y) is singular when the 
right hand side of eq. (5-12) vanishes, that is, when £ = ,
£ = i2± where
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’1±
*2±
fr 2] f  2]+11w1II l - z n1 2 LI i, l 2 JJ
7  2 f .  2 )"= - Z J Z ,  ± 1-2,'3 4 LI 3, l 4JJ
(5-15)
(5-16)
Using the argument following eq. (5-12) we see that provided eq. (5-1)
continues to hold, we can carry out the continuation in real z (= a) ,
real z (= b) from the case (A+B) 5 (E+F) and the singularities
t,^+ will not appear on the path of integration in eq. (5-5). Similarly,
provided eq. (5-2) continues to hold, we can change c and d from 
the case when (C+D) < (E+F) and the singularities wü l  not
appear on the path of integration [1, +°°) . Further, the arguments 
leading to eq. (5-13) show that Z(£, y) is not singular at £ = ^ + (i/)
(resp. E, = g_(y)) when g+(y) - 1 (resp. g (y) - 1) . Thus the
right hand side of eq. (5-5) continues to define I(x, y) , with the 
logarithm in eq. (5-6) and the square roots in eqs. (5-6) and (5-9) 
interpreted more generally as remarked earlier.
We now check that this prescription reproduces the expressions 
for I(xt y) given in sects. 4-6 and 4-8 for case I where (a+b) > 0 , 
(o+d) > 0 . (We do not consider the degenerate cases for which at
least one of the quantities (a+b) , (o+d) is zero; these can be
obtained by a modification of the analysis which will be used to 
obtain cases II and III (ii) and III (iii). See, for example, the 
method used to obtain a spectral representation for the transition 
case in sect. 3-8. ) When F(E>i y) > 0 and £ > 1 , we see from eq. 
(5-12) that |&(£, y)\ > #(£, y) , so that 2?(£, y ) > 0 and the
logarithm is the ordinary logarithm. Thus X(E,, y) is again given by
eqs. (5-6) and (5-7) and I(x, y) is given by eq. (5-5) and hence by
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eqs. (4-94) and (4-115). If £"(£, y) < 0 and £ > 1 we use eq.
(5-14) to write y) as in eq. (5-10), and again I(x, y) is
given by eqs. (4-94) and (4-115).
5-3. C o n t i n u a t i o n  in e x t e r n a l  m a s s e s :  C a s e  II
To carry out the continuation of J(x, y) from case I to case
II (i) where (a+b) > 0 , {o+d) < 0 , we use a method similar to the 
one used in sect. 3-8. (We do not consider the degenerate case for 
which a + b  - 0 , c + d  < 0 .) Then, as discussed in sect. 3-8, we 
need to carry out the continuation, using complex z^ and z which
replace o and d . We fix z^ (= a) and z2 (= b) such that
a + b > 0 and £^+ are given in eq. (4-32).
We choose to start the continuation from a subcase of case I for 
which |c| < 1 , I cf [ < 1  , £1+ are real and
^1+ < ^2+ ’
and for which
g_(y) 5 £2_ < ^2+ < 1 < g + (y) . (5-17)
The inequalities in eq. (5-17) can be satisfied for case I by taking 
(o + d ) sufficiently small to start with. This also ensures that
< ^2+ . For case II (i), eq. (5-17) always holds, as can be seen
from eqs. (4-A9) and (4-A10). Initially we shall continue to a 
subcase of case II (i) for which < ^2+ . The functions defined
in eqs. (5-5) to (5-12) and in eqs. (4-12) and (4-36) are now considered 
to depend on z and z^ which replace o and d . Then, for
sufficiently small Ims^, Ims^ ,
2 +Reg_(y) < Re£ (5-18)
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throughout the continuation procedure. Eq. (5-18) ensures that g_(y)
never lies on the (possibly deformed) path of integration. Further, 
we deform the path of integration in such a way that g+(y) only lies
on the path of integration when z^  and z  ^ are real (see the
discussion given in sect. 3-8).
To study the behaviour of as we Take z^ , z  ^ into the
lower half planes and then back to the real axes, we introduce the 
quantities
Y = arc cos a , 6 = arc cos d
which are also given in eq. (4-113) and define the quantities
0^ = arc cos z^  , 6^ = arc cos z^  . (5-19)
Then
?2± = -cos(e3±e4) . (5-20)
The steps (a), (b), (c) and (d) in the continuation are then as given 
in sect. 3-8 with the replacements 5 Z2 5 a ^ "Y >
3 <5 , a -*• a , b d where these quantities appear explicitly in
the steps. The expressions for Re^ .,. 5 m^^2+ Can ^ en °Ttained
from eq. (3-101) by making the above replacements and the path taken 
by £ as steps (a)-(d) are taken is as shown in fig. 3-3.
An argument similar to the one which led to eq. (3-102) (with the 
above replacements and g+ -+ g+(y) ) shows that the path of integration
used to define I{x, y) in eq. (5-5) must be deformed; the modified
path C is shown in fig. 3-4. The only new point to note is that the
restriction £ < £ , when s and z are real, ensures that the1+ 2+ o 4
path of integration is not pinched between these two singularities.
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The branch cuts from the singularities B,^+ , B,^_ are taken to
run from the respective points parallel to the real axis to -°° , and 
the branch cut associated with B,^+ as as described in sect. 3-8 for
(with £ -+■ )• We note from eq. (4-A3) that
y) = 6/2-1) l^ -g^ y)) [K-gJy))
and we take the branch cut of [ [&-g (y )} [B,-g_ (y ))J 2 between g_( y)  
and g (y) in such a way that it does not pass through C (see fig.
— O —3-4). Similarly the branch cut of \\ -l] 2 in eq. (5-9) is taken 
between -1 and 1 in such a way that it does not pass through C 
(except at the point (1, 0) ).
At step (d), ^2 + approaches the real axis from below, and again
we may deform C to the segment of the real axis from B,^ + to +°° , 
with the interval Li>2+5 \1 being traversed in both directions. Thus
dB,disc. [Z(g,zy)] (5-21)
’ 2 +
where
disc.[X(£, y)~\ - [((value of X(£, y) below cut from B,^ + to l)
-(value of X(£, y) above cut from B,^  to l)J ,
and it remains to evaluate X(£, y) and disc.[X(£, y)~\ . When 
£ > 1 , the arguments of sect. 5-2 apply to the evaluation of X(B,, y) , 
and hence the contribution to I(x, y) from B, > 1 is given by the 
right hand side of eq. (4-94).
Next we evaluate disc. [.£(£, y)] for B,^  + < B, < 1 . An adaptation 
of the argument that led to eq. (3-104) shows that with
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gjy) < ^2+ < ^ < 1 < g^ y) 5
c m ,  y)¥- = -i /TTTTTT (5-22)
and
H(Z, y) = -M(£, l/)
where
M(£, y) - vy^ -i JgAy )-£ -^g~Ty) A-£ A+i > o . (5-23)
From eq. (5-12) it follows that
&(s2+, y)]2 - &(52+, y)]2 = 0
and using the fact that for this particular subcase of case II (i), 
£i+ < ?2+ 9 we have
[G(5, y)]2 2 C«(5, J/)]2 >0 for 52t : { < 1 ,
so that £(£, y) cannot vanish in this interval. Since from eq. (5-8), 
£(1, y ) - (a+b) (o+d) < 0  it follows that
G (?2+ 5 = [or 1-d2 + d / l - a 2)h2 (y ) < 0 , (5-24)
and so S(£2+, #) + M fe2+' = 0 • Here fc2Q/) is given in eq.
(4-47). Thus #(£, y) (eq. (5-7)) may be put into the form
£(£, y) L Gq,y)-M(Z,y)l215-51+) IS-q.J lS-52+) ie-£2 J (5-25)
and an adaptation of the argument that led to eq. (3-107) shows that
disc.[1(5, y)l = -— I--- =  Y(5, y )  . (5-26)
/-F(5 ,y)
This result does not depend on which square root of is chosen.
Finally,
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i'(«, y ) r
r
i
dZ,
Z,-x
dx\ 1 + dZ,
f +(5) / F ( 5 , n )  J 5 2+ ?'x  S - F a , y )
f ^ x a ,  y )  + A * } • (5-27)
’2+
Eq. (5-27) has been shown to be valid when < £ To obtain the
rest of case II (i), we note that f(£, y)  is singular at Z, = g+(y)
but not at Z, = , Z, = Z, . Further, eq. (5-17) holds whenever
(a+b) > 0 , (c+d) < 0 and y < -1 and so we can continue in real 
z^  (= a) , z^  (= b) , and we find that eq. (5-27) is valid whenever
(a+b) > 0 , (c+d) < 0 , y < —1 , £c < -1 . We see that eq. (5-27)
is just eq. (4-99) so that for case II (i), I(x, y) is again given 
by eqs. (4-116) and (4-117). For case II (ii), the results of case
II (i) again apply with a ■+ c , b -► d , *-*• Z, .
5-4. Continuation in external masses: Case III (i i )  and (i i i )
We begin this section by summarizing the properties of case
III (ii) defined by (a+b) < 0 , (c+d) < 0 , h^ (y) 5 0 , h^ (y) > 0
when y < —1 . The quantities h (y) and h^ (y) are given in eqs.
(4-38) and (4-47). We showed (eq. (4-107)) that for case III (ii), 
h (-1) > 0 and thus
/±(51+) 2 y < -1 < /± (s2+) (5-28) 
where / + is given in eq. (4-109) and f+[^+) iR ecl- (4~H0)*
We also showed at the end of sect. 4-4 that for case III (ii)
Z < Z
^2+ sl+ (5-29)
Eqs. (5-28) and (5-29) can also be established directly; in sect. 5-7
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we establish these equations when we examine the five branches of the 
set of points {(4, y) i F(&, y) - o} in the case \a\ < 1 ,
41 < 1 , |o| < 1 , \d\ < 1 .
The transition case between case II (i) where Ca+b) > 0 ,
(c+d) < 0 and case III where (a+b) < 0 , (c+d) < 0  is defined by
(a+b) = 0 , (c+d) < 0 . For this case we see from eq. (4-38) that
Thus, whatever value of y we choose to the left of -1 , as a9 b 
are changed from (a+b) = 0+ to (a+b) = 0 to (a+b) = 0- , we in 
fact change from case II (i) through the transition case to case III 
(ii). (It is then possible bo obtain case III (i) by continuing in 
a, 2?, c and d , but in fact, we shall obtain case III (i) by 
continuing in y . )
The continuation from case II (i) to case III (ii) is carried out
using complex z and z while 2 and z are real and fixed _L Z. o  Lv
such that z + z = c + d < 0 . We choose to start the continuation
O Lr
from a subcase of case II (i) for which eq. (5-29) holds. Initially 
we continue to a subcase of case III (ii) for which eq. (5-17) holds. 
Then for sufficiently small Im2 , Imz^  ,
throughout the continuation procedure. These restrictions ensure that
The steps (a), (b), (c) and (d) in the continuation are then as
Reg_(y) < $2+ < 1 < Reg+(y) (5-30)
the singularities g+(y) do not move onto the segment , ±] of
the real axis and hence y(£, y) is non singular for £ € \\ *
given in sect. 3-8 and the path of integration from 1 to +°° along 
the real £ axis must be deformed into the path C shown in fig. 3-4.
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Notice that it is the path of integration used to define the first 
term on the right hand side of eq. (5-21) or (5-27) which must be 
deformed. The path of integration in the second integral on the right 
hand side of eq. (5-27) remains undeformed since is not a
singularity of Y(£, y) .
Again, at step (d), C may be deformed into a segment of the 
real axis from £ to +°° , with the interval [jj , b] being
traversed in both directions, and again the contribution to I(x, y) 
from £ > 1 is given by the right hand side of eq. (4-94). Taking 
the branch cuts as described in sect. 5-3 with ^ + we bind
that, with
g_(y) < £1+ < £ < 1 < s+Q/) >
eq. (5-22) holds and #(£, y) = -A/(£, y ) where A/(£, y) is given in 
eq. (5-23). In this case
[C(S, y ) f  > [«(5, y ) f  > o for q  s ? < 1 ,
G( 1, y) - (a+b)(c+d) > 0
and
g (S1+5 y) ~ [ a / l - b 2 + b / l - d ^ h ^ y )  > 0 , 
and so y) - y) = 0 . (We do not here consider the case
h^iy) = 0 .) Thus #(£, y) (eq. (5-7)) may be put in the form
-q+) (e-q_) 4-q+) k-q.
[G(5,y)+M(?,y)]2
and hence
disc. [log£’(^, y)~] - 2i\i (5-31)
where the discontinuity is again computed as
[(value below cut)-(value above cut)].
4
E a ,  y ) = —
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Combining eqs. (5-31) and (5-22) we find that the contribution to 
iGc, y) , when the interval [£ , lj of C is traversed in both
directions, is
dt, y)
’1+
where J(£, y) is given in eq. (5-26). Thus, using eq. (5-27) we see
that
r
I(x, y) = j X(?, y) +
’1 +
y) (5-32)
where Z(£, ^) is given in eq. (5-6) or (5-10). Eq. (5-32) has been 
established for the subcase of case III (ii) for which eq. (5-17) 
holds. To obtain the rest of case III (ii), we note that 1(5, y ) is 
singular at - g +(y) but not at £ - • Further, we
see from eqs. (4-A7), (4-A9) and (5-29) that
g_(y) 5 £2_ < ?2+ < 51+ < 0+Q/)
when h (y) < 0 , h^ (y) > 0 . Thus, provided these inequalities
hold, we can change a, b, a and d , and eq. (5-32) continues to be 
valid for a + b < 0 , o + d < 0 . Finally, I(x, y) is again given 
by eq. (4-106) and hence by eq. (4-120) for case III (ii). For case 
III (iii) the results of case III (ii) apply with .
5-5. Continuation in x and y : Case I
Since, as discussed in sect. 5-2, J(ö, t ) is an analytic 
function of (O, T ) in the Cartesian product S^  x S when the
stability conditions in eq. (5-3) hold, we see that for case I where 
(a+b) > 0 , (a+d) > 0 , J(a, t ) is given by eq. (4-115) with the
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replacements x -*■ O , y -> t for all 0, t such that Imö > 0 ,
ImT > 0 . Next, we want to obtain 1(0, t ) , for case I, when at 
least one of o, t is real. For subcase (la) (defined in sect.
4-8), (a+c)(b+d) > 0  in addition to (a+b)(c+d) > 0 , and the region 
of integration in eq. (4-115) is the region R shown in fig. 4-4.
Then, as discussed in sect. 4-8, I (x, y) is defined by eq. (4-115) 
for x < 1 , y < 1 . Similarly for subcase (lb) where (a+c)(b+d) < 0 
in addition to (a+b) (a+d) > 0 , the region of integration is R ^
shown in fig. 4-4, and I(x, y) is defined by eq. (4-115) for x < 1 , 
y < T|a where q is defined in a similar way to £a (eq. (4-108)
with £ -»■ q ).
For subcase (la), it follows from the properties of the region
R, in fig. 4-4 that if o € 5 or if ö is real and < 1 but la O
y > 1 , then
1(0, y+i'O) = j 5-0 dr]n-yf +(Z) 1 * /m,q)
r dj
Z-o
dr] 1 irr
f+(5) n~y /F(5,n) /F(5,y)
(5-33)
where P denotes the Cauchy principal value. Thus
:  liw.
/2/“e dn i + r
4 / 5 )
—  xi.ni
/ F ( £ , q )
n-2/ /F(5,n) Jy+e
dr\
In c(S,a)t/ 52-i (^5,.v) (5-34)
,/F(5,i/) 4(5,y)-/52-i»'F(5 , y >
In deriving eq. (5-34) we use the fact that
G(5, y ) = (52-i}[-yq/.(5)t|/.(5)l
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where £(£, y) is given in eq. (5-8) and /+ (£) in eq. (4-11). The
method of evaluating an integral like the inner integral in eq. (5-33), 
when the pole singularity approaches a point on the path of integration 
from above, is often written symbolically in the form
1 „ 1= P + fTr6(n-y) .r\-(y+i*0) T]-y 
The interpretation of this symbolic equation is illustrated in eqs. 
(5-33) and (5-34). If we define y+i'O) by
(5-35 )
*(£, y+i*0) = ■
In when y £ /  (5) ,
</-FU,y)
— - arc tan g(S, ,v)
/  $2- i ^1
when /_(£) < y < / + (£) (5-36)
27rf + Zn ag,y)W r-i/F(s„y)
GC5,J/)-/ S2-1/F(5,y)'4
when y > / + (£) ,
then
I (a, j/+i*o) = j” j/+i-o) . (5-37)
Notice that the definition of ^(£, y+i*0) in eq. (5-36) is an 
extension of that given previously in eqs. (5-6) and (5-10). Further, 
eq. (5-37) is in fact valid for ö £ [1, +°°) and for all -°° < y < +°° 
except for y = 1 ; T(cr, y+i*0) has a cut in the cf plane from 1 
to t30 along the real axis. In a similar way we can obtain 
I(x+i‘ 0, t ) for T £ [1, +°°) and for all -°° < x < +°° , except for 
x = 1 .
For subcase (lb) we see from the properties of the region R ^
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i n  f i g .  4 - 4 ,  t h a t  i f  G £ S o r  i f  G i s  r e a l  and < 1 b u t  
< ^ < 1 t h e n
JCg , y+i » 0 )
g +(.y)
di_ (° dn l
J / + ( ? )  A ( 5 , n )
2  Q y )
f dZ / dn + iTr
S-G
L1 J/ +(5) n y  / m , n )  /F(S ,y)J
dS
? _ ( y )  5 ' a  J / + (5)  n " y  ^ ( 5 , n )
( 5 -3 8 )
and a g a i n  X ( ö ,  z /+i«0)  i s  g i v e n  by e q s .  ( 5 -3 7 )  and ( 5 - 3 6 ) .  I f  
o i o r  i f  G i s  r e a l  and < 1 b u t  y > 1 , t h e n  J ( G ,  z / t i 'O )  i s
a g a i n  g i v e n  by eq .  ( 5 - 3 3 )  and hence  by e q s .  ( 5 - 3 7 )  and ( 5 - 3 6 ) .  Eq. 
( 5 - 3 7 )  i s ,  i n  f a c t ,  v a l i d  f o r  G £ [ 1 ,  +°°) and f o r  a l l  - 00 < y < +°° 
e x c e p t  a t  most  f o r  y  € { l ,  r)a ) • The method o f  o b t a i n i n g
Kx+i*  0 ,  t ) f o r  T j: j j i ^ ,  +°°) and f o r  a l l  -°° < x  < +00 e x c e p t  f o r
x  = 1 , i s  s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  g i v e n  i n  t h e  n e x t  s e c t i o n  f o r  c a s e  I I  D ( 2 a ) .
5-6. Continuation in x and y : Case II D
In  t h i s  s e c t i o n  we s t u d y  t h e  c o n t i n u a t i o n  i n  x  and y o f  t h e  
s p e c t r a l  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  f o r  c a s e  I I  D, a p a r t i c u l a r  s u b c a s e  o f  ca se  
I I .  We d e f i n e  c a s e  I I  D by (a+b)(e+d) < 0 and i n  a d d i t i o n  e i t h e r  
m a x ia ,  b ,  c ,  d] > 1 o r  - 1  < a  5  1 , - 1  < b 5  1 , - 1  < o < 1 ,
- 1  < d 5 1 and (ot+ß+y+ö) < 2tt , where a ,  3 ,  y and 6 a r e  g iv e n  i n  
eq .  ( 4 - 1 1 3 ) .  Then we see  from e q .  ( 4 - 1 1 6 ) ,  and a s i m i l a r  e q u a t i o n  f o r  
c a s e  I I  ( i i )  t h a t ,  f o r  c a se  I I  D, I ( x ,  y )  i s  g i v e n  by e q .  ( 4 -1 1 6 )  
f o r  t h e  r a n g e  o f  v a l u e s  o f  x  and y g iv e n  t h e r e .  Thus ,  i t  can a l s o
be w r i t t e n  i n  t h e  fo rm
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H x ,  y ) d j
i-x
C
f +H)
dr\____ 1
n ~ y  / F ( 5 , n )
A f U)d i f  dn i
«a
C-X V +(£) n y MS.n)
(5-39)
where £ is given in eq. (4-108). Again I (o, t ) is given by eqs.
(4-116) and (5-39) for all O, t such that Imd > 0 , ImT > 0 .
Also, as discussed in sect. 4-8, I { x , y ) is defined by eqs. (4-116) 
and (5-39) for x < , y < 1 in the subcase (2a) for which
(a+o)(b+d) > 0  in addition to (a+b)(o+d) < 0 . For this subcase the 
region of integration is i? shown in fig. 4-4. Similarly, I ( x , y)
is defined by eq. (4-116) and (5-39) for x < i , y < n in subcase
Oi Oo
(2b) for which (a+c)(b+d) < 0 and then the region of integration is 
R  - shown in fig. 4-4.
For subcase (2a), an argument similar to the one that led to eq.
(5-33) shows that if O 6 S or if ö is real and < £ buto a
1 < y - f + ( 1) then
1(0, y + i 9 0) = I*” 4—  X(i, y + i m0) + j Y(£, y H ' O )  . (5-40)
1
Here, X(i, y + i 90) is given in eq. (5-36) and, for reasons which will 
become clear later, we define Y(£, y + i 90) by
r
Y U ,  y+i'0) = -
H F ( i , y )  
7T i
SF(i,y)
-IT
i / - F(Z,y)
when y < /+(£) ,
when f + (Z) < y </_(£) , (5-41)
when y > f  (£) .
Notice that the definition of Y(£, y + i ‘0) in eq. (5-41) is an 
extension of that given previously in eq. (5-26). When the above
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r e s t r i c t i o n s  on O and y h o l d ,  t h e n  7 ( £ ,  y + i ' O )  i s  g i v e n  
e x c l u s i v e l y  by eq .  ( 5 - 2 6 ) .  When O £ o r  O i s  r e a l  and < Za
b u t  f + ( 1) < y < +°° t h e n
J ( a ,  y + i ' O )
r dZ
Z-a
dx\ ii\
f A Z )  n"y y/n U i )  SF(Z9y)_
(y)
dZ
( Z )
dr\ 1
5a 5~a J/ + (5) TT
A
0+Q/)
Z-o P
/ -
( £ )
ein tTT
r(5) n  ^ /m,n)
(5 -4 2 )
Now
/ -
(5)
/ +(S) n ^ /?(5 ,n)
= 0
and
/ - ( € ) dn
/ +(S) i/fTsTyT
= 7 ( 5 ,  y + i * 0 )
where 7 ( £ ,  y + i ' O )  i s  g i v e n  i n  eq .  ( 5 - 4 1 ) .  Thus 1 ( 0 ,  y + i ' O )  i s  
a g a i n  g i v e n  by e q s .  ( 5 - 4 0 ) ,  ( 5 - 3 6 )  and ( 5 - 4 1 ) .  Eq. ( 5 -4 0 )  i s ,  i n
f a c t ,  v a l i d  f o r  O j: (j  ^ , +°°) and f o r  a l l  - 00 < y < +°° e x c e p t  f o r
y -  1 ; I  ( o , y + i ' O )  has  a c u t  i n  t h e  o p l a n e  from t o  +°°
a lo n g  t h e  r e a l  a x i s .  The method o f  o b t a i n i n g  I ( x + i ' 0 ,  x) f o r  
T ji [ 1 ,  +°°) and f o r  a l l  -°° < x  < +°° e x c e p t  a t  most f o r  x  6 { l ,  ^ } ,
i s  s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  g i v e n  i n  s e c t .  5-5 f o r  c a s e  I ( l b ) .
For  s u b c a s e  ( 2 b ) ,  we n o t e d  i n  s e c t .  4 -8  t h a t  t h e  o r d e r i n g  o f  t h e  
p o i n t s  1 , g + ( 1)  and g + (r| ) , and a l s o  o f  1 , f + ( 1) and
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f + (£ } , varies depending on the values of a, b, c and d . We start
by obtaining I (O, y + i 90) , for O € or O real and < , when
the region R ^  is as shown in fig. 4-4. If q^ < y < 1 5 then the
contribution to I (cr, y + i 9 0) from £ - 1 is given by the right hand 
side of eq. (5-38) and the contribution from ^  5 ( < 1 is given by
the second term on the right hand side of eq. (5-39). Thus I"(CJ, y + i 90) 
is given by eqs. (5-40), (5-36) and (5-41). If 1 < y - /+(1) then
the contribution to T(a, y + i 90) from £ > 1 is given by the right 
hand side of eq. (5-33) and the contribution from ^  < 1 is
given by the second term on the right hand side of eq. (5-39), and 
I (a, y + i 90) is again given by eqs. (5-40), (5-36 ) and (5-41).
Finally, if 1) < y < +°° , then J(a, y + i 9 0) is given by eq. (5-42)
and hence by eq. (5-40). In fact, J(0, y + i 90) is given by eqs.
(5-40 ), (5-36 ) and (5-41), for O £ | £ , +°°) and for all - « > < ^ < + 0 0
except at most for y € {l, , irrespective of the ordering of the
points 1 , g + ( 1) and ^± (na) 9 and of 1 , /+(1) and f± (£a) •
In a similar way, we can obtain I(x+i9 0, t ) for T \ [q^, +°°) and
for all -°° < x < +°° except at most for x £ {l, .
5-7. Properties of the curve r
We established in sect. 4-8 that for case III and for the subcase 
of case II for which -1 < a 5 1 , -1 < b ^ 1 , -1 < o 5 1 ,
-1 < d 5 1 and a + 3  + Y + ö > 27T, I(x, y) cannot be written as a 
double spectral representation. The above subcase of case II we call 
case II S. Notice that case II D, defined at the beginning of sect.
5-6, and case II S together make up the whole of case II. Further, we
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found  i n  s e c t .  4 -8  t h a t ,  f o r  c a s e s  I I  S and I I I ,  I ( x ,  y )  c o u ld  be 
w r i t t e n  a s  t h e  sum o f  a doub le  s p e c t r a l  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  and a s i n g l e  
s p e c t r a l  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n ,  a t  l e a s t  f o r  x  < -1  , y < - 1  . The doub le  
s p e c t r a l  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  can be c o n t i n u e d  i n  x  and y , e x a c t l y  as  
done i n  s e c t s .  5-5 and 5 -5 .  However, t o  c o n t i n u e  t h e  s i n g l e  s p e c t r a l  
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  i n  y , we need  t o  know t h e  b e h a v i o u r  o f  g+iy)  ( eq .
( 4 - 3 6 ) )  f o r  a l l  -°° < y < 00 . A u s e f u l  way o f  e x h i b i t i n g  t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  
o f  g+(y)  i s  t o  draw t h e  g raph  o f  t h e  b r a n c h e s  o f  t h e  s e t  o f  p o i n t s
{ ( £ ,  y )  I , y )  - 0) , which we c a l l  t h e  c u rv e  T . (The cu rv e  T 
was f i r s t  s t u d i e d  i n  d e t a i l  by T a r s k i  ( I 9 6 0 ) . )
One f a c t o r i z a t i o n  o f  F ( £ ,  y )  i s  g i v e n  i n  eq .  ( 4 - 1 2 ) ,  t h e  
f u n c t i o n s  / + (£ )  b e i n g  g i v e n  by eq .  ( 4 - 1 1 )  o r  a l t e r n a t i v e l y  by
/±(5) = (52-l}'1UC-l)(adtic)+(a+i)0+i)
±[(5-qdk-qJk-q+)(s-?2J]^ } . 0 4 3 )
where a r e  g i v e n  i n  eq .  ( 4 - 3 2 )  and i-n e q* ( 4 - 4 2 ) .  From
eq .  (4-A3) we have an a l t e r n a t i v e  f a c t o r i z a t i o n  o f  y)  » t h e
f u n c t i o n s  g+(y)  b e i n g  g iv e n  by eq .  ( 4 - 3 6 )  o r  a l t e r n a t i v e l y  by
g+(y) - Q/2-1 )  1{^(y-±)(ad+bc)+(a+c)(b+d)
±CG/-n1+) G r i i J  G/-n2+) G rn2J I 5} . (5-44)
where rj^+ and r\^+ a r e  g iv e n  i n  eq .  (4 -A 2) .  From t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f
c a s e  I I  S a b o v e ,  and s i n c e  (a+b) < 0 , (o+d) < 0 f o r  c a s e  I I I ,  we
see  t h a t  f o r  t h e s e  c a s e s  - 1  < a -  1 , - l < b 5 1 ,  - 1  < c  5 1 ,
- 1  < d 5  1 and c o n s e q u e n t l y
- 1  < < £1+ < 1 , ( 5 -4 5 )
<  1 .
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The-same• inequalities hold for £ + and ^2+ 1 ^ 2 .  At
this stage we introduce the quantities , E, and given by
^ O ’ £y> = ^ 1 ± ’ ^2-^ ’
«6 < W  5a • (5-46)
Similarly q^, q^, q^ and q^ given by the above relations with
E, -*■ q . We do not consider the degenerate cases, for which some of 
the quantities in (5-46) are equal. Now, when y > q^ , the term inside
the square root in eq. (5-44) is positive and the square root is just 
the ordinary square root. In general, if qQ € {qi+, > then we
choose the square root by continuity as follows:
a f ^  when y ~ no
Qz+f-O-q^ = j ____ (5-47)
\iJr)Q-y when y < qQ .
The method of determining the behaviour of the real branches of 
f is similar to that given in sect. 4-8 for the branch of T .
Firstly, we note from eqs. (5-44), (5-45 ), (5-46) (with E, -*■ q ) and 
(5-47) that g + (y) have the following properties:
(i) g + ( y ) are real for y > q^ ,
(ii) I m g + (y+i*0) = - Im g _ { y + i 9 0) < 0 for 11  ^ < 1/ < ^  ,
(iii) g ± (y) are real for q^ 5 y < q^ ,
(iv) Img + (y+ i*0) = -Im^_ (y+i • 0) > 0 for q^ < y < q^ ,
(v) g + (y) are real for y 5 q^ . (5-48)
The functions /+(£) have similar properties. Next we recall from
sect. 4-8 that when (a+b) (o+d) > 0 , / (£) ■+ ±°° as E, -► 1± ,
g + iy) 1± as y -*■ ±°° and
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/_ (1) - 1 + [2 (a+b ) (o+d)] [^_(ad-bo )^ - (a+b+c+d)^} . (5-49)
"When (a+b)(c+d) < 0 , /_ (£) -*■ +°° as £ 1± , y (y) -► 1+ as
y + ±00 and / Cl) is given by the right hand side of eq. (5-49).
Similarly, when (a+o)(b+d) > 0 , y+(y) “► ±°° as y -* 1± ,
/+(£) 1- as £ -*• ±°° and g_( 1) is given by the right hand side of
eq. (5-49) with b a . When (a+o)(b+d) < 0 , y_(y) +°° as
y + 1± , /+(£) 1+ as  ^-> ±°° and y (1) is given by the right hand
side of eq. (5-49) with b a .
We also see from eqs. (4-11) and (4-36) that when (a-b)(c-d) > 0 , 
/+(£) +°° as £ -> -1± , g_(y) -1+ as y -* ±°° and
/_ (-1) = 1 + [2(a-i)(c-d)] 1 [(ad-bc )2- (a-f>+c-^ )2J . (5-50)
When (a-b)(c-d) < 0 , /_(£) -* ±°° as £ -1± , y_(y) -► -1± as
y -+ ±co and /+(-l) is given by the right hand side of eq. (5-50).
Similarly, when (a-o) (b-d) > 0 , g+(y) ^ +°° as y -* -1± ,
/_(£) -1+ as E, -> ±°° and y_(-l) is given by the right hand side
of eq. (5-50) with b a . When (a-o) (b-d) < 0 , g_(y) ±°° as
y -1± , / _ (£) -1± as £ ±°° and g+(~ 1) is given by the right
hand side of eq. (5-50) with b o .
The expressions for f+ and f+ (£ ) are a§ain given by
eqs. (4-109) and (4-110) respectively, and the expressions for
g+ (/■]_+) and g+ (r| ) given in sect. 4-8 again hold. Similar expressions
hold for /± (41_) , f+fe 2_) > 9± faj.) and 9± fa2..) * The expression
for f+ can be obtained from the right hand side of eq. (4-109)
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by making the replacements b -+ -b , d + -d .
Arguments similar to the ones used to establish the behaviour of 
in sect. 4-8 can now be employed to determine the behaviour of the 
real branches of T for the various mass configurations discussed in 
the last two paragraphs. We do not consider the degenerate cases for 
which at least one of the quantities (a+b) , (c+d) , (a+c) ,
(b+d) , (a-b) , (Q-d) , (a-c) , (b-d) is zero. Further, we do 
not consider the cases for which some of the quantities in (5-46) are 
equal. There are then sixteen cases of which four are shown in figs.
5-1, 5-2, 5-3 and 5-4. As shown, the curve F has five real branches 
T, , r2 , r3 , and r3 . Fig. 5-l corresponds to subcase (la)
[(a+b)(c+d) > 0 , (a+c)(b+d) > o) and in addition (a-b) (c-d) < 0 ,
(a-c)(b-d) > 0 . Fig. 5-2 corresponds to subcase (lb)
[(a+b) (c+d) > 0 , (a+c)(b+d) < o) and in addition (a-b)(c-d) < 0 ,
(a-c)(b-d) < 0 . Fig. 5-3 corresponds to subcase (2a)
((a+b)(c+d) < 0 , (a+c)(b+d) > o) and in addition (a-b)(c-d) > 0 ,
(a-c)(b-d) > 0 . Fig. 5-4 corresponds to subcase (2b) [(a+b)(c+d) < 0 ,
(a+c)(b+d) < o) and in addition (a-b) (c-d) > 0 , (a-c)(b-d) < 0 .
By suitably combining the five branches shown in these figures we can 
generate the curve T for the sixteen cases, four for each of 
subcases (la), (lb), (2a) and (2b).
Next, we want to find the possible orderings of the quantities 
, ?2+ anc^  r|q+5 ^2+ * t^e Following two sections, we shall
be mainly concerned with the subcases of case II S and case III for
which < £ . We call these subcases case II S (i) and case III A2+ ^1+
respectively. Notice that for case II S (i), (a+b) > 0 , (c+d) < 0
and the spectral representation for this case is given in eq. (4-117)
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Fig. 5-1.
The five branches of the curve T for subcase (la) {(a+b)(<?+d) > 0 ,
(a+o)(b+d) > o) when, in addition, (a-b)(c-d) < 0 , (a-c)(b-d) > 0 .
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Fig. 5-2.
The five branches of the curve T for subcase (lb) {(a+b)(o+d) > 0 , 
(a+c)(b+d) < o) when, in addition, (a-b)(c-d) < 0 , (a-c)(b-d) < 0 .
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Fig. 5-3.
The five branches of the curve T for subcase (2a) ((.a+b)(c+d) < 0 ,
(a+o)(b+d) > o) when, in addition, (a-b)(o-d) > 0 , (a-a)(b-d) > 0 .
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Fig. 5-4.
The five branches of the curve T for subcase (2b) ((a+b )(e+d) < 0 ,
(a+c)(b+d) < o) when, in addition, (a-b)(a-d) > 0 , (a-c)(b-d) < 0 .
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f o r  x < - 1  , y < - 1  . Tha t  i s ,  c a s e  I I  S ( i ) i s  t h e  s u b c a s e  o f  
c a s e  I I  ( i ) f o r  wh ich  I ( x ,  y )  no l o n g e r  has  a doub le  s p e c t r a l  
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n .  A l s o ,  c a se  I I I  A, f o r  which (a+b)  < 0 , (o + d ) < 0 ,
i n c l u d e s  t h e  whole o f  c a se  I I I  ( i i )  and a l s o  t h e  p a r t  o f  c a s e  I I I  ( i )  
f o r  which  ^ 2 + < £1+ .
Now, suppose  t h a t  and t h a t  q ni < ru , . I f , i n
a d d i t i o n  ^ 2+ < , t h e n
y  ( l - d 2 ) + /  ( l - a 2) ( l - b 2) < cd - ab
and hence
j/  ( l - e 2) ( l - a 2) + j/  ( l - b 2) ( l - ^ 2) < |ac-fcd |  .
That  i s ,  e i t h e r  ri1+ < n 2_ o r  H2 + < Tl^_ • The i n e q u a l i t y  r)2 + < n 1+
t h e n  i m p l i e s  t h a t  ri2 + < . S i m i l a r l y  q 2 + < ri^_ i m p l i e s  t h a t
£  < Ez + *1-
We now have t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p o s s i b l e  o r d e r i n g s :
(a )  : -1  < S6 < ^  < 52+ < E1+ < 1 .
-1 " n6 '  n Y " n2+ < n 1+ < i  ,
(ß)  : - i  < < £2+ < < ^ i+  < 1 5
- i  < ri < ti_ < n, < n, < 1 .'2- '2+ 1 -  'i+
( 5 -5 1 )
( 5 -5 2 )
F i n a l l y ,  b e f o r e  l e a v i n g  t h i s  s e c t i o n ,  we want  t o  e s t a b l i s h  e q s .  
( 5 - 2 8 )  and ( 5 -2 9 )  f rom t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  T . From f i g s .  5 -1  and 5-2 
and from e q s .  ( 5 - 4 5 )  and ( 5 - 4 5 ) ,  we see  t h a t  f o r  s u b c a s e s  ( l a )  and 
( l b ) ,  t h e  i n e q u a l i t y  ? 2+ < Z±+ i m p l i e s  t h a t  / +  ( ? 1+) < / +  (£2+) and
- 1  < / + (^04_) • The same s t a t e m e n t  h o l d s  w i t h  £ l4_ ^ 2+ , and hence
±  K 2+J ' ------------------------------------------------------------  ’ 1+
f o r  c a se  I I I  ( i i )  e q s .  ( 5 - 2 8 )  and ( 5 -2 9 )  h o l d .
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5-8. C o n t i n u a t i o n  in x and y : C a s e  II S
We established in sect. 4-8 and confirmed in sects. 5-3 and 5-4 
that, for case II S (i), I(x, y) is given by eq. (4-117) for 
x < -1 , y < -1 and, for case III (ii), I(x, y) is given by eq. 
(4-120) for x < -1 , y < -1 . Thus for these two cases, J(x, y) 
can be written as
where
I(x, y) = ID(x, y) + Is(x, y)
y) |r |f  d S  dn l
"r SnTs)T ’
(5-53)
(5-54)
Is(x, 1/) = [
^2 +
when x < -1 , y A 1 t-1 . Here R
for case II S (i) where R and
d£
i-x
S - F ( l , y )
(5-55)
R^ for case III (ii) and R - R
i?2 are given in eqs. (4-111) and
(4-112) respectively. We recall that case III (ii) is defined by
(a+b) < 0 , (a+d) < 0 , h^ {y) 5 0, h^ (y) > 0 and that for this case
< and a + ß + Y  + ö>2TT. Here h^ (.y) and (y) are
given in eqs. (4-38) and (4-47) respectively. Further, case III (ii) 
is a subcase of case III A where case III A is defined by (a+b) < 0 , 
(c+d) < 0 and + < £1+ • Also, case II S (i) is defined by
(a+b) > 0 , (a+d) < 0 ,  -1 < a 5 1 , -1 < 5 5 1 and
a + 3 +  Y + ö > 2 7T and for this case < '
As discussed in sect. 5-2, J(o, t ) is an analytic function of 
(O, t ) in the Cartesian product x S when the stability
conditions in eq. (5-3) hold. Thus J(0, x) is given by eqs. (5-53), 
(5-54) and (5-55) with x O , y -*■ T and R = R^  for c a s e  III A
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and by the same equations with x "► o , y -> t and R = for case
II S (i). The square root in eq. (5-55) is now interpreted more 
generally. Further, (O, l) is an analytic function of (O, T )
in Sq x when the stability conditions hold, and hence, 1^,(0, t )
To obtain J^(ö, y+i*0) for case II S, we proceed exactly as in
sect. 5-6 for case II D. That is, the expressions for J(ö, y+i*0) 
given there apply equally well to X^(o, y+i*0) . Similarly, the
expressions given in sect. 5-5 for I (o', y+i*0) in case I apply to 
i ^ ( a , y+i*0) in case III. Our aim in this and the next section is to
obtain J c (ö, y+i*0) for all O € S and for almost all o o
-°° < y < +°° . In this section we consider case II S and in the next 
section we consider case III.
We begin by considering the subcase of case II S (i) for which 
(a+c)(b+d) > 0  in addition to (a+b)(o+d) < 0 and for which eq.
(5-51) holds. This subcase we call subcase (2a)(a). The branch
of T is then as shown in fig. 5-3. The branches , I* and
can have a number of different configurations, T ^ remaining essentially
the same as in fig. 5-3. T,. and can be as in fig. 5-3, or
F can be as in fig. 5-3 with T and T as in fig. 5-1, or T
Z O i z
and r 3 can be as in fig. 5-4 with as in fig. 5-3, or T can
is also an analytic function of (Q, T ) in x S when the
stability conditions hold; it is given by
(5-56 )
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be as in fig. 5-4 with as in fig. 5-2 and as in fig. 5-1.
We note that when £ = 5q £ , ^2+^ a ver’t -^ca-*- tangent to I\
(£ - 1, ... , 4) and y = Hq £ {q^+ , is a horizontal tangent to
I\ , then the precise shape of I\ can vary considerably, depending
on the values of a, b, c and d . This was noted in sect. 4-8 for 
the branch bounding the region R ^ .
To simplify the continuation procedure, we take (J ( and
ReCJ = x «  -1 . Then for z/ < —1 , Jg(a9 y+i*0) is given by the
right hand side of eq. (5-55) with x ■+ O , and the singularities of 
the weight function are g+ (y) given in eq. (5-44). We now see from
fig. 5-3 (and the three similar figures which can be constructed as 
described in the previous paragraph) and from the properties of g+ (y)
given in eq. (5-48), that for subcase (2a)(a) the singularities 
g+ (y +£*0) do not appear on the path of integration from f°
as long as
y < f± k 2+) • (5-57)
Thus, y+i*0) is given by eq. (5-55) with x -*■ O whenever eq.
(5-57) holds or, equivalently, since c + d < 0 , when
h2(y) > 0
where h^iy) is given in eq. (4-47).
To obtain Jg(G, y+im0) when y > f+ (^Q/) < » we need
to examine the path taken by ^+(t ) in the complex plane when
T = y + ie and £ is small and > 0 . From eqs. (4-36), (5-47) and 
(5-44), we see that when q 5 y 5 q^+ »
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g+ty+i*0) = [y2- 1} '2i^(y-l)(ad+bc)+(a+c)(b+d)
+ [- ly2-l+2(y-±)ac+(a+c)2) j 2 [_- (y2-±+2 (y-1 )bd+(b+d)2}~] 2
and, using eq. (4-42),
Q/+£*0) - C2+ = y l - c 2 /  1-d2 •1 + (yc+a)iyd+b)
(z/2-l) /  1 -c 2/  1-d2
1 - Q/e+fl)‘ 1 - (yd+bY
(1 -y ) (l-e )' (1-2/ ) (1-^ )
(We suppose in the following, that none of the quantities a, b ,  c 
and d is equal to 1 , that is, |a| < 1 , |b| < 1 , |c| < 1 ,
\d\ < 1 .) Next, we introduce the quantities (^(y), (f>2(z/), <j>3(2/)
and ^(z/) defined by
(f>^(zy) = arc cos
<J>3(#) = arc cos
where
ya+c
/Z 2 A. 2V 1-y / 1-a -*
yo+a
- /  1 -y2/ 1 -o 2-
, <j>2Q/) = arc cos
, <J>4(y) = arc cos
yb+d
V  1-y2/  1-b2
yd+b
-/ 1-y2/ 1 -d 2~
,(5-58)
0  <  4>. (y) <  tt ; i  - 1 , ..., 4 .
Now
g ± (y+i'0) - £2+ = /  l-o2 v l - d 2 jj-l-cos (cj)3 (y )±<J>4 (y ))J . (5-59)
We also define (^(t ) and $4(l) by ecl* (5-58) with
y ■+ T = y + ie , where £ is small and > 0 , and the square root is 
now interpreted more generally. Then y+(T) - £ are given by eq.
(5-59) with y -*■ T . With T = y + ie , we see that for small £ > 0 ,
2
Re (<j> (t )+(J) (t )) = <J> (y) + 4>u(y) + £ A(e, y, a ,  b , 0 , d) , (5-60)
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Im (<J>3 Ct )+<J) Ct )} = — ^(cot<j> Q/)+cot<J>2 Q/)) + £ B Ce, y ,  a 9 b , c ,  d)
1-y
( 5 - 6 1 )
where | j4 (e ,  2/ ,  a,  b , c ,  d)\  <°°  , | ß ( e ,  2/, a ,  b,  a , d) \  < °°  f o r
\  “ y < v  h  n i h  •
Now, from eq .  ( 3 -1 0 0 )  we f i n d  t h a t
g+ ( T )  -  ^ 2+ = / \ r ?  /  1-d2 [ - l -C O s{ R e  (^2 (T ) + 4)!+ ( t )} } *
• c o sh ( lm  (<J>3 ( t )+<1>(t )}}
+isin{Re(<|>3 (T)+<J)4 (T))}sinh{lm(<J>3 (T)+<J)lf ( t ) )} ]  . ( 5 -5 2 )
The s t e p s  i n  t h e  c o n t i n u a t i o n  a r e  t h e n  as  f o l l o w s .
(A) S t a r t  w i t h  y such t h a t  y < f + (&2+) (^2 ^   ^ > ^  ’ t h a t  ’
0 < (j)Ay) + <J)U(2/ )  < tt ,
(B) make £ > 0 ,
(C) f i x  £ and change y u n t i l  y > f + (£ ) (h^Cy) < o) , t h a t  i s ,  
TT < (j>3(y)  + ^ ( y )  < 27T ,
(D) l e t  £ 1 0 .
From f i g .  5 -3  (and t h e  t h r e e  r e l a t e d  f i g u r e s )  we see  t h a t
ri2+ < 1 < f + (£ ) , and s i n c e  (a+b ) > 0 , we have h^(y) < 0 when
y < ri2+ , where h i y)  i s  g i v e n  i n  eq .  ( 4 - 3 8 ) .  Thus ,
COS<|) ( 2 / )  +  C O S  <J>2 0 / )  <  0
and
COt<J> (2/) + cotcj|> (j/) < 0 ( 5 -6 3 )
when n < 2/ 5 n 2 + From e q s .  (5-6 1) and (5-6 3) ,  we see  t h a t  we can
choose  £ s u f f i c i e n t l y  s m a l l ,  so  t h a t
Im (<|>3 ( t )+<J>4 ( t )) > 0
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at steps (B) and (C) of the continuation procedure. Further, we can 
choose £ sufficiently small so that at step (B)
Similarly, when step (C) has been taken, the above equation again 
holds for sufficiently small £ .
We now see that as steps (A)-(D) are taken, the path taken by 
£+(T) in the complex plane is as shown in fig. 5-5. (If only terms
up to second order in £ are retained, then the path taken by <7+(t )
is still essentially the same. The expressions in eq. (5-62) now 
have to be expanded and only terms up to second order in £ retained. 
The argument is very similar to that leading to eq. (3-101). The 
main point to note in eq. (3-101a) is that the sign of the term 
multiplying sin(a+ß) is unimportant since this term vanishes when 
a + ß = 7T . A similar observation should be made for Re [g ^ (t )-^2+)
when it is expanded.) Once <7+(t) crosses the real axis between £
and , and moves into the lower half-plane, the path of integration
between and must be deformed; the modified path is shown
in fig. 5-6. Notice that for sufficiently small £ , Reg'_(l) is
always less than and also Re^_(t) < Re^+(t) for
q < y < 02+ . Using a similar argument to that used in sects. 3-8,
5-3 and 5-4, we see from Cauchy's theorem that the required continuation 
of lg(ö, t ) for step (C) is given by
s i g n { R e ( ^3(T )+^4(T)-Tr}} = s i g n i f y  ) - tt} .
[-HS, t)P
TT
1 5 (5-64)
where P is the path shown in fig. 5-6. The branch cut of
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Fig. 5-5.
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Fig. 5-6.
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- 9 iÜ5~y+(T)} (£-y_ (t ))Q 2 and, since 1 - y > 0 , of [-F(£, t )]2 , is
chosen in the £ plane to connect y+(T) and g _{t ) in such a way
that it does not pass through P (except at the point ^ 2+5 ^
and at step (C), it is as shown in fig. 5-6; that is, it consists of 
the broken line from y_(T) to plus the broken line from +
to g+(t ) . At step (D), y+(t ) approaches the real axis from below
and the path P is forced into the real axis at £ = g ^(y+i*0) . It
may then be deformed to the segment of the real axis from g ^iy+i'O)
to with the interval (j7+(y+i *0), £ being traversed in both
directions.
The contribution to _Z" (CJ, y+i* 0) when £ < £ < £ is againO  Z. 1 J_T
given by the right hand side of eq. (5-55) with x ö . When 
g+iy+i*0) < £ < £ 2 +  >
disc. ([-F(^, y)] 2) = ^... - ----1---= — 2 - (5-65)
/-m,y) /-F(^,y) /-F(^,y)
where the discontinuity is again computed as [(value below cut) - 
(value above cut)]. Thus,
J^(G, y+t *0 ) = _ _ _ _ _ _ TT
5r
0
2+
+ (y+f*0 )
_ _ _ _ _ _ TT
5-0 S-F(Z,y)
(5-66 )
when /± (^ 2+) < y < n2+ .
Next, we want to find Jc(a, y+t*0) when q < y K , • We
Z T  -L T
start with the spectral representation for Jc(a, t ) given in eq.O
(5-64) at step (C) and do the continuation in T = y + iz . When
h 2+-y| «  mini(n1+-y), (j/-n-L_). fe-n2+)T
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and
£ «  min{(n1+-^), (p-n^), 0/-n2+}} ,
we let
n2+ - y - ie = Re-iQ
and from eqs. (5-44) and (5-47), we see that
g _  C t ) - g+it ) % - 2P2exp (-~6) . (5-67)
Thus, as n2+ - y changes from r\ - y »  e through zero to
y - n2+ >> £ , g _(T) moves in an arc about <7 (t ) , from being to
the left of g+(t ) to being above ^+(t) • The motion of g_{t )
relative to ^ (t ) is shown in fig. 5-6. Notice that throughout the
continuation R > 0 and hence P is not pinched between the two 
singularities g+{t ) . Once y > n2+ , we can take the limit e 4 0 ,
and, as shown in eq. (5-48), g _(y+i*0) then lies in the upper half
£ plane and g^ (y+i*0) has moved into the lower half plane, deforming
the path of integration P as shown in fig. 5-7. Thus X„(cf, y+i90)
o
is given by
for n2 + < y < • The path of integration from g+(y+i*0) to £
the lower half plane are to be determined from fig. 5-7. The branch
(5-68)
and the square root of the complex number (-P(£, y)) when £ is in
l
cut of [-P(£, y)~\2 is taken to be the straight line segment from
g+{y+i90) to plus the straight line segment from to
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l
g _ ( y + i '0) and [-FCC, y)]2 = /-F(C, £/) for C on the real axis to
l
the right of the point (^2+ 5 ^  ’ ^he scluare root [-F(£, y)]2 in
eq. (5-68), when C lies in the lower half plane, is then determined 
by continuity.
We now consider the continuation into the region < y < 1 .
As usual, the continuation is carried out in T = y + iz and then the 
limit £ 1 0 is taken. An argument similar to the one leading to eq. 
(5-67) shows that as n^+ - y changes from - y »  £ through
zero to y - T)^ + >> £, ^_(t ) describes the path about g + (t ) shown
in fig. 5-8. Again P is not pinched between £7+(t ) and g _(t ) for
£ > 0 . Once y > r| , we can take the limit £ 1 0 and with the
branch cuts of (t )) (C_£7_ (t ))_[2 and, since 1 - y > 0 , of
1
[-F(C, T)]2 , as shown in broken line in fig. 5-8, it follows that
y + i ao) = Z-o
TT
/-F(C,zy) t 2+
dl TT
g (y + i ' O) C-a S-Fil,y)
g  ( y +im0)
( dt, TT iC-a SF(.Z,y
(5-69)
for T) < y < 1 .
The continuation into the region 1 < y < f + (C ) is again carried
out with T = y + iz and then taking the limit £ i 0 . When y 1 , 
we see from eq. (4-36) and the fact that for this subcase (a+o)(b+d) > 0 , 
that when T = y + ie with £ small and > 0 ,
0+U) % 2 2 (y-l) +e
(a+o)(b+d) . (5-70)
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Thus, as 1 - y changes from 1 - y »  £ through zero to 
y  - 1 »  £ , <7+(l) moves in a large anticlockwise arc in the lower
half plane from the situation shown in fig. 5-8 to that shown in fig. 
5-9. It is necessary to deform the path of integration P in such a 
way that at no stage does <7 (t ) pass through it. Notice that for
£ > 0 , £7+(t ) is always finite. Once y > 1 , we can take the limit
i
£ 1 0 . The branch cut of [_[&-g+ (t )} (T))]] 2 is as shown in
broken line in fig. 5-9, and the path P defining J(Q, t ) in eq. 
(5-64) is also shown in fig. 5-9. Thus, using the fact that
l_(l- (y+i*0 )) (1+y+i *0 )] 2 = -i i/y-1 /l +y (5-71)
when y > 1 , we find that J^ (CJ, y + i * 0) is again given by eq. (5-66)
for 1 < y < /± U 1+) •
To obtain P^(ö, y+i* 0) when y > f + (^ 1+) or, since a + b > 0 
for case II S (i), when h^{.y) > 0 , we need to examine the path taken 
by 0 (t ) in the complex plane, when T = y + ie and £ is small 
and > 0 . Now, g+(y) - is given by eq. (4-A7) with X^Q/) and
X2 0/) defined by eq. (4-A6). We also define the quantities X3Q/) 
and X4(p) by
X3(zy) = arc sinh 
The quantities
y c + a
Y y 2 -1 / 1 - c 2- 
Xx (t ) , x2 (i)
5 Xn(^) = arc sinh y d + bL/PT/Ppl .(5-72)
are given by eq. (4-A6), with y ■+ T
and the square roots being interpreted more generally. Thus,
g + (t ) - ^ is given by eq. (4-A7) with y T . For small e > 0 ,
we find that
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Re (x1('t)+X2('0) = X± (y) + X2(z/) + e2C(e, y, a, b, c, d) , C5-73)
Im(x1CT)+x2(T)) = (tanhx3(zy )+tanhx4(z/)}
y -1
3+ e Z)(e, z/9 a, 2?, a, d) (5-74)
where |C(e, y, a, b , 0, d)| <°° , |z?(e, y, a, b, a, d)\ <°° for
y > 1  •
Now since
cosh0 = cosh(Re6)cos(Im0) + tsinh(Re0)sin(Im0) , (5-75)
we find that
0+(t) - £1+ = /  1-a2 / l-Z?2 [-l+cosh(Re (x i (t )+x2(t )}} •
• cos{lm(xi (t )+x2(t )}} 
+isinh(Re (xx(t)+X2(t))}sin{lm(xi(T)+X2(T)}}] . (5-76)
Notice that, since (a+b) > 0 , y < f+ (£ ) if and only if h^iy) < 0 .
The steps in the continuation are then as follows.
(1) Start with y such that h^iy) < 0 , that is,
x ± (y) + x 2(y) < 0 »
(2) make £ > 0 ,
(3) fix £ and change y until h^(y) > 0 , that is,
x ± (y) + x 2( y )  > 0 ,
(4) let £ 4 0 .
As mentioned earlier, and as can be seen from the facts that f+ (^ 2+) < 1 
and o + d < 0 , h^{y) < 0 throughout the continuation procedure.
Thus ,
sinhx3(y) + sinhx4(y) < 0
and
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tanhX30/) + tanhx4(^) < 0 . (5-77)
From eqs. (5-73), (5-74) and (5-77), we see that for sufficiently 
small £ , (im (x^(T )+X2 (T is smaH  and positive at steps (2) and
(3), and that at step (2),
sign{Re(x1(T)+X2('0}} = sign^Q/ )+X2 )} •
Similarly, when step (3) has been taken, the above equation holds for 
sufficiently small £ .
It now follows that as steps (l)-(4) are taken, the path taken 
by g (l) in the complex plane is as shown in fig. 5-10. Once
g+( l) crosses the real axis between and and moves into
the upper half plane, the path of integration P shown in fig. 5-9, 
can be deformed into the segment of the real axis between anc^
’1+ as shown in fig. 5-11. Notice, from the expression for
g _ (zy) - given in appendix 4A, and from eqs. (4-A8) and (4-A9),
that for sufficiently small £ , Reg_(x) < ^  < Reg+(x) . Taking the
_ i
branch cut of f(£-g (t )} (£-g_ (x))J2 as shown in fig. 5-11, and using 
eq. (5-71), we find that
r’i+
y+t'O) = - I
’2 + /-P(£,p)
r 1+ dt
g^ + (g+i‘0)
?2+ /-F(£,g)
+ 2
51+ C_ö S-FiZ^ y)
+ 2 Z-0 (5-78)g+(g+f* 0) s /-F(£,y )
The expressions obtained for Jg(0, y+i* 0) for subcase (2a)(ot),
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where (a+b)(c+d)  < 0 , (a+o){b+d)  > 0 and e q .  ( 5 - 5 1 )  h o l d s ,  can now
be summarized.  We f i n d  t h a t
(
y+i*o)  = j ‘i+
’2 +
dZ
Z-e i -F(Z, y)Y:
2e[ - h2 (y)) [ f z ------"— r
y + 2^/+^* ° )   ^ i~F(Z,y  ) } 2 
a (y+i* 0)
i  tt
+ 2Q (h±(y))
’1+ 5 - 0  { - F ( £ , i / ) 1 Z
( 5 - 7 9 )
f o r  a l l  -o o  < y < oo e x c e p t  a t  most  f o r  y £ {ri^+ , n ,  l }  • In  eq,
( 5 - 7 9 ) ,
0(a)  =
1 when x  > 0
0^ when x 5 0
( 5 -8 0 )
and
r/ - F ( £ ,  z/) when F ( £ ,  2y )
{ - F ( ^ ,  z/)}2 = { - i VF(Z,  y )  when F(Z,  y)  > 0 ,
I
[ - F ( £ ,  y ) ] 2 when F ( £ ,  y ) i s  complex .  ( 5 - 8 1 )  
When g (y+i *0)  l i e s  i n  t h e  lower  h a l f  p l a n e  and F ( £ ,  y )  i s
complex,  t h e n  t h e  p a t h  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  and t h e  s q u a r e  r o o t  o f  
(~F(Z, y))  a r e  t o  be d e t e r m i n e d  as  d e s c r i b e d  a f t e r  e q .  ( 5 - 6 8 ) .  The 
q u a n t i t i e s  h^(y)  and h^(y)  a r e  g i v e n  i n  e q s .  ( 4 - 3 8 )  and ( 4 - 4 7 ) ,
and g ( y+i ' O)  i s  g iv e n  i n  e q .  ( 5 - 4 4 )  w i t h  t h e  s q u a r e  r o o t  i n t e r p r e t e d
a s  i n  eq .  (5-47 ).
Next ,  we c o n s i d e r  t h e  s u b c a s e  (2b )  (ot) o f  c a s e  I I  S ( i ) f o r  which  
(a+c) (b+d)  < 0  i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  ( a+b) (a+d) < 0 and f o r  which e q .  (5 -5 1 )
h o l d s .  The b r a n c h  i s  t h e n  as  shown i n  f i g .  5 - 4 .  We r e c a l l  f rom
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sect. 4-8 that the exact ordering of the points 1 , £7+(l) and
9+ (na) and of 1 , /+(1) and f+ (£ ) depends on the values of a,
2?, c and d . As for subcase (2a) (a), the branches T , T and TZ o 4
can have a number of different configurations. One of the four 
different configurations of T is shown in fig. 5-4.
When i/ <11-, j the arguments and expressions for I (o, y+i*Q)
given for subcase (2a)(a) apply. We now obtain J^(ö, y+f*0) when
< y < min[l, /+ (£ )] . The continuation is carried out in
T = y + i£ with £ small and > 0 and then the limit £ 4 0 is 
taken. An argument similar to the one leading to eq. (5-67) shows 
that as q c h a n g e s  from q^+ - y »  £ through zero to y - q^+ >> £ ,
the motion of g_(T) relative to ^ (t ) is as shown in fig. 5-12,
and the path P is not pinched between the singularities since 
£ > 0 . Once y > q^+ , we take the limit £ 4 0 . With the path P
l
as shown in fig. 5-12 and the branch cut of [ [ >^~9+ (t )} l&~9_ (T )}1 2
2 -and, since 1 - y > 0 , of [-P(£, t )]2 as shown in the broken line 
in fig. 5-12, it follows that P^ ,(<J, y+i* 0) is given by eq. (5-66)
for nl+ < y < min[l, f± (£1+}] .
For the case where /+ (£ ) > 1 we again carry out the continuation
into the region 1 < y < f+ (£ ) in T = y + i£ and then let £ 4- 0 .
When y 1 , we see from eq. (4-36) and the fact that for this 
subcase (a+c)(b+d) < 0 , that g_(t ) is approximated by the right
hand side of eq. (5-70) when £ > 0 . Consequently, as 1 - y changes 
from 1 - y »  £ through zero to y - 1 >> £ , g (t ) moves in a
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large anticlockwise arc in the upper half plane. Once y > 1 , we take
l
the limit £ 1 0 and, with the branch cut of \JjL~g (t )) {jL~g _ (t )}} 2
and the path P as shown in fig. 5-9, we find on using eq. (5-71),
that X^ CO", y+i'O) is given by eq. (5-66) for 1 < y < f + (£^+} .
Using the argument that led to eq. (5-78) for subcase (2a)(a), we find 
that Ig(CT, y+i* 0) is again given by eq. (5-78) for y > /+ (£ } .
For the case where f + < 1 5 the continuation into the region
f + < y < 1 is again carried out in T = y + ie and then letting
£ i 0 . We find that ^+(t) - £1 + are given in eq. (4-A12) with
y -*■ T and K (t ) » «^(t ) are §^ven ecl- (4-All) with y -* T in
the case (a+a) > 0 , (b + d ) < 0 . When (a+o) < 0 , (b + d ) > 0 , the
right hand sides of the equations defining k ^(t ) and k (t ) are both
multiplied by a minus sign. On using eq. (5-75) we find that as the 
steps
(1) start with y such that h^(y) < 0 ,
(2) make £ > 0 ,
(3) fix £ and change y until h.^(y) > 0 ,
(4) let £ i 0 ,
are taken, l) moves in the complex plane as shown in fig. 5-10,
for sufficiently small £ . We illustrate the argument leading to 
this behaviour of <7+(t) 3 when we consider the behaviour of g _ { t )
in subcase (2a)(3)* Throughout the continuation procedure,
Re^_(t) > max[jj , Regr+(l)| for sufficiently small £ . At step (4),
the path of integration can be deformed to the segment of the real
axis from , to as shown in fig. 5-11. The branch cut of2+ 1+
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l 9 i
\.[Z-g+(y)} [&-g_ (y )}]5 and, since 1 - y > 0 , of [-F(£, y)]* , is
chosen to lie between y+(y) and y_(y) along the real axis where
< g + (y) < g_(y) . (Note that in this case the branch cut is not
as shown in fig. 5-11.) Thus I^ CcT, y+i*0) is again given by eq.
(5-78) for f+ < y < 1 . When y 1 , y_(T) is approximated
by the right hand side of eq. (5-70), when T = y + ie and £ is 
small and > 0 . Thus, as 1 - y changes from 1 - y »  £ through 
zero to y - 1 >> £ , g_(l) moves in a large anticlockwise arc in the
upper half plane. For y > 1 , the path P and the branch cut of
Q£-y+(l)) [&-g (t )}^2 are as shown in fig. 5-11, and using eq. (5-71)
we find that J^ ,(ö, y+i* 0) is again given by eq. (5-78) for y > 1 .
Finally, we see that the expressions obtained for P(ö, y+i*0) 
for subcase (2b)(a) can also be summarized as in eqs. (5-79), (5-80) 
and (5-81). (Notice that for this subcase, F(£, y) - 0 or P(£, y) 
is complex.) Thus, for case II S (i), I^(,0, y+d* 0) is given by eqs.
(5-79), (5-80) and (5-81) whenever eq. (5-51) holds.
We now consider subcase (2a)(3), for which (a+a)(b+d) > 0  in 
addition to (a+b)(o+d) < 0 and for which eq. (5-52) holds. From fig. 
5-3 (and the three similar figures which can be constructed as 
described for subcase (2a)(a)), we see that provided y < T\^ + , the
singularities y+(y+d*0) do not appear on the path of integration in
eq. (5-55), and J^,(ö, y+t*0) is given by eq. (5-55) with x + o .
From eqs. (5-48) and (5-52) we see that when n^_ < y < n2+ »
g+(y+i*0) are complex conjugates with y+(y+i*0) lying in the upper
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half plane, and g_(y+i*0) lying in the lower half plane. As
y + + 5 g + (y+i* 0) approaches the point g + (n.2+} from the upper
half plane and g_(y+i*0) approaches g + fnom the lower half
plane, where from fig. 5-3, we see that < 9+ (n2+) < ^1- * ^hus »
in order to continue into the region y > T)2 + , we must do the
continuation in T = y + t£ with £ small and > 0 . An argument 
similar to the one leading to eq. (5-67) shows that, as n2+ “ 9
changes from r,9+ - y »  £ through zero to y - n^+ >> £ , the motion
of £7+(t ) relative to g _{t ) is as shown in fig. 5-13. Thus, the
path P is not pinched between the two singularities g + (l) when
£ > 0 . Once y > n^ + > we can take the limit £ 1 0 and with the
1 9
branch cut of \_[Z~g , (t)) [Z~g (T))J 2 and, since 1 — 2/ > 0 , of
[-F(£, t )]2 , as shown in broken line in fig. 5-13, we find that
1^(0, y+i•0) / 1+ dZ_Z~0
g + (y+i*0)
dZ tt i
Z-og + (y+i* 0) /-F(£,z/) Jg_(y+i" 0) SF(Z,y)
cj_ ( y + i  *0 )
dZ
Z~o
’2 + S-F(Z,y)
(5-82)
for n 2+ < y < f± [Z2+) •
To obtain 1^ ,(0, y+t*0) when f + (^ 2+) K 9 K » we need to
examine the path taken by g_ (l) in the complex plane when T = y + iz
and £ is small and > 0 . From eqs. (5-44), (5-47) and (4-42), we 
see that when n2 + < y < ,
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g _ ( y + i a0) - £2+ = / 1-c2 y 1-d2 -1 + (.yc+a) (y d + b )
(zy2-l) /  l-c2/  1-J2
(yo+aY - l (z/^ +fc )'
(1-/) (1-^) / (l-ty2) fl-c?2}
- 1 . (5-83)
We note from eq. (4-47) that when h^ (y )  - 0 , then (yc+a) (yd+b) < 0 
and since
(yc+a)2 - l±-y2) l ± - c 2) > 0 , (yd+b)2 - [ l - y 2) [ l - d 2] > 0
for n 2 < y < , it follows that (ye+a) (yd+b) < 0 for
< y < r) • Suppose that yc + a > 0 , yd + b < 0 ; then we 
define K3Q/) and K4 2^/) by
coshK^( y ) --- ^ 2 ---- , coshk A y)
/  1-w2/  1-e2
yd+b (5-84)
/  l-i/2/1-^2
Now
#_(t ) - Z2+ = y I - C 2 1/l-J2[-l+cosh(K3(T)-K^ (T))_] (5-85)
where k (t ) s «^(t ) are gi-ven in eq. (5-84), with y + T and the
square root interpreted more generally. With T = y + 0£ , we find 
that for small £ > 0 ,
2Re (k (t )-k4(t )} = k (y) - <4(y ) + £ E(e , y, a, fc, <j, d) , (5-86)
Im (k 3(t )-k (t ))
z/a+c yb+d
l y W  (ya+c)^ - (l-y2) (l-a2) «/ (z/fr+d)2-(l-y2) (l-£>2}
+ £3F(£, z/, a, fc, e, c?) (5-87)
where |i?(£, z/, a, b, c , c?) | <°° , |F(£, z/, a, c, <i)| <°° for
v  < y K v
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Now, using eq. (5-75), we find that 
g_Cl) - i2+ = y 1 -o2 /  l-<y [_-l+cosh{Re (k3 (t )-K^Ct )} } •
' cos{lm (k 3(t )-k4(t )}} 
tisinhlRe(T)-k^(t )}}sin(lm (k ^Ct )-k^(t )}}j . (5-88)
The steps in the continuation are then as follows.
(i) Start with y such that y < /+ (? ) [h^(y) > o) ?
that is, K^{y) - K (i/) > 0 ,
(ii) make £ > 0 ,
(iii) fix £ and change y until y > f + (^2+) (^2 ^  ^ 5
that is, K3 (i/) - K (z/) < 0 ,
(iv) let £ i 0 .
Since y < /+ ) , and hence h^iy) < 0 , throughout the continuation
procedure it follows that
_______ ya+c_____ yb+d
< 0 (5-89)
y  {ya+c)2-[l-y2) [±-a2) >/(yb+d)2- {l-y2} [b-b2]
From eqs. (5-86), (5-87) and (5-89), we see that for sufficiently 
small £ , (im (k ^(x )-k^(t ))} is small and negative at steps (ii) and
(iii), and that at step (ii)
sign (Re (k ^ t )-k ^(t )} } = sign{i<3 (y )-«4 (y )} .
Similarly, when step (iii) has been taken, the above equation holds 
for sufficiently small £ .
It now follows from eq. (5-88) that, as steps (i)-(iv) are taken, 
the path taken by g_(l) in the complex plane is as shown in fig.
5-14. Also, from eqs. (5-44), (5-47) and (4-42), (see also fig. 5-3) 
we see that for sufficiently small £ , Re^ '_j_(i) > maxt^+s Rey_CT)}
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for <!/<!]._. At step (iii), the path P and the branch cut
of Cx)} (£-<?_ (t )}}2 and, since 1 - y 2 > 0 , of [-P(£, t )]2 ,
are as shown in fig. 5-15. Consequently, 
a {y+i90)
1^(0, y + i *0)
’2 +
dj (-TT)
C-Ö
g + ( y H - 0)
dZ____tti_
Z-o/-F(£,y) g (y+i90) ■ JF(£,y)
for 4 ^2+) < y < v
written in the form
’1+
dZ
g j y )  5"°
(.5-90)
Notice that J^(ö, y + i 90) can also be
f^(ö, y+i*0)
’1+
+ 2
’2 +
S2+ 5‘° t-F(5,i/)}2 >g 5-0 {-FCS,y)}sT  (5-91)
where {-F(£, i/)}2 is defined in eq. (5-81). (In this case F (£, y ) 
is, of course, real.)
On continuing into the region ri^ _ < y < , g + (y+i9 0) moves
into the lower half plane, deforming the path P as shown in fig. 5-7 
and g (y+i90) moves into the upper half plane. We find that
Ig(G, y + i 90 ) is again given by eq. (5-63) for n 1_ < y < q1- '1+ To
obtain J c(ö, y + i 9 0) for y > r) , we proceed as for subcase (2a) Cot)O -L T
and the results given for that subcase again apply.
We see from eq. (5-91) that our choice of square roots in eq.
(5-47) and the consequent labelling of g_^(y+i90 ) and g_(y+i90)
makes eq. (5-79) unsuitable for summarizing the results for subcase 
(2a) (3) but suits subcases (2a)(a) and (2b)(a) . However, by choosing 
the square roots differently, we can summarize our results in a way similar
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to that given in eq. (5-79). We define the quantities g^(.y) by
2
0^0/) = [y2~ l) 1[(y-l)(ad+bo)+ia+c)(b+d)
2
± {y2-l+2ty-l)ao+(a+c )2}^ {z/2-l+2 (0-1 )bd+(b+d )2}^J C5-92 )
where
(y2-l+2 (y-l)ac+(a+c )2}^
r /“2 9* 2 2/ y -1+2(0-1 )ac+(a+c) if 0 - 1 + 2(0-l)ac + (a+c) > 0 ,
(£»/- (02-l+2 (0-l)ac+(a+e )2) if 02 - 1 + 2(0-l)a<? + (a+c)2 < 0
(5-93)
and the other square root in eq. (5-92) is defined in the same way
with a -*■ b , c ■+ d . The quantities g (y) are just the quantities
2
g+ iy) but with a different choice of square roots. The expressions 
obtained for J^(ö, y+i*0) for subcase (2a)(3), as well as for subcases
(2a)(a) and (2b)(a), can now be summarized. We find that
I5(a, 0+i-O) dX______ tt
?'a i-F(Z,y)d
26 (-h2 (y))
h* dX____ tt
5'° i-F(.Z,y)}t
+ 2Q {h± (y)}
lg 1( y )
71
J ci+ {-F(£,s/)3
(5-94)
for all -°° < y < 00 except at most for y i {r|^ + , q^+ > b] . Here
i
{-F(^, y ) } 2 is defined in eq. (5-81), Q(x) is defined in eq.
(5-80) and h (y) and h^{y) are given in eqs. (4-38) and (4-47).
Next, we consider subcase (2b) (3), for which (a+c)(b+d) < 0  in 
addition to (a+b)(c+d) < 0 and for which eq. (5-52) holds. To obtain
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Jc(ö, y+i* 0) for y < q , we proceed as for subcase (2a) (3) and the
results given for that subcase again apply. Similarly to obtain
Jc(d, y+i'O) for z/ > n, , we proceed as for subcase (2b) (a) and theo 1+
results for that subcase apply. Thus, , y+im0) is again given
by eq. (5-94).
The restriction Red << -1 and the restrictions on r| +, r\^+
in eqs. (5-51) and (5-52) can now be removed, and we find that for 
case II S (i), defined by (a+b) > 0 , (c+d) < 0 , -1 < a 5 1 ,
-1 < b 5 1 and a + $ +  Y + c$>2TT, and for which £ < >
Jc(0, y+i* 0) is given by eq. (5-94) for ö 6 S , -°° < y < +°°o o
except at most for y 6 (n^+, n2+5 ^  * For caSe U  S (ii) defined
by (a+b) < 0 , (c+d) > 0 ,  -1 < c 5 1 , -1 < <2 < 1 and
a + 3 +  Y + 6>2TT, and for which £ < £ , fc(d, y+b*0) is
It Z + jD
given by eq. (5-94) with £ ^2+ , ^(z/) h^y) , for ö € SQ ,
-°° < y < +°° except at most for y £ {q^+, *
5-9. Continuation in x and y : Case III
In this section, we obtain J^(0, y+i90) for case III, defined
by (a+b) < 0 , (c+d) < 0 , for all ö 6 S and for almost all
-°° < y < +°° • As discussed in sect. 5-8, y) is given by
eq. (5-55) for case III (ii) when x < -1 , y < -1 . We recall that 
case III (ii) is defined by (a+b) < 0 , (c+d) < 0 , h^iy) 5 0 and
hz (y) > 0 , and that for this case £2+ < (ech (5-29)). Also,
case III (ii) is a subcase of case III A for which a + b < 0 , 
c + d < 0 and ^2+ < £1+ •
/
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We begin by considering the subcase of case III A for which 
(a+c)(b+d) > 0 in addition to ia+b)(a+d) > 0 and for which eq. 
(5-51) holds. This subcase we call subcase (la)(a) . The branch
of r is then as shown in fig. 5-1. The branches and
can again have a number of different configurations, and one of the
four possible configurations of T is shown in fig. 5-1.
To simplify the continuation procedure, we again take ö ( ^
and Reö = x «  -1 . Firstly we suppose that (a-c)(b-d) > 0 so that 
r2 is as shown in fig. 5-1. From fig. 5-1 we see that
f ± ( Zi+) < -1 < f± (52+} and thus I^(G, y+i'O) is given by eq. (5-55)
with x  -+ o for f + (^1+) < y < -1 .
To obtain 1^(0, y+i*0) when y < f + (^1+) or since a + b < 0 ,
when h ^ i y ) > 0 , we need to examine the path taken by ^+(t ) in the
complex plane when T - y ■+ de and £ is small and > 0 . We find 
that ^+(t ) - is again given by eqs. (5-76), (5-73) and (5-74).
However, in this case, y < / + (£2+) [h2(£/) > o) aRh hence, instead
of eq. (5-77), we have
tanhX3 (y) + tanhx4(z/) > 0 .
Thus, as steps (1), (2), (3) and (4) after eq. (5-76) are taken, 
g (t ) moves from point (4) to point (3) to point (2) to point (l) in
fig. 5-10. Also, for sufficiently small £ , we see from eqs. (4-A8) 
and (4-A9) that Re^_(l) < ^  < Re^+(x) . The path of integration
between and along the real axis is deformed before <7+(t)
crosses into the lower half plane. At step (3) of the continuation
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procedure when ^ (l) is at point (2) in fig. 5-10, the path P  is
l
as shown in fig. 5-9. Taking the branch cut of (£-<7_(t )}J 2
as shown in fig. 5-9, and using the fact that
l
| (l-(y+i*0)} (l+y+i’O)] 2 = W - ( ± + y  ) i/l-y ,
we find that
I9(a, y + i •0) =
f 1+ d i
.9 Ay)
;2+ 5-0 /-p(5,y)
+ 2
51+ 5-0 ✓-FCS.y)
(5-95)
for -°° < i/ < / ) . Thus, Jc(a, y+t*0) is given by eq. (5-95)— J- *r o
when 7i Q/) > 0 , h^iy) > 0 and £9+ < £1 + • This is just theE2+ < sl+
E2+ < ^1+
(5-95) (with ö -* a: < ^2+^ an<^  eT- (5-54) in eq. (5-53), we see that
the resultant expression for I(x, y ) is just that given in eq.
(4-118) when £2+ < £i+ .
Next, we continue from the region /+ (£^+) < y < -1 into the
region -1 < y < +°° . The method used and the results obtained for 
J (a, y + i a0) are just those given for case II S (i) (2a)(a), except
that now / (£ ) f 1 , so that I (a, y + i 90) is given by eq. (5-66)
for 1 < y < +°° , rather than just for 1 < y < f + (£^+) • Thus,
JgXö, y + i '0) is given by eq. (5-55) with x  O for
/± (51+) < y < /± U 2+) 5 by eq* (5-66) for /±(£2+) < y < n2+ 5 by eq'
(5-68) for n2+ < z/ < ni+ , by eq. (5-69) for r\^+ < y < 1 and by 
eq. (5-66) for 1 < y < +°° .
Next we suppose that (a - c ) ( b - d ) < 0 , so that the branch T is
as shown in fig. 5-2. We note that in this case it is possible to
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have jf± (£1+) < -1 or -1 5 f ± fe1+) < . If /± (^1+) < ~1 » f^en
the continuation procedure is just that given for subcase (la)(a)
above, where in addition {a-c)(b-d) > 0 . However, if -1 ^ f + ,
then we need to start with 1^ ,(0, y + i 9 0) for a case when f + (£ ) < -1
and continue in the external masses squared. We note that I~(Q, y + i *0)
is given by eq. (5-55), with x + O , for / + (S1+) < ^ < /±(^2+) > and
in particular for /± (?1+) < y < H , when / + ft1+) < "1 • On
continuing in the external masses squared, we find that J^,(d, y + i 90 )
is still given by eq. (5-55), with x  -+ O , for /+ < y < when
-i s /±(51+) < n5 .
The method of continuation into the region ~1 K y K f + (£^+) is
then similar to that described for the continuation into the region 
f + (£j_+) < y < 1 for case II S (i) (2b)(a). As steps (1), (2), (3)
and (4) are taken, ^ (t ) moves from point (4) to point (3) to point
(2) to point (1) in fig. 5-10, and 1^(0, y + i 90) is again given by
eq. (5-95). Continuing into the region -°° < y < -1 , we find that 
Ig(ö, y + i 90) is still given by eq. (5-95). The continuation into the
region < y < +°° is then the same as described for subcase (la)(a)
when in addition (a - c ) ( b - d ) > 0 . Thus, we find that y + i 90)
is again given by eq. (5-79) and by eq. (5-94) for subcase (la)(a) of 
case III A.
We now consider subcase (lb)(a) for which (a + o ) ( b + d) < 0  in 
addition to (a+b)(o+d) > 0 and for which eq. (5-51) holds. The 
branch is then as shown in fig. 5-2. The arguments of subcase
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(la)Cot) show that J^Xa, £/+^ *0) is again given by eq. (5-55) with 
x -+ O for f± (?1+) < y < f+(Z2+) and by e(l* (5-95) for 
-°° < y < f+ (£^ +) . The method of continuation into the region 
f+ [&2 +) < y < +°° is the same as that used for case II S (i) (2b) Cot), 
except that now f+ (£^ +) f » so that 1^ ,(0, y +^ m0) is given by
eq. (5-66) for r)^ + < y < +°° . For f+ {^ ,^ +) < y < n^+ , the expressions 
for i” (öj z/+£*0) are just those given for case II S (i) (2b)(a).
Thus Jg(G, y+i'O) is given by eq. (5-79) and by eq. (5-94) for 
subcase (lb)(ct).
For subcase (la)(3), where (a+c)(b+d) > 0 , (a+b)(e+d) > 0 and
for which eq. (5-52) holds, is as shown in fig. 5-1. The
arguments of subcase (la)(a) show that J^(a, y+i*0) is again given
by eq. (5-55) with x -*■ O for f+ < y < h2 + and by eq. (5-95)
for -°° < y < f+ (£ ) . The method of continuation into the region
^2 + < y < +°° and the results obtained for Jg(a, y+i*Q) are just
those given for case II S (i) (2a)(3), except that now /+(£ )  ^1 ,
so that 7^ ,(0, y+i*0) is given by eq. (5-66) for 1 < y < +°° instead
of just 1 < y < f± (£1+) . Again, 1^(0, y +i m0) is given by eq.
(5-94) for subcase (la)(3).
For subcase (lb)(3), where (a+o)(b+d) < 0 , (a+b)(o+d) > 0 and
for which eq. (5-52) holds, is as shown in fig. 5-2. The
arguments of subcase (la) (a) again show that Ig(ö, £/+^*0) is given
by eq. (5-55) with x -* O for f+ (£ ) < y < r\ and bY eq. (5~95)
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for < y < f + l^1+) • The method of continuation into the region
q_2 + < y < +°° and the results obtained for Tg(G, y+i* 0) are just
those given for case II S (i) (2b) (13), except that now /+ (C^+)  ^q^+ ,
so that I5 (a, y+i'O) is given by eq. (5-66) for < y <
instead of just n1+ < y < /± (C]+} * Again, J^(a, y + i m0) is given
by eq. (5-94) for subcase (lb)((3).
The restriction Reö << -1 and the restrictions on q^+ , r\ +
in eqs. (5-51) and (5-52) can now be removed, and we find that for 
case III A defined by (a + b ) < 0 , (a+d) < 0 and + < >
JC(G, y+i*0) is given by eq. (5-94) for o € S , -°° < y < +°° except
at most for y i {r|^ + , r ^ »  ^  • ^or case TII B defined by (a+b) < 0 ,
(c+d) < 0 and < ^2 + , 20(ö, y + i 9 0) is given by eq. (5-94)
with £1+ ^  C2+ , h± (y) «-► h ^ y )  for O € SQ , -«> < y < +«>
except at most for zy C {r|^ + , ^2+’ ^  ’
5-10. Conclusion
In this section, we compare the results obtained in this chapter 
with those given in GDD. As mentioned in sect. 5-1, some of our results 
disagree with those of GDD. Further, many of the details of the method, 
in particular details of the movement of singularities at the critical 
points and the precautions that need to be taken to ensure that the 
path of integration is not pinched between the singularities, are not 
given by GDD. They started their continuation from a normal threshold 
spectral representation for the box diagram amplitude, equivalent to 
that given in eqs. (5-5) and (5-6). Mandelstam (1959 a) had obtained 
this spectral representation by using a prescription for calculating
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the imaginary part of the box diagram amplitude (in eq. (2-8)). GDD 
carried out the continuation in the external masses squared to obtain 
results for the box diagram equivalent to those given for case II in 
eq. (5-27) (eq. (29) of GDD) and for case III (ii) in eq. (5-32)
(eq. (57) of GDD).
We recall that, in sect. 5-8, we wrote I(x, y) as the sum of a 
double integral part, 2^ Or, Z/) 5 anc^  a s^nS-^ e integral part,
Jg(x, y) , and carried out the continuation, in x and y , of these
two parts separately. GDD made essentially the same separation as in 
eqs. (5-53), (5-54) and (5-55) for case III A but made a different 
separation for case II S (i). For case II S (i), I"Or, y) can also 
be written as
I Or, y) - 2^ Or, y) + 2^0r, 2/) (5-96)
where
I,7(x, y) = r dZ dr\1 5~x >fJZ) n y / F c e . n )  ' (5-97)
-Z^ Oc, y) - IsOr, y) + dK A
(5)
dr)
’1+ / +(U n ^  /F(£,n)
(5-98 )
and Ig(x9 y) is given in eq. (5-55). Notice that -Z^ Or, y) is just
the first term on the right hand side of eq. (5-39) and can be continued 
in x and y as discussed in sect. 5-6. Also, the second term on the 
right hand side of eq. (5-98) is just the second term on the right hand, 
side of eq. (5-39) (with = £ ) and, thus, can be continued in x
and y as discussed in sect. 5-6. In particular, the inner integral 
in the second term in eq. (5-98) gives, on continuing in y (with y 
approaching the real axis from above), F(^, y+i*0) in eq. (5-41).
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GDD considered the continuation in x and y of a function
A (-X, -y) related to I„(x, y) , for y < -1 , x < -1 , by
Urt Lr
(5-99 )
We start by comparing our results with those of GDD for case II 
S (i) (2a)(a). For y 2 /+(£2+) , we see from eqs. (5-55) and (5-41)
together with fig. 5-3 (which shows that y < / + (£) for 5 ( 5 1 )
that our result in eq. (5-98) (with x  -+ O ) agrees with that given in 
eq. (42) of GDD. For / + (^2+) < y < n 2+ , eqs. (5-66) and (5-41)
(together with fig. 5-3) show that eq. (5-98) (with x ■+ o ) again 
agrees with eq. (42) of GDD. For q < y < q , J (ö, y+i*0) can
be obtained from eqs. (5-68), (5-41) and (5-98) (together with fig. 
5-3). This result for y+i*0) aigrees with that indicated in
sect. 3 of GDD. For < y < 1 , eqs. (5-69) and (5-41) (together
with fig. 5-3) show that eq. (5-98) (with x  ■+ O ) agrees with eqs.
(49) and (50) of GDD. For 1 < y 5 /  (1) , we see from eqs. (5-66)
and (5-41) (together with fig. 5-3) that I r (cr, y + i * 0) can be written
which agrees with eq. (55) of GDD. It is further claimed in GDD that 
eq. (55) of GDD holds for all y > 1 . However, from fig. 5-3, we
as
(5-100)
see that, for / + (1) < y < f ± (?1+) >
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A dt,
(O
dn
51+  ^a J/+(£) n_Q/+t’0) A(^,n)
^ Q / } ;i TT i
£1+ 5~° >/-*<&,y )  >g+i y ) 5'° *<fc€,j/)
(5-101)
so that, using eq. (5-66), we find that
1 (^0 , y+im0)
,g + ^ )! dl A <25 TTt
S0i 5-0 C ‘ a  ^C?^T . (5-102)2+ ' '
This equation disagrees with eq. (55) of GDD. For /+ (£^+) 5 y < +°° ,
we find that eq. (5-101) holds with the first term on the right hand 
side multiplied by a minus sign (see eq. (5-41)). Thus, from eq.
(5-78) we see that T^(ö, y + i *0) is again given by eq. (5-102), for
f + - y < t"5 , which disagrees with eq. (55) of GDD.
Next, we compare our results with those of GDD for case II S (i) 
(2b)(a). When y < q^+ , the arguments of case II S (i) (2a)(a) apply
and our expressions for I ^ (cf, y+i* 0) agree with those of GDD. When
n1+ < y < min[l, f ± (^1+)] , J5 0^ ’ is given by eq. (5-66).
However, the expression for the second term in eq. (5-98) (with 
x  -+ O ) depends on the particular shape of the curve . If T^
is as shown in fig. 5-4, so that 1 < /+(1) < f + (£ ) , then we find
that J^(ö, y + i *0) is given in eq. (5-100), which agrees with eq.
(54) of GDD. However, if is such that /+(1) < 1 < /+ (£^+) , then
I n (0, y+i*Q) is given by eq. (5-100) for ru < 4 5  f (1) , in
agreement with eq. (54) of GDD, and by eq. (5-102) for /* (1) < y < 1 ,
which disagrees with eq. (54) of GDD. In general, we find that for
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T\ < y < +°° , our results for 1^(0, y+i*0) agree with those in eqs,
(54) and (55) of GDD when g + (y ) - 1 , and disagree when g + iy) < 1 •
Next, we compare our results with those of GDD for case II S (i) 
C2a)((3). When y < ri2+ j the arguments of case II S Ci) C2a)(a)
apply, and our expressions for J^(Q, y+i*0) agree with those of GDD.
For n2+ < y - f+(Z2+) » ecls' (5~82) and (5-41) (together with fig.
5-3) show that eq. (5-98) (with x O ) agrees with eq. (43) of GDD. 
Also, when /+ (£2+) < y < , eqs. (5-90) and (5-41) (together with
fig. 5-3) show that eq. (5-98) (with x -* O ) again agrees with eq.
(43) of GDD. (Note that there is a misprint in eq. (48) of GDD.) When
n, < y < q, , Ir (0, y+i'0) can be obtained from eqs. (5-68), (5-41) -L“  1 +  Cr
and (5-98) (together with fig. 5-3). This result agrees with that 
indicated in sect. 3 of GDD. For < y < +°° , the arguments of
case II S (i) (2a)(ot) apply.
For case II S (i) (2b)($), the arguments of case II S (i) (2a)(3) 
apply for y < and the arguments of case II S (i) (2b)(a) apply
for y > n1+ •
We now compare our results for J(b, y+i*0) with those of GDD
for case III A. GDD considered the continuation, in x and y , of a
function A (-x, -y) related to I Q(x, y) (eq. (5-55)), for x  <-l , 
CLYL o
/ ± ( q +) < y < -l , by
Is ix, y) = - j A an-y ) . (5-103)
We start by comparing our results with those of GDD for case III A 
(la)(a). For y 5 f+ (£ ) , eq. (5-95) agrees with eq. (58) of GDD.
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When /+(£1+) < \j - f + ( £2+) 5 eq‘ (5~55) (with x  + O ) agrees with
eqs. (57) and (59) of GDD (except that GDD do not consider the case 
when -1 < /± (£1+} < rig )• for /± (C2+) < U < rl2+ , eq. (5-66) agrees
with eq. (59) of GDD and for n < y < tv , I C(cf, y + i *0) is givenZ T  _L I o
by eq. (5-68), which agrees with the result indicated in sect. 4 of
GDD. For TV < y < 1 , Ic(ö, y+i*0) is given by eq. (5-69), which 1 +  o
agrees with eq. (61) of GDD. For y > 1 , I , y+i* 0) is given by
eq. (5-66) which can also be written in the form
5i+
Is °^i y+t'0)
d£_
S-F(Z,y)
-  2 dZe-o (5-104)
’2+ "1+
Thus, for y > 1 , eq. (5-66) or (5-104) disagrees with eq. (63) of 
GDD.
Next we consider case III A (lb)(a). For y < ? the argument
of case III A (la)(a) applies. For y > tv » Jc(ö, y + i m0) is given
I t O
by eq. (5-66) or (5-104). This result agrees with eq. (62) of GDD when 
r]^ + < y < 1 , except that the 0 function used there is not needed.
However, for 1 < y < +°° , eq. (5-66) or (5-104) disagrees with eq. 
(63).
For case III A (la)(3), the arguments of case III A (la)(a) 
apply for y < n2 + . For n2 + < y < f ± fe2+) 5 Is ('° ’ is Siven
by eq. (5-82), which disagrees with eq. (60) of GDD. When
/+(£2+) < y < , Is^°i 2/+^ ’°) is given by eq. (5-90), which
again disagrees with eq. (60) of GDD. When < y < ,
Ig(CJ, y + i ' Q ) is given by eq. (5-68), which agrees with the result
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indicated in sect. 4 of GDD. For y > H-^ + , the argument of case III 
A (la)(ot) applies.
For case III A (lb)(3), the argument of case III A (la)(3) 
applies for y < ri^ + and the argument of case III A (lb) Cot) applies 
for y > n1+ •
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